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SUMMARY 
The object of this research was to investigate the period of time 
during which the clutch plates of a motor vehicle are engaged to effect 
a start from rest. The problem was approached from two sides, firstly 
a mathematical model has been produced in the form of a digital computer 
program. Secondly, practical investigations were undertaken in order to 
shed more light upon certain problem areas highlighted whilst developing 
the mathematical model. Finally the two types of investigations were 
combined to give a more realistic model of the engagement period than any 
that had previously been published. 
The mathematical model allowed parametric studies of the clutch to be 
made giving details of slip time, speeds, clamp load, friction level, 
heat generated and the one dimensional temperature distribution through 
one half of the clutch assembly. Two methods for the solution of the 
temperature distribution problem were used in order to give a cross 
check during the development of the mathematical model. Stability of the 
two methods has been investigated and limits suggested which if adhered 
to prevent instability errors occurring. 
Practical work on a test rig was carried out in order to investigate 
the variation of friction levels during the engagement period and also 
the temperatures reached. A test vehicle was instrumented to find out how 
the general public operated the clutch in service and how their operation 
varied with test conditions i.e. gradients and traffic conditions. 
Finally a computer controlled test rig comprising of an engine, clutch 
with e1ectro-hydraulic ram operation and inertia flywheel was developed. 
This rig was completely automatic and could be used to simulate different 
engagement rates, gradients and, if inertia were added or subtracted, 
. ,. 
different vehicles. 
The result has been that a useful tool, in the form of an easily 
used computer program has been developed, the limitations of which have 
been investigated. Also, a test facility has been developed which can 
be programmed to simulate in vehicle use. The model and test rig 
produced lend themselves to extension to further work in the area of clutch 
and transmission vibrations, especially clutch judder. 
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In this thesis the tables, figures, graphs 
and plates are presented respectively at the 
end of the chapter to "hich they refer. 
Numbers in brackets refer to the references 
listed at the end of the thesis. The 
numbering system used translates as, the 
number before the decimal point referring 
to the chapter, the number after referring 
to the sequence. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
6 
J 
-An automotive single plate clutch comprises of a centre plate, a 
diaphragm spring pressure plate assemble, Plate No; 1.1, and the engine 
flywheel. When assembled the diaphragm spring assembly is bolted to the 
flywheel with the centre plate sandwiched in between. The job·of the clutch 
assembly is to provide an infinitely variable speed ratio between the vehicle 
and the engine, this duty being performed by a slipping action between the 
clamping faces of the flywheel and pressure plate on the centre plate. The 
majority of the energy dissipated is in the form of heat, which if the 
assembly has not been designed correctly causes eventual failure of the unit. 
The prob1em·of thermal failure in clutch assemblies is not new but because 
of the improvement in facing materials which allow smaller diameter facings 
to transmit the same torque levels and also due to the higher average speeds 
of modern engines, this type of failure is becoming all too frequent. 
Broadly speaking the problems encountered in practice on automotive 
clutch assemblies can be catagorised under one of the following headings: 
1. Thermal Failure. 
2. Vibration 
3. Mechanical Failure. 
These are not necessarily in order of importance and some problems can 
and do fall into more than one catagory, in that a mechanical failure of, 
say, the release bearing can induce clutch slip thus generating excess heat, 
causing distortion of the assembly which in turn produces vibration during 
the engagement. Some examples of mechanical and thermal failure are shown 
in the plates and described in the follOl,ing text. 
Plate No. 1.2 shows a purely mechanical failure, the driving sp1ines 
have been sheared out of the centre plate. Plate No. 1.3 is of a clutch 
assembly where the release bearing "seized" causing excessive wear of the 
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fingers of the diaphragm spring resulting eventually in the break-up 
of .the centre plate. Plate No. 1.4 presents anoth'er common mechanical 
failure, that of the cushion spring becoming over stressed and working loose 
causing excessive "rattle" during drive. Plate No. 1.5 shows a pressure 
plate that has been subject to excessive heat causing thermal cracking of the 
cast iron. Plate No. 1.6 shows a very common mode of failure, usually due to 
excessive slip, where the lining material has "denatured" and parted from 
the centre plate. 
Purely mechanical failure or any combination of the three induced by 
a mechanical failure must be expected where mass production and statistical 
quality control is used. But the first two can be avoided, providing that 
a designer is given enough data concerning the causes and a reliable design 
procedure to follow. Both topics require a separate detailed study but 
have one thing in common and that is, that they need a proven model of the 
engagement period. A model of a mathematical nature but one that is knot;u 
to be representative of the real situation. 
Such a model has been developed during the course of this research 
and has been proven against practical tests. In the beginning it was 
decided that the calculations involved in an analytic solution only, would 
limit the models versatility and also make its use unattractive to 
designers who might wish to use it. Further, it was considered that the 
thermal problems are of greater concern to the industry at the present 
time especially in the light of the proposed European regulations governing 
the sale of vehicles within the E.E.C. The proposed regulations, with 
respect to clutches state that a fully laden vehicle with a trailer 
attached of weight approximately 50% that of the vehicle must complete 
five starts on a 16% gradient at one minute intervals and still be capable 
8 
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of further use. These tests are quite severe and expensive to carry out 
(especially if a high probability of success cannot be guaranteed). 
There are different severities of thermal failure, Plate No. 1.1 
shows a before and after situation, on the left is a new pressure plate and 
centre plate and on the right a used pair. These components came from the 
test vehicle used in this research, after approximately twenty subjects had 
been tested with a total mileage of somewhere in the region of four hundred 
miles. Plate No. 1.7 is a close up of the lining material, which is an 
asbestos yarn based material with zinc wire inclusions, coiled into an annulus, 
and bound with resin. The deposits in the rivet holes are zinc which has 
been "melted" out from the lining due to excessive heat. The zinc can also be 
seen deposited upon the pressure plate, Plate No. 1.8, an idea of the 
magnitude of temperatures encountered can be obtained from the fact that 
the surface of the metal had been tempered and that melting point of zinc 
is 420oC. 
Plate No. 1.9 shows a microscopic view of the pressure plate material 
structure, the pressure plate in this case seemed, visually, to have been 
unaffected by heat, the structure comprising of random graphite in a matrix 
. 0 
of pearlite, estimated temperatures of around 350 C had been encountered. 
Plate No. 1.10 however was of a pressure plate whose surface was similar to 
that shown in Plate No. 1.1 and the metals structure had been greatly 
o 
affected, estimated temperatures of well in excess of 700 C must have been 
encountered to cause this structural change. Thus showing that even under 
normal running conditions the temperature encountered in the clutch, at the 
interface, can be quite severe. Therefore, if the causes and effects of 
overheating can be studied while a vehicle is still in the design stage 
the manufacturer could be saved a great deal of trouble. 
9 
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A clutch on the face of it is a simple mechanical system but when 
at attempt is made to model this system mathematically numerous practical 
difficulties are encountered. These problems have long resisted analytical 
solution but if the problem is approached considering a digital computer 
solution of the equations and an empirical solution of the practical 
restrictions a model describing the engagement period can be developed. 
Looking at the problem as a whole it becomes a control exercise, man 
releases the clutch pedal (input), clutch plates transmit torque (output) 
and the vehicle accelerates (feed-back). This would be a simple.feed-back 
loop except that a human being is involved and no two people are alike. 
The dynamic equations of the system can be readily solved if the input to 
the system can be defined i.e. man. In an attempt to define the input a 
test vehicle was used to measure ho'. a driver operates a clutch during the 
engagement period, and in what manner this varies with road conditions. 
At first, it was thought that a relationship between type of driver and the 
manner in which the clutch was operated could be formed but this proved 
to be the subject of very complex research. Driver behaviour has been 
studied by Quenault (29, 30) and driver aggression by Parry (23) but no 
simple or reliable technique has as yet been evolved for general use. It 
was also found that no data was available on the distribution of drivers, 
with respect to age, employment, sex, number of·miles driven, etc., and so 
a number of subjects were chosen at random for the tests. 
Given the mathematical model of the engagement period and the practical 
results, the next step was to consider the heat flow into the components 
of the clutch. Again, digital techniques were employed, which enabled them 
to be easily combined with the original model and. two methods were used 
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to solve the heat conduction problem. Using two methods had the advantage 
that a cross check on the results was always possible throughout the 
development of the model. Heat flow was considered only in one dimension 
i.e. normal to the friction surfaces, this is an idealized situation and it was 
necessary to check the validity of this assumption. Numerous thermocouples 
were inserted into a clutch lining, flywheel and pressure plate, the assembly 
being fitted to a test rig which enabled part of the assembly to remain 
stationary thus facilitating the measurement of the temperatures. The model 
was also used to simulate the rig and predict the temperatures obtained 
during engagements. Using this rig it was also possible to describe the 
variation in the friction coefficient due to temperature and slip speed, 
using an empirical technique. 
Having obtained a mathematical model and empirically described the 
driver's affect on the engagement it was necessary to produce a test rig 
upon which tests could be carried out in an attempt to marry the two together 
to produce a complete solution. This rig had to be able to simulate the 
driver's actions on the pedals and the various road conditions encountered 
on the tests,_ which meant automatic control of the clutch and rapid data 
acquisition. This obviated the need for computer control of the rig, which 
was then built with this in mind, resulting in a versatile and powerful 
research tool which could be programmed in the same way as the computer 
mathematical model. 
Throughout the research the original aims of producing a design tool 
and useful information for the designer have been kept in mind, especially 
in the complexity of the model, a designer will not use a design aid, if it 
is more economic to build and test the component. The mathematical 
11 
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model produced allows parametric studies to be carried out before the 
buiiding of a vehicle but it still prqvides a basis, from which further 
research work could be continued along avenues that will be outlined later 
in this thesis. Especially, where the problem of clutch judder and other 
" (A 
transmission vibrations is concerned, this phenomenon will be seen from the 
test results to have occurred during both the vehicle and the rig tests. 
The work of this thesis therefore concerns: 
(a) Experimental work on the manner in which a driver 
operates a motor car clutch. 
(b) Experimental work on the measurement of the coefficient 
of friction of a clutch assembly. 
(c) A mathematical model of clutch engagement. 
(d) Two models predicting the unsteady, one-dimensional 
heat conduction through the component parts of a clutch. 
(e) Experimental tests of clutch engagement on a rig to 
prove the models. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
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The engagement of a dry friction clutch requires two separate but 
related approaches to effect an analytical sOlution. First, the dynamics 
of the system, Figure No. 2.1, requires solution to obtain the rate of heat 
generation during the engagement period and second, the dispersion of this 
heat, by conduction, through the clutch components and also the resulting 
t.emperature rise needs investigation. Heat is generated in a clutch by 
the rubbing of two bodies together under pressure, the mechanism being 
called frictional heating. The heat is generated both on the surface and 
in the near surface of the rUbbing bodies, from whence it is conducted away. 
This survey covers the development of the analytical approach to the 
solution of the above mentioned problem dealing chronologically with the 
published literature. In the early days people were concerned only with 
the conduction of the generated heat away from the interface and workers 
produced some complex equations for its solution. One or two equations 
will be shown in the following text but these are only meant as a guide to 
indicate to what lengths it is necessary to go in order to effect a reasonable 
analytical solution. The survey shows how the subject has branched out from 
this very narrow beginning to what is now, a complex system. 
As the mathematical models were developed more areas requiring further 
and more detailed analysis came to light, noticeably, the problem of 
understanding and predicting the mechanism of dry friction. Although much 
work has been carried out, no satisfactory method for its solution has been 
evolved and so a purely theoretical approach is not considered within the 
scope of this research and an empirical technique is considered instead. 
Also, the behaviour of the driver affects the theoretical modelling and 
again opens a wide avenue of research, down which little work has been 
carried out, but again in this research bnly the surface has been uncovered. 
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This surv~y therefore deals with both the analytical approach of the early 
mathematicians and the applied empirical techniques of the engineers who 
followed., 
Jaeger (1) set out to calculate the temperatures in a semi-infinite 
solid on which another body slides, he began by taking the solution, proposed 
earlier by Carslaw (lA), for the following conditions. The temperature 
at a point (x,y,z) at time t in an infinite solid, which was initially at 
zero temperature, due to a quantity of heat Q being released instantaneously 
at a point (x'.y' ,z') at t - 0 is: 
exp 
2 2 ] (y-y') ,+ (z-z') 
4C!t 
QC! 
He proposed replacing Q by Qdy' and integrating with respect to y' , 
between -00 and 00 the solutions thus obtained applying to an instantaneous 
line source: 
Q 
4'ITkt 
exp [ 
'(x_x,)2 + (z-z,)2 
4C!t ] 
Jaeger progressed using these basic equati~ns, through solutions in 
which he considered, both band and rectangular sources of heat, at steady 
state and the case of a stationary source, to sources that vary over their 
area and where the velocity is not constant; which would be the case in 
practice. He also examined the case of one body rubbing on another, 
considering the two caSes shown in Figure No. 2.2, and discussed the solution 
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of'temperatures in the steady state •. This work was the first systematic 
study of the problem of moving heat· sources and has formed the starting point 
for much of the work carried out in this area. The equations obtained 
however suffer from the assumptions. that infinite or semi-infinite solids are 
being dealt with. 
Bowden and Tabor (2) and Kragelskii(3) contain comprehensive 
chapters covering the topic of frictional heating and the steady state 
temperatures obtained as well as discussions of flash temperatures. 
Practical work, however has always been carried out on "ideal" substances 
rubbing together e.g. steel against steel, diamond against diamond. That 
is they considered homogenious materials of similar physical properties, 
of which reasonably accurate measurement of physical properties has been 
possible. But, when considering a non-homogenious material, such as an 
asbestos based friction material, which may contain upwards of twenty different 
constituents set in a phenolic resin, accurate data are not readily available. 
This has meant that a purely theoretical analysis has always been inhibited 
by physical constraints and most of the work in the field, has therefore been 
approached from the practical aspect. 
Newcomb (4) considered the flow of heat in a parallel faced infinite 
solid, although this had been investigated by Odier and Leutard (7, 8) 
and Banister (9) using Fourier series solutions and the method of images, 
respectively. Newcomb approached the solution of the problem using Laplace 
transform theory. The problem considered was one where a finite solid was 
bounded by two infinite solids so that at x = 0 in the finite solid there 
was no heat flow perpendicular to the plane and at the other boundary 
there was a linearly decreasing heat flux. In mathematical terms this 
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became:· 
Heat Flux = Q(l - at) where '''a" is a constant. 
as 
at x '" 0 '" 0 
at x '" 1 
ax 
. as 
k _. '" ~(l-at) 
ax 
these form the required boundary conditions for the one dimensional heat 
conduction equation: 
as 
- '" 
at 
The solution of which, using Laplace transforms, Newcomb found to be: 
_ a8t3/ 2 
where 
i erfc 
(2n+l)t-x 
+ i 
2 (kt)! 
(2n+11+X ] 
erfc I 
2 (};:.t) 2 
i erfc + 
[ 
. (2n+ l}t.-x . 
2(ktll 
.3 (2n+l)t+x ] 
L erfc ! 
2 (kt) 
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and 
in erfc x = j,in- 1 erfc'y dy (n = 1,2,3 ••• ) 
'x 
= erfc .x . = 
'" f 
x 
2 
exp (-y )dy 
Newcomb then went on to apply the above solutions to a brake lining 
sliding against a cast iron shoe and compared the results with practical 
values obtained which showed agreement within 10%. In a later paper (5) 
Newcomb considered the case of rubbing elements of finite thickness, thus 
increasing the complexity of the equations to be solved. As would be 
expected the resulting solution was very much more complex than the one above, 
requiring much tedious and repetative computation to effect a solution for 
values of temperature. 
He applied these equations to practical tests in a paper (6), where he 
also compared the results obtained with the previously mentioned work of 
Odier, Leutard and Banister. In conclusion Newcomb suggested the following 
more easi1~ managed equation which gave results within ± 10% of practical 
applications: 
[
Zt! 
e = Const. F.u ~ 
ts 
(
1 -~ ~\ 
3 tsr 1 4t 2 L 
n=l 
.3 f 2' ] 1 er c nA 
n=l 
i erfc 2nA 
where A. = 
F is the friction force 
u is the linear speed. 
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In this paper Newcomb investigated the effect of rhythmically repeated 
engagements in which it was found that the bulk temperature built up to a 
level and remained at that level until the rate of application was varied. 
The theory considered so far has been applied to either idealized test 
specimens or ·to the braking of a motor vehicle, which does the job of a 
friction clutch in reverse. 
As with brakes the first investigations into clutches were approached 
from the practical aspect .and Jania (10) in a series of four papers discussed 
the following points: 
1. Factors affecting performance. 
2. Analysis of the system. 
3. Thermal aspects. 
4. How to cope with the temperatures. 
In the first article the author dealt mainly with the vibrational 
tendencies of a clutch system, suggesting that if the relevant. shaft 
stiffnesses were choosen correctly the problem of transmission vibrations 
could be reduced. He also derived a formula for the barque capacity of 
a clutch assuming a constant pressure engagement and a rather more 
limiting assumption that coefficient of friction decreases linearly with 
velocity. 
In the second article the author considered a system similar to that 
of, Figure No. I, writing the equation of motion as: 
25 
,. 
dw , dw "," 
le e ..-r;~Tc and v Iv -- =1t -Tv 
dt dt 
which upon integration and substitution gave the rate of energy dissipation 
in the clutch as: 
q (t) = n - T 2 c 
The above formula WaS derived with the following assumptions. 
1. Coefficient of friction is a constant. 
2. Compliance of the system zero. 
3. No external torques. 
These observations were pointed out by the author: 
1. Slip time is proportional to the initial slip velocity. 
2. Maximum rate of energy dissipation occurs at t = O. 
3. Energy dissipated does not depend on clutch torque or 
duration of slip. 
But these points only apply to the system as the author constrained it 
'-and are not necessarily so in a practical installation. 
The article went on to discuss other types of clutches and the 
application of the formula to them. 
The third in the series of articles dealt with the thermal capacity and 
limitations of a clutch, the author suggested that two important values 
must be obtained. 
1. Safe permissible maximum su~face temperature. 
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2. Maximum surface temperature likely to occur under known 
conditions of loading. 
To define these values at the design stage the author solved the one 
dimensional heat conduction equation applying similar boundary conditions, 
as to Newcomb, but the result was in the form of a series solution i.e. 
assuming heat flow ~ at + b 
! k 1 (:(! Q(t) ~ bl (p.cp.kl ) (:( I +_1_ 3 1 
! 00 
( ::2 
2 )] [ 2 211 (:(1 L 1 11 t ! t - al (PlcPlkl ) 21 a ! 2 2" exp 11 
n=l n al 1 1 
00 
+ L 
3 n=l 
But for 1 + 00 i.e. the plate is very thick the expression above is reduced to 
4 
" 3 
which Jania suggested using for ease of calculation. He then continued to 
apply the formula to practical examples and in the final article discussed 
the bulk temperatures obtained and suggested ways for reduction of the 
occurence of flash temperatures. This series of articles gave a semi-practical, 
semi-theoretical treatise of the problems encountered in the design of 
27 
clutch systems and although encompassing most of the problems encountered 
and drawing conclusions via theoretical analysis ,110 finite design tool 
emerged. 
Newcomb (11) took the theoretical analysis of the system, Figure No. 2.1, 
further and in more detail than Jania, assuming: 
1. Torque remains sensible constant throughout the engagement. 
2. Drag torque remains constant. 
He investigated the affects of temperature and slip speed upon 
coefficient of friction and from practical tests arrived at the following 
formula: 
= ~~ + (~ - ~~). exp (-aZ) s 
Using these assumptions he derived formulae for the heat generated and slip 
time, also he applied equations previously derived in (4), (5), (12) and 
. (13) to cases of single and multiple engagements. As stated, in the above 
analysis the author assumed constant torque throughout the engagement in 
order to facilitate an analytical solution of the dynamic equations but in 
practice this is not the case. Newcomb in his paper (14) considers the case 
where torque is assumed to vary with time: 
1. Torque increasing linearly with time. 
2. Torque increasing parabo1ica11y with time. 
The former being a reasonable approximation to that which occurs in a 
single plate clutch and the latter to a multi-plate clutch, both cases are 
considered in detail and the resulting formulae are of similar complexity and 
size to the ones already given. After some simplification of these 
28 
equations the author discusses the affect of making the constant torque 
assumption on the temperatures calculated. He concludes, that providing the 
clutch has the same slip torque capacity, the slip time is doubled when a 
linearly increasing torque is considered and also maximum temperature is 
0.806 the value attained under the constant torque assumption and occurs 
at'(s/8)! of the total slip time. In the case of parabo1ica11y increasing 
torque the slipping period was 1! times longer, the maximum temperature 0.9 
that of the constant torque assumption. Thus seriously limiting the 
simplified solution and suggesting that the more complex solution of a 
linearly increasing torque is still not the full picture. 
Ramachandra Rao (15) considering the dynamics of commercial vehicle 
drive-lines under severe operating conditions and developed a more 
C:omprehensive model than before, but the equations that resulted were 
larger and more complex. He carried out a number of tests on commerica1 
vehicles towing a trailer loaded with 1360 Kg, with the handbrake applied, 
in order to simulate the severe operating conditions encountered in practice. 
The torque reaction of the rear axle was measured and graphs of this during 
the engagement period and over a period after the engagement were reproduced 
in his paper. These graphs showed torque increasing approximately linearly 
during the engagement period, although as the author pointed out this 
. 
depends to a larger extent on the type of driver. In the period that follows 
synchronization of the clutch plates, called the stabilising period by the 
author, the torque reaction took quite a long time to settle down to 
steady state. Figure No. 2.3. 
Newcomb (16) has also examined extreme clutch usage, namely: 
1. Sudden engagements. 
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2. Vehicle held stationary upon a hill with clutch slipping. 
Maximum engine speed wa·s assumed in lioth cases, the author admitted th.e 
severity of the tests, attributing the first case to bad driving and the 
second to road conditions, such as, a stop on a steep minor road at a 
junction with a major road. Two types of vehicle were investigated, a small 
saloon car and a larger saloon and results in the form of graphs· of 
temperature variation with time, under continuous slipping and also the 
affects of different gradients presented with some sample calculations. The 
analysis was discussed and conclusions drawn: 
1. Heat generated depended on engine speed. 
2. Larger saloon generated higher temperatures under the 
same loading conditions i.e. on a 1 in 4 gradient after 
16 seconds slip gave 660 C for the small saloon against 
o 88 C for the large saloon. 
The author also pointed out that the temperatures attained under 
slipping conditions were much higher than if the clutch were engaged in the 
quickest possible time and should therefore lie considered when designing 
the clutch. This statement is in conflict with the theoretical analysis 
of Jania (10) but as pointed out then Jania's·system was constrained by the 
simplifying assumptions made and did not fully describe what happens in 
-practice. 
Havi1and (17) used a test rig comprising engine, automatic gearbox, 
inertia flywheel and dynamometer, to study the affects of operating parameters 
on clutch surface temperature, during gear changing. He inserted 
thermocouples into the steel clutch plate of a multi-plate wet clutch, the 
signal being extracted from the rotating components using silver slip rings 
and brushes, which gave an overall estimated accuracy of ± SoC. From his 
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experiments the author found that dynamometer load had little effect on 
surface temperature for a wide range of oil sump temperatures but that as, 
engine throttle setting was increased the surface temperature increased 
linearly up to an oil sump temperature of l200 C and there after exponentially, 
resulting from excessive slip. Which agrees in principle with the conclusion 
Newcomo came to for dry clutches, that the higher the engine speed the higher 
the temperatures attained. Haviland also compared calculated values of 
energy dissipated during the engagement period and found good agreement 
with. practical results. Clutch plate temperatures in the regions 50 - 4000 C 
were measured during the tests even though the oil sump temperature was 
constrained in the range 33 - l550 C. 
In a computer orientated approach to the problem of thermal failure 
of clutches, in "off road" application of heavy vehicles, Dundore and 
Schneider (18) produced a computer program which predicted the rate of energy 
dissipation during the Slipping period. Account was taken of engine 
transients, the torque convertor, power transmission and vehicle load, the 
clutch being a multi-plate wet type. Using this data the authors solved 
numericallY the. one dimensional unsteady state heat conduction equation: 
ae a2e 
p.cp - " k--
at ax2 
assuming the following boundary equations to apply: 
ae 
- .. 
q 
kA 
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at the interface 
----- ----"' 
as 
and = 0 at the mid-point 
The fiist boundary condition stating that the heat generated is 
conducted away from the interface and the second that heat input from each 
interface is the same i.e. the temperature distribution in the plate is 
symmetrical about the mid-point. 
The numerical technique they employed was a finite element one, which 
readily accepted the data from the other program. Results obtained for 
interface temperature were correlated with results from different test rigs 
upon which various rates of energy input could be simulated. From these 
correlations the authors were able to plot graphs from which, it could be 
seen above what temperature, failure of the clutch Was likely to occur. 
They suggestec that these results would enable designers to acquire a fuller 
understanding of the thermal aspects of multi-plate wet clutches in 
automatic transmissions. 
Hermans (19) in a technical analysis of heavy duty two plate dry friction 
clutches examined torque capacity and energy absorption and correlated the 
analysis with vehicle test data. He considered clutches as fitted to 
commercial vehicles with engines of 190 KW plus used in on and off road 
applications. A vehicle (52600 Kg GVW) was instrumented to record engine 
speed, torque and output speed, from tests carried out on level roads he 
calculated a bulk temperature rise of 4.30 e. By comparison a theoretical study 
of a start on a severe gradient, assuming 20 seconds slip time and average 
engine output of 210 KW but all other data constant. produced a bulk temperaturel 
rise of 200oC. Thus illustrating that with an initial temperature of 600 e 
(normal runriing temperature) the resulting overall ·temperature would be high 
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cnough to cause seVC1'e deterioration in the organic facing materials 'usc,d 
on the~c types of clutches, especially "hen considering that the 
temperatClres reached on the surface ,('ould be much greater. In clutch design 
the author advocated the use of a parameter, called Start Ability, defined as:, 
S.A 
"here T 
" 
R c 
E 
'" 
Rad 
" 
GVH 
'" 
R c 
rg 
T x R x E x 1200 
Rad :x: GVH 
E.ngine torque at 800 
Transmission overall 
... R 
rg 
revs/min in 
gear ratio 
Transmission efficiency (85%) 
Rolling Radius 
Gross Vehicle Height Ibf. 
Rolling resistance (1%) 
ft.lbL 
Tests "ere carried out on two vehicles of different G.V.H in the 
first four gears and gave a range of start ability from 5.0% to 18.5%. 
A graph of energy absorbed by the clutch plotted against start ability ,,'as 
. 
presented dnd sho\wd that the start ability decreased, non-linearly, "ith 
increasing energy absorption. From experience a start ability of 10% "as 
considered to be a good compromise "hich resulted in what was called a 
comfortable start. 
The author concluded with a general discussion of lining matC):ials and 
the factors affecting the smootn operation of clutches, suggesting that 
high energy level materials may be used to increase life and reduce pedal 
efforts. 
Kulcv (20) produced an' analyti'ca1 solution to the dynamic :code] , 
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Figure No. 2.1, and developed the following equations. For the work done 
during an engagement. 
ts ts 
W.D.tot ::: r Te we dt -
o 
f 
o 
In order that the integration could be performed the variation of the 
parameters T , wand w , with time had to be known, from practical tests 
e e v 
the following equations were obtained: 
where 
T 
c 
= 
p = 
t 
= T ( )m 
c . 
rnln ts 
1 
w at 
e synch 
w 
e 
max 
and w obtained from the integration of the dynamic equation governing 
r 
the acceleration of the vehicle 
T - T dw 
c v v 
= 
I dt 
v 
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Initially the author considered the simple cases of ni "L = 1· but 
developed the analysis to the more general case of 0< L,<oo and O<m<oo. He 
, developed empirical formulae from a large number of, practical resu1 ts in 
which the parameters Te and we were defined. 
Work done 
" 
t 
t T 
s c 
max 
((0.68-0 .l83P) w 
e 
, max 
s (0.226T - 0.405T ) 
c v I max 
v 
where t " s 
IV we (1 - P) 
max 
0.68 T 
c
max 
-T 
v 
As the empirical formulae were obtained for a particular vehicle the 
author recommended the use of the more complex solution where L and m are 
considered to be in the range 0 + "'. 
Mean surface temperatures were also calculated by the author using: 
w.n. x 9.808 " 
" 
* 
1 
where e 1.2' ., 
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t and t are time constants of power and frictional work done in slip 
a n 
derived under the assumptions: 
1. No heat transfer from the free surface to ambient. 
2. Heat flow linear in axial direction normal to friction surface. 
3. Ambient temperature constant and zero. 
. I 
In conclusion the author demonstrated the accuracy of the analysis 
against experimental data and suggested that allowance should be made for 
flash temperatures and proceeded to carry out the necessary analysis. He 
said that the formulae derived'were sufficiently accurate to show the nature 
of temperature change and that flash temperatures are about 30% of the 
general temperature. 
The proceeding papers have demonstrated the development of theoretical 
analysis related to dry friction clutches, from a beginning of a purely 
analytical approach to the problem by Newcomb and to the empirical techniques 
used by Kulev. These authors recognised the enormous practical problems 
in performing the theoretical analysis of the system, Kulev using measurement 
of the time varying parameters in order to reduce the need for simplifying 
assumptions and Newcomb examining the affect these assumptions have, thus 
knowing the limitations of the the,ory. The model, figure 2.1, gives two 
first order differential equations the analytical solution of which, providing 
the time varying parameters are known, can be performed, as some of the 
aDove authors have shown, Dut one of the major stumbling Dlocks is the 
variation of clutch torque during the engagement period. The classical 
formula for the torque transmitted oy- a single plate friction clutch is: 
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R is the effective radius i.e. the radius at which the friction torque 
is assumed to act. Examining this formula and relating it to the practical 
situation' it will be found that during the engagement period the 
coefficient of friction ~ and the axial load P vary, thus opening two 
avenues for consideration, the first into a theoretical treatries of 
coefficient of friction and the second into clutch pedal manipulation by the 
driver. In the second case no one has published the results of a detailed 
study into driver behaviour during the engagement period although some of the 
above authors have carried out simple tests in order to define variation in 
torque, transmi tted. 
Newcomb (11) in his theoretical analysis of clutch engagement, observed 
from rig tests that for many materials the variation of coefficient of friction 
with slip speed could be approximated by the following relationshrp. 
= ~ + (~ - ~ ) exp (- a.z) 
00 s 00 
Where a is an experimentally determined constant for a particular material; 
but the interface temperature of the rubbing bodies also affects the 
coefficient of friction. 
The classical laws of friction are: 
1. Coefficient of friction is independent of area. 
2. Coefficient of friction is independent of load. 
These relationships were observed initially by Leonardo da Vinci and 
later by Amontons and are usually given the name Amontons Laws. These laws 
take no account of sliding speed or temperature affects but have formed 
a base from which many researchers have started, notably Bowdon, Tabor and 
Kragelskii. Consider the diagram, Figure No. 2.4, which represents an 
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exaggerated view of the contact between two smooth materials, when a load 
is applied the contact points come "under greater pressure, usually large 
enough to create elastic and plastic deformations of the materials. 
When sliding occurs these bonds are forceably torn apart and as sliding 
continues the bonds are being continually formed and broken, in addition 
when sliding the asperities plough into each other especiallY where one 
surface is harder than the Qther. This phenomenon does not occur solely on 
a molecular scale, the junctions can be quite large and the materials are 
affected to an appreciable "depth. A purely theoretical analysis of 
this mechanism would be very complex indeed and fraught with practical 
problems especia~ly in the determination of physical characteristics of a 
friction material. 
The complexity of the theoretical analysis (27) has led researchers 
into this field, applied to friction materials, to revert to extensive 
testing and empirical techniques. Papers by Jenkins, Newcomb and Parker (21) 
Muzechuk (22) and Hatch and Goddard (23) have discussed test machines and 
methods of testing friction materials in the form of test pieces rather than 
as full sized components. The correlations between theoretical results, 
results "from test samples and in service use have been built up for design 
purposes but in order to do this an enormous amount of test work was needed. 
Heap (24) has considered the problem of coefficient of friction and 
wear of two bodies rubbing and in order to reduce the mathematical 
complexity he suggested a procedure for describing the coefficient of 
friction and its variation using a purely empirical technique. He proposed 
the splitting of the dynamic coefficient of friction into a number of 
coefficients of which all except the static, were normalized to their 
respective reference points, thus making it possible to write the dynamic 
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coefficient of friction as follows: 
)J(p,Z,A,e ••• ) = 
[)J(P)] x [)J (z) 1. [)1(A»). [)1(e)] ... 
)J )J )le •••••• 
s a 
Each of the coefficients being determined experimentally and described 
by a polynomial i.e. 
)J (P) 
)J (Z) = 
The author suggested that this method of presenting frictional data 
would benefit the designer who would then have a knowledge of the manner in 
which the coefficient of friction varied. 
Herscovici (25) put forward a method for determining the static and 
dynamic coefficient of friction using a test rig comprising of a clutch 
assembly, where one shaft was fixed and the other connected to a torque 
arm. The torque was applied by allowing a weight to free fall through 
a known distance before applying a load to the torque arm. The torque was 
measured by the strain gauged fixed shaft which meant the only variable 
was the coefficient of friction which. could be calculated using the 
formula for torque transmitted by a clutch. This rig has one major 
disadvantage in that it is not capable of measuring the coefficient of 
friction at higher velocities but the author says this method of determining 
static and dynamic coefficients of friction is useful for comparison of 
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different materials and in the drawing up of operating characteristics of 
friction materials for designers. 
Bunda, Fujikawa and Yokoi (26) studied the details of the frictional 
characteristics of friction materials with particular attention to the low 
speed area. They discovered the presence of a thin visco-elastic film 
at the rubbing surface which greatly affected the coefficient of friction. 
This film. was very susceptible to changes in temperature, humidity, 
previous history of use and also to momentum. This film could help to 
explain the none repeatability of friction test results. 
Garg and Rabins (28) also noted the appearance of a film on the. friction 
surfaces, which was attributed to the softer material being worn and the 
wear particles deposited on the harder material. After extensive tests they 
suggested that fade as experienced under heavy usage of either brakes or 
clutches was due to this film breaking down. They proposed this explanation 
rather than that of charring of the lining surfaces causing the fade and 
its eventual removal by wear allowing recovery. They found that if during 
low work load slipping, carbon tetr?chloride was poured over the rubbing 
surfaces the coefficient of friction was reduced rapidly but that it 
slowly recovered as slip was continued. 
The proceeding papers indicate a need for a comprehensive study of the 
problem of clutch engagement to be made, including a theoretical approach 
and practical tests which would enable realistic studies of expected 
temperature at the design stage. Account should be taken of different 
driving techniques and different operating conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF ENGAGEMENT 
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INTRODUCTION 
Previous work in this field has highlighted the many problems 
encountered during the analytical solution of the dynamical behaviour 
of the clutch system. Figure No. 1 shows the mathematical model adopted for 
this computer orientated approach to the problem. The choice of a digital 
computer model was arrived at by considering the defects in the analytical 
techniques i.e. 
1. Versatility 
2. Ease of use 
3. Application for further use. 
Versatility; if a complex analytical equation were evolved for a 
particular set of conditions and assumptions a small change in the laws 
governing the approach i.e. a change of assumption to make the model more 
valid would require a major re-think on the model. By using a digital 
technique all that would be required is the insertion of a subroutine to take 
care of the assumption. 
Ease of use; one of the aims of this work was to produce a useful tool, 
a digital computer program kept on ~omputer file may be accessed readily 
by an engineer who has little knowledge of the mathematics of the program 
and still less of computers. 
Application for further use; the end product was required to be 
capable of extension into a much broader study of the vehicle drive-line. 
All the above points could have been covered using a sufficiently large 
analogue computer, had one been available, but the solution of temperature 
distributions would have necessitated the use of a hybrid computer system or of 
splitting the model into two separate programs. The following approach 
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therefore was aimed at the .production of a digital computer program which 
initially suffered from some of the simplifying assumptions as did the 
analytical approach, but as the research progressed these assumptions were 
investigated and the model improved. 
THEORETICAL APPROACH 
Dynamic Equations 
Figure No. 3.1 shows the model c~nsidered, comprising an engine delivering 
a torque, dependent on the rotational speed. 
T 
e 
= f (w) 
e 
The engine, of inertia I , is directly coupled to a clutch, 
e 
considered as having only two rubbing surfaces instead of four. The output 
side of the clutch is coupled through a gearbox to a vehicle of inertia 
I. The vehicle inertia and drag torque are referred through the rear axle 
v 
ratio for ease of presentation. 
At any instant in time the engine inertia and the vehicle inertia will 
be accelerating (or decelerating), therefore the following differential 
equations are applicable. 
aw T - T 
e e c 
-- = 
at 
aw 
v 
at 
= 
T .R - Td 
c g 
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v 
............................ 3.1 
.......... ; .............. 3.2 
R . g 
dW 
v 
-- ... W • 
v dt 
dR 
J 
dt 
in the case of an infinitely variable gearbox. 
where 
T 
e 
= 
= 
= 
f (w ) 
e 
f(w , I ) 
v v 
f(P, ~, clutch geometry) 
Initially the engine torque delivered was assumed constant but the drag 
torque was calculated,see Lucas (34), and the clutch torque calculated using 
the formulae developed assuming the constant wear hypothesis. 
T = ~.N.P. (RI'" R2)/2 
c 
• • • • • • • . • . • • • • . • • • . . •• 3. 3 
Where P is the clamp load at the instant in time considered and which 
has previously been considered to be full clamp load throughout the engagement, 
which means that the clutch pedal was released in zero time. The 
coefficient of friction ~ has also been assumed constant previously except 
by Newcomb who after practical investigation gave the following pattern of 
variation, which was initiallY adopted in this model. 
= ~ ... (~ - ~ ) exp' (-a.Z) 
'" s '" 
••.••••.•••••••.••• 3.4 
The model was developed using the assumption that the clamp load was 
applied in zero time but the option was given to change this by using the 
following differential equation 
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ap 
= f (t) ••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••• 3."5 
at 
The heat generated at the instant of time under consideration was 
obtained from: 
aQ 
= ................ : ...... 3.6 
at 
Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 describe the dynamic system of 
Figure No. 3.1, and a digital computer program was written to integrate the 
four differential equations. 
This model gave the heat generated in a dry friction clutch as a 
function of time and the next problem was to model the dissipation of this 
heat through the components of the clutch assembly and to obtain the 
resulting dynamic temperature distribution and bulk temperatures attained 
in the steady state. 
Heat Dissipation 
Heat is generated over a large surface area in the clutch, therefore 
the quantity of heat generated during an engagement was assumed to flow 
only in one direction i.e. axially into the components. Thus the 
one dimensional unsteady state heat conduction equation could be applied 
to the problem: 
p.cp ...•.•.................• ~.3.7 
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assuming also that the thermal conductivity of the'materials remain 
sensibly constant in the temperature range under consideration. 
In order to effect a solution of ' the above equation certain boundary 
conditions were required and as the clutch assembly comprises of two 
friction faces under similar loading conditions the heat generated at 
each surface was assumed the same. As the heat generated was the same at 
both interfaces the model only need be concerned with half of the assembly. 
The mechanism whereby the heat· is generated has not been fully explained, 
and in this treatise a model advocated bySchaff (31) has been used. 
Figure No. 3.2 shows a diagra~atic representation of the rubbing interface 
in accordance with the sections in Bowden and Tabor (2) and Kragelskii (3) 
the heat is generated on or at the interface, although some doubt exists 
as to how this generation takes place. The two rubbing surfaces, because 
they are not smooth, are separated by a thermal resistance, comprising 
of air, wear particles, etc. Hence the heat is able to flow in two 
directions: 
1. By conduction, into the adjoining material. 
2. By some mixture of conduction, convection across the 
interface res1stance. 
Therefore: 
ae 
Heat flow into the material = k.A. 
Reat flow across the interface = 
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ax 
ae 
+h -
I ax 
. ....... , .... 3.8 
........... ... -. 3 . 9 
The magnitude of the two sources depends upon the thermal constants 
of the two rubbing materials Kragelskii (3) and is _defined as: 
= 
= 
where 
Therefore the total heat flow into the materials surface by conduction 
is: 
Considering the back face.of the pressure plate or flywheel, heat is 
lost to the atomosphere by forced convection, therefore: 
Heat to the atmosphere ............ 3.10 
To complete the solution, the boundary condition at the geometrical 
centre of the centre plate is required. The two anulii of friction material 
are separated by thin leaves' of steel, called cushion segments, which help 
reduce wear and violent clutch engagement. As the coefficient of heat 
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'conduction of the friction material is always in the region of 1/40th 
of that of steel and because the, thickness of these slivers of steel is 
l/Sth that of the friction material the dynamic temperature distribution 
in the springs can be ignored in comparison to the friction material. 
Thus, the only two components which require consideration are the pressure 
plate or flywheel, and its associated friction material partner. As the 
heat flowing from each interface was assumed the same, there is no heat 
transfer across the geometric centre of the centre plate and thus the 
following equation holds: 
or 
Q = 0 = k.A. 
ae 
ax 
= 0 . . . • .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 3 .. 11 
Using the above boundary conditions equation (3.7) may be solved 
providing that the total rate of heat generation at the interface is known. 
This being readily available from the solution of the dynamic equations 
outlined in the first section of this chapter. 
The decision having been made to opt for a digital computer solution 
to the problem left two techniques available for solution of the partial 
differential equation describing heat conduction: 
1. The splitting of the partial differential into a number of 
first order ordinary differential equations using finite 
difference techniques and solving using similar numerical 
techniques to those used to solve the dynamic problem. This 
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suffered from the disadvantage that the solution of a large 
number of ordinary differential equations was required and 
if extensions to further dimensions were considered, the 
number of equations required in'creased by the square of 
the number of mesh points considered. 
2. The method chosen was the splitting of the partial differential 
equation into a series of linear simultaneous equations, 
again using finite difference techniques. This method being 
logically exte~ded to two or more dimensions if required and 
allowing the number of mesh points to be easily varied. 
~inite Difference Techniques 
When a study of the types of F.D. techniques available was made the 
object was to find a method of solution which was economical to use and 
,was also easily modifiable. With this in mind two different approaches 
were used: 
1. An explicit technique 
2. An implicit technique 
A finite difference technique relies on the approximation of 
. differentials by gradients (TaylorSeries). 
Therefore: 
ae e. 1 . - e .. 1.+ ,J 1.,J 
= ax t=j 6x 
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and e i + 1 ; j - e i , j + _e.,!i;....-.,!l""'.J.j -,--_e.=i.l.,.!,.j ~x ~x 
.. 
e. +1 • - 2e. • + e. . 1 ,] ~,J 1,J 
M.? ....•................ . 3.12 
The differences between these two techniques can be explained with 
reference to Figure 3.3, which is a diagram of a finite difference mesh 
with time progressing along they-axis and distance into the material along 
the x-axis. The temperatures at the intersection of the mesh lines are those 
required for solution of the equations 3.12. 
Explicit Technique 
The explicit method requires the temperatures at stations (1,1), (1,2), 
(1,3) to effect a solution at station (1,2). To derive the general 
equation for heat conduction in a solid consider the elements shown 
i.-I i. i.+I 
,6'", 
I 
<>1 
1 , , 
I , 
J 
I 
1 
~ 1 lj' 
, 
, 
1 
, 
I , 
ae 
from Heat flow·" -k.A. using finite differences 
ax 
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----------------------------------------------------~----------------~------------~~-. , 
Heat flow into element i ~ 
A.k.(6 .. -a .. ) ~,J ~-l,J 
/::'x -
Heat flow out of element i 
" 
A.k.(a .. - a. 1 .) 
+ - ~,J ~+ ,J 
/Ix 
Heat stored in the ith element in time t is 
/::,x.A.p .cp. (a. '+1 - a .. ) 
t::I • 1.. ,] 1. ,J 
/::'t 
but assuming no losses, Ht· stored in ith element in time /::'t· = 
Ht inflow - Ht outflow 
or 
p.cp. 
(a. . 1 - a. .) 1.,J+ ~,J 
k 
-'-2 (a'+l . - 2a . . + a. 1 .) ~,J ~,J ~-,J /::,x 
which simplifying gives: 
where 
F • a. +1 ; + Cl + F ) a, . - F • e· 1 • 
o ~ ,J 0 ~,J 0 ~-,J 
F 
o " 
/::,t.k 
2 p.cp.f::.x 
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This equation can be expanded to cover each mesh point in turn inside 
of the boundaries but.on the boundary requires modifying due to the relevant 
boundary equation previously mentioned. The full derivation of the 
equations is explained in Appendix 1. This technique has the advantage 
of giving the temperatures at the next time interval directly without 
very much calculation and also, all that is needed to start the method is 
the previous temperature history and the boundary equations. The technique 
does however suffer from mathematical instability if the following 
condition is not met during solution. 
or 
1 ;: 
IIt.k 
2 p.cp.fut 
{,x.z where et 
and is constant for a given material. 
k 
= 
p.cp 
Hence the time interval and mesh size need to be carefully chosen. 
Implicit Technique 
The implicit method requires the temperatures at stations (1,1), (1,2), 
(1,3), (2,1) and (2,3) to effect a solution at (2,2). If equation 3.7 the 
one dimensional unsteady state heat conduction equation is approximated 
using finite differences it becomes: 
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I 
k 
2 
p.cp 
B. . 1 l.,J+ 
bt 
B •• 
~,J 
8. 1·' 1 - 28. . +1 + 1+ ,J+ ~,J 8 l'- l ,J'+1 + e. 1 . - 28 .. + 8. 1 • _ ~+ .J ~ ,J ~-.J 
Which in words is the heat stored in the element in time bt is the 
average of, the heat being conducted into minus the heat being conducted out 
of the element at time "t" and lit + bt" and reduces to: 
= F B. 1 . + 2(1 - F )8 .. + F e. 1 . 
o 1+ ,J 0 J.,J 0 l- .J 
Again the equation can be applied at each mesh point in turn with 
application of the boundary conditiuns where relevant, a full derivation 
is provided in Appendix 1. 
Thus giving "n" simultaneous linear equations, in Itn" unknown where Hn" 
/ . is. the number of mesh points chosen. This metho,d is theoretically stable 
for all values of Fo although inaccuracy is kept to a minimum if Fa remains 
low. 
Two programs were written using the two techniques and the same values 
for the temperatures reached during the engagement period were obtained. 
Table No. 3.1 shows various values obtained under different engagement conditions 
The analytical theory used here Was that of Newcomb (12) and the first two 
rows of figures show that when the digital simulation was constrained similarly 
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to the analytical theory the results were in agreement. These results were 
obtained assuming the engine was delivering maximum torque during the 
engagement and that the clutch clamp load was engaged in zero time. As this 
was not the case in practice, modifications were made to the program in 
order that the application of the clamp load could be made over a period 
of time, the method of application folfowing a linear ramp. The next 
three rows of figures show the affect of varying this ramp time i.e. the 
longer the linear ramp the more heat generated and hence the higher the 
interface temperature. 
However, the engine cannot deliver the maximum torque during the 
engagement but only a proportion of it, the second half of the table 
shows the effect of halving the torque delivered by the engine. The slip 
times '~ere reduced and so were the heat generated and the resulting 
temperature rise. This suggested that the theory was not complete and that 
certain areas needed practical investigation. 
These areas were: 
1. Driver control of the clutch pedal and throttle 
2. Coefficient of friction variation with operating conditions. 
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ENGINE TORQUE ASSUMED CONSTANT AT 100 NM 
APPLICATION 
Analytical Theory 
Digital Simulation 
RAMP TIME 1. 0 SECS 
RAMP TIME O. 5 SECS 
RAMP TIME 0.2 SECS 
SLIP TIME 
(Secs) 
0.352 
0.350 
1.17 
0.79 
0.52 
HEAT GENERATED 
(J) 
5.87 
5.86 
19.26 
12.00 
8.24 
ENGINE TORQUE ASSUMED CONSTANT AT 50 NM 
Analytical Theory 
Digital Simulation 
RAMP TIHE 1.0 SECS 
RAMP TIME 0.5 SECS 
RAMP TIME 0.2 SECS 
0.26 
0.26 
0.86 
0.56 
0.37 
TABLE NO. 3.1 
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4.33 
4.34 
8.0 
6.31 
5.17 
MAX TEMP 
(Deg C) 
59.0 
57.0 
118.0 
90.0 
, 
72.0 
51.0 
47.0 
57.0 
54.0 
49.0 
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CHAPTER 4 
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
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In the theoretical appraisal of the mechanism of clutch take-up, 
two areas requiring more practical investigation were highlighted. 
Firstly, the variation in coefficient of friction during the engagement 
period and secondly, the clutch operating characteristics of a driver. 
This chapter deals with the practical test work carried out in order to 
gain an insight into these rather murky areas of the mathematical model. 
During the investigations it soon become apparent that two seemingly 
endless avenues of research had opened. The measurement of coefficient 
of friction and its variation with operating conditions has hampered 
workers for a long time and no analytical technique has succeeded in 
predicting levels of friction accurately. In fact, within the industry 
the non-repeatability of tests carried.out on friction materials is well 
known though not fully understood. This fact, added to the problem 
that in service the clutch is operated by a human being means that, 
"in the vehicle", tests are used purely as comparators between materials. 
The human variant being minimized by using trained test drivers, but 
when dealing with the general public their behaviour appears to be random. 
It Was necessary therefore, to call a halt at an appropriate point, 
even though the work waS not fully completed, but suggestions will be 
made in a later chapter with respect to extensions along these avenues. 
Variation of Coefficient of Friction during clutch operation 
The manufacturers usually publish data. sheets for their materials which 
contain graphs of variation in coefficient of friction with respect to 
relevant parameters but these graphs are only meant as a guide to the 
designer. The data being obtained from test work carried out on 
small specimens with specialised test machines and the results obtained 
although repeatable often bear no resemblance to results experienced in 
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service. As, from the onset of this research a mathematical model 
simulating an "in service'" condi.tion was envisaged it was deemed necessary 
to. obtain values of coefficient of friction from the full size specimen 
i.e. the actual type of clutch used in the test vehicle. The results 
had to be in a form readily usable by the digital computer program 
simulation i. e. as polynomials defining the lines on a graph. 
As the operation of a clutch in practice takes, under normal 
operating conditions, in the region of two to three seconds, a rapid 
method of data acquisition was required when testing under operating 
conditions. Throughout the test work performed on this rig a mini computer 
operating as a high speed data logger was used, but this will be 
explained fully in connection with the more sophisticated vehicle simulation 
rig described in the next chapter. 
Tests for variation in coefficient of friction 
As these tests required the interface temperatures during the 
engagement period a number of thermocouples were inserted in the lining 
material in addition to one in the pressure plate and one in the 
flywheel, both at the surface and on the geometrical mean radius of the 
lining materials. In this way a comparison of measured and calculated 
temperatures could be made. The test rig used was as outlined 
schematicallY in Fig. 4.1 and was a modification of an existing 
test rig normally used for brake testing. The rig consisted of an electric 
motor directly connected to a flywheel, the inertia of which was larger 
than that of the vehicle, but the only affect this had was to prolong the 
slip times. The flywheel of a clutch assembly i.e. clutch input, was 
fixed to the end of the shaft from the electric motor and the centre plate 
i.e. output of the clutch was joined to a stationary shaft connected to 
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'ground through a strain ring (used for measurement of output torque). 
Fig. 4.2 shows the cushion segments which separated the two lining 
materials on the centre plate and which transmitted the friction torque 
to the hub of the centre plate, from the lining materials'. As the clamp 
load was applied the cushion segments deflected until at full clamp 
load the segments became flat. The segments, affect the engagement 
characteristics as indicated by Fig. 4.3. This is a graph of clamp load 
against pressure plate deflection and shows that the step in the graph 
is flattened due to the action of the cushion segments thus a smoother 
engagement can be achieved and less lining material Wear experienced in 
practice. Before full clamp load was applied to the segments the pressure 
over the area of lining material covering the segment varied, which 
meant that the friction torque transmitted was done so by a smaller area 
than normally assumed which also suggested that the temperatures would 
vary greatly according to whether the pressure was high or low at the point 
of contact. As the centre plate in this test rig was fixed to a 
stationary output shaft it was possible to insert numerous thermocouples 
into the lining materials to try' and measure the surface temperatures 
and their variation across the surface of the cushion segments. In 
addition to these temperatures, the surface temperatures of the flywheel 
and pressure plate were also measured, but as these components were 
rotating, during a test, it was necessary to bring the signals out using 
a different mechanism than for the centre plate. 
A system of telemetry was developed in order to obtain the 
thermocouple signals from the rotating shaft. The signal from a 
thermocouple was D.e. amplified, and then converted into a frequency 
within the audio range, this frequency was then used to modulate 
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70mega·HZ carrier frequency, which was then .transmitted from the 
rotating shaft. A modified F.M. radio receiver was used to monitor 
the transmitted signal, which was subsequently decoded, fed through a 
high speed frequency to voltage convertor to the data logger. 
The rotational speed of the motor was measured by an inductive 
pick-up sensing the pulses caused by a 60 toothed wheel fixed to the 
shaft of the electric motor, the pulses were fed through a translation 
circuit to give an analogue voltage proportional to speed. The applied 
clamp load was measured by a strain gauged link in the clutch operating 
mechanism, the strain in this link having been calibrated statically 
against a load cell inserted between the clamping faces, in a modified 
centre plate. 
To summarise, it was possible on the rig to record the following 
parameters during a test. 
1. 
2. 
Clutch Torque 
Clamp pressure 
3. Flywheel and pressure plate surface temperature 
4. Slip Speed 
5. Two centre plate temperatures. 
Test Objective 
From a number of tests the temperature distribution through the 
clutch and its variation with repeated engagements could be observed. 
But the main purpose of the rig was to study the variation of coefficient 
of friction with clamp pressure, surface temperature and slip velocity 
and because the aim of these tests was to produce data for use in the 
mathematical model the results had to be in graphical form which could be 
described by polynomials. The method suggested by Heap (24) was used to 
describe the variation of coefficient of friction, the equation being 
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\l .\l(p).\l(6).\l(v) 
o 
= ....................... 4.1 
where V(p), \1(8) and \l(v) are polynomials describing the variation of 
coefficient of friction with clamp pressure, temperature and velocity 
respectively, each applying when the other two variables remain constant. 
Test Procedure 
In order to obtain the way in which coefficient of frictipn varied 
with respect to one parameter as the other two were kept constant; 
on a test rig where it was only possible to keep one parameter 
constant, i.e. clamp pressure. It was necessary to allow the other two, 
to vary over a wide range and interpolate from the graphical results, 
to obtain the results in the required format. 
The tests consisted of setting the manual stop on the clutch release 
mechanism so that the clamp pressure was at the desired level, the 
clutch was disengaged and the electric motor run up to speed. When 
running at full speed the motor was switched off, the clutch engaged 
rapidly by .hand and the data acquisition commenced. This was repeated 
at predetermined time intervals until the temperature of the lining 
o 
attained around 150 C. Above this temperature the lining material 
would be permanently damaged, thus conditioning the material and 
affecting following friction levels considerably. During the cooling 
of the as·sembly the static coefficient of friction at set temperatures 
was measured by means of a torque arm and weights, the torque arm being 
rigidly fixed to the engine flywheel of the clutch assembly and weights 
being progressively hung on the end until slip occurred. This procedure 
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being repeated at variou·s levels of clamp pressure, after allowing the 
whole assembly to cool to ambient temperature again. From these tests 
resulted a series of graphs similar to Graphs No. 4.1 and 4.2, at the 
various clamp pressure used throughout the tests and also the variation 
of static coefficient of friction with pressure and temperature was 
noted. The next stage was to .reduce these graphs into the required form 
for use in equation 4.1. 
Reduction of Results and Results 
By cross plotting Graphs Nos. 4.1 and 4.2, a graph of coefficient of 
friction against surface temperature for different constant slip speeds 
was obtained, Graph No. 4.2. Also shown on this graph is the variation 
of static coefficient of friction with temperature. 
From Graphs Nos. 4.1 and 4.2, by similar means, the variation of 
coefficient of friction with slip speed for constant temperatures was 
obtained, Graph No. 4.4, this procedure being repeated for each test 
pressure. 
The following arbitrary reference points were chosen: 
T 300C emperature 
Velocity 2m/s 
Pressure 15 KN/m2 
Graphs of variation in coefficient of friction with temperature, 
Graph No. 4.5, with velocity, Graph No. 4.6, and with pressure Graph No. 4.7, 
where obtained by cross plotting. In each case the other two parameters 
Were kept constant at their respective reference points. Each one of these 
graphs was represented by a polynomial: 
.................... 4.2 
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}l (v) .................................... ' 4 .. 3 
.~ .............. ..... 4.4 
}lo is the static coefficient of friction at the reference conditions 
and }lO, }lV and }le are the normalising coefficients for the polynomials 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. 
~ 0.412 at P = 15 KN/m2e 
= 0.362 at P = 
= 0.354 at e = 
}l = 0.361 at v = 2m/s 
v 
2m/s 
These results are shown in Graphs Nos. 4.8 and 4.9. 
where 
Therefore equation 4.1 becomes: 
}l(P.v.e) = 
O.412.}l(e).}1(v).}1(P) 
0.0475 
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~(s) ~ 0.3993 - 0.2025 x 10-2.8 + 0.6375 x' 10-4 .8 2 
. -5 3 -7 4 -10 5 
- 0.1749 x 10 .S + 0.2159 x 10 .S - 0.9295 x 10 .S· 
~(v) ~ 0.3748 - 0.8818 x 10-2. v + 0.12027 x 10-2.v2 -
~(P) = 0.3333 + 0.1218 x 10-2. p - 0.1359 x 10-4. p2 + 
-7 3 -9 4 -2 5 0.6834 x 10 .P - 0.1552 x 10 .p + 0.1303 x 10 .p 
Which is in a convenient form for use in the digital simulation program, 
The effect of using this description of the variation of coefficient of 
friction against what is normally assumed will be examined in a later 
chapter where the validity of the mathematical model is discussed. 
Temperature Me.asurement 
Graphs 4.10 and 4.11 show the flywheel and pressure plate surface 
temperatures respectively for ten engagements, carried out at five minute 
intervals, using full clamp load instantaneously applied. The graphs 
show that the peak temperatures on both surfaces were approximately the 
same but the pressure plate bulk temperature was higher than that of the 
flywheel, at the end of the ten engagements, this was attributed to 
the greater thermal mass of the flywheel conducting the heat generated 
away more rapidly. 
Graphs 4.12 and 4.13 show the temperatures measured by the thermocouples 
that had been inserted in the lining material at position 1.2, see 
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Figure No. 4.2 which was' an area of lining under medium pressure during 
light clamp load engagements due· to the shape of the cushion segments. Only 
graphs at this position have been included because on other graphs 
the values for surface temperature measured.varied greatly due to the 
effects of heat spotting. Although, at position 1.2 the results observed 
from. Graphs Nos. 4.10 and 4.11 were mirrored i.e. the bulk temperature of 
the flywheel side was lower than that of the pressure plate side, it was 
felt that the results were clouded by the effects of heat spotting and 
that only the metal surface temperature gave reliable results. 
Under full clamp load engagements there seemed little variation in 
temperatures measured at the different positions although the incidenc'e 
of heat spotting Was greater at the higher pressures. From the results it 
WaS decided to concentrate the temperature measurement on only the metal 
members surface, in regards to the envisaged work on the vehicle 
simulation test rig. The computer program simulation of the above test 
rig produced temperatures which were higher than the measured ones, but 
the discussion of this discrepancy will be left until a later chapter.' 
Engagement Characteristics of the Human Operator 
Because clutches are operated by human beings it was assumed that the 
method by which the clutch was manipulated during the engagement period 
would vary greatly between people of different temperament, age, sex, 
employment, etc. But in order to make an assessment of these parameters 
especially the first, a very detailed questionnaire would have been required, 
and for the small sample study envisaged in this research it was not 
considered worthwhile. Instead a short questionnai~e, Figure No. 4.4, was 
designed to obtain relevant information about the subjects from which 
trends may have been clear and to supply information to enable a reasonably 
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'average cross section of subjects to be taken. No attempt was made 
during tliis research to obtain the perfect "mister average" used by the 
statistician. Not only were the operating characteristics assumed to 
vary with people but also with the road conditions i.e. gradient and 
in addition to this, most human, beings, although being quickly adaptable, 
are not able to change vehicles 'and continue immediately to· drive as 
they normally would a familiar vehicle. Therefore a test route was 
choosen which gave the driver time to become familiar with the test 
vehicle. The test route covered twenty miles,the first ten miles of 
which was the settling period for the driver, within this period 
engagements upon hills, level roads and difficult road junctions were 
encountered which enabled most drivers, by the time the first test site 
was reached, to have become comfortable with the vehicle. One point 
which could not be masked was that of the idea of being tested, that is 
the effect of the subject knowing that he was being tested and driving 
accordingly. To try and alleviate the effect, the subjects were not 
informed as to the nature of the measurements until after the test was 
complete. 
Five different road conditions were tested for each subject, these 
were: 
a. A level road engagement under normal traffic conditions. 
b. A level road engagement under congested traffic condition, 
~. . 
,where the ~bJect was asked to propel the veh~cle away 
from rest in the shortest possible time. 
c. Slight gradient engagement approximately 1 28 under 
normal traffic conditions. 
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d. 
e. 
Medium gradient engagement approximately I 
normal traffic conditions 
Severe gradient engagement approximately 1 
normal operating conditions. 
17 under 
5 under 
As pointed out in the section on the mathematical model, the method 
by which the clutch was engaged required defining for the road conditions 
outlined above and in order to do this a number of parameters required 
recording during the short time of the engagement period. 
Measurement of Required Parameters 
When this program of research commenced it was realised that a 
considerable amount of equipment was required for measuring and recording 
the data and so a reasonably sized test vehicle was required in order to 
carry it. In order not to put too great a strain on the test 
subjects learning capability, it was necessary to choose a popular vehicle 
which was easy to drive, hence a medium sized (1.5 litre) British estate 
car was purchased. 
As with the test rig previously mentioned the information was 
transmitted very rapidly, less than 10 secs., thus it was necessary to 
record all the signals on magnetic tape using a 14 channel F.M. magnetic 
tape recorder. This is shown in Plate No. 4.1 which views the vehicle 
interior looking through the tail gate of the vehicle showing the layout 
of the equipment. In the foreground are two 12 volt heavy duty car 
batteries connected in series to give a 24 volts output and used to 
power the recorder, shown directly behind them. To the right is 
a two channel D.e. amplifier and its battery power supply. All this 
equipment was secured firmly to the vehicle to prevent shifting during 
the tests. 
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Plate No. 4.2 shows· the method of measuring propeller shaft spe~d. 
A six toothed sheet metal disc was bolted to the differential input 
shaft flange; looking at the teeth was a photocell. The series of pulses 
obtained from this system were electronically shaped to a square wave 
which was recorded and integrated to give an analogue signal, also 
recorded. The first spike from the square wave was originaliy intended 
to trigger the data logging system, used later to reduce the results. 
This method was found unsatisfactory and replaced by fixing a 
clutch pedal operated micro switch to the steering column. switching, 
discharged a capacitor, giving a 1 volt pulse, each time the clutch 
pedal activated the switch, Plate No. 4.2. Also shown in this plate 
is the linear displacement transducer which was fixed between-the bulk 
head and the pedal, to monitor clutch pedal displacement. Engine speed 
was measured by conditioning the ignition pulses through a similar type 
of circuit used for the propeller shaft speed but in this case only the 
analogue voltage was recorded. 
Plate No. 4.4 shows the strain gauged first motion shaft used to 
measure clutch torque. To the left of the strain gauges are the four 
copper slip rings, two feeding power into the gauges and the other two 
bringing the strain signal out. Shown below the shaft are the four silver 
graphite brushes, these were lightly spring loaded to ensure continual 
contact with the slip rings whilst the latt~r were rotating. Shown above the 
shaft is the modified release bearing guid, containing the brush 
holders with power and signal leads attached. Plate No. 4.5 shows the 
components as assembled in the bell housing with the release mechanism 
also in place. Before installation it was necessary to calibrate the 
system and this was achieved using the apparatus shown in Plate No. 4.6. 
This consisted of an internal spline into which the external spline of the 
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first motion shaft fitted, the other end being supported by a plain 
pilot bearing. The internal splin~ from a clutch centre plate i.e. the hub, 
was modified and bolted to the torque arm, the complete assembly could be 
bolted onto a bench thus enabling weights to be gradually added to the arm. 
For a number of tests this method of torque measurement was not 
available and so in order to obtain an estimate of the energy dissipated 
during the engagement another measure of torque was required. This was 
accomplished by recording inlet manifold depressions and from 
performance curves previou~ly obtained for the vehicles engine, a 
correlation between engine speed, inlet manifold depression and engine 
torque was formulated. Plate No. 4.7 shows the system of measuring 
inlet manifold depression, a tee-piece was inserted into the manifold 
containing an orifice designed to damp out the cyclic pulsations caused 
by the difference in cylinder pressure between the compression stroke 
and induction stroke of the engine. The tee-piece Was connected to an 
inductive type pressure transducer, the output of which was fed through 
one of the two D.e. amplifiers and the resulting analogue voltage was 
fed directly to the tape recorder. 
Plate No. 4.8 is a view looking upwards at the bell housing and 
gearbox, in situ in the vehicle; the input and output leads of the strain 
gauged first motion shaft can be seen emerging from the bell housing. 
Behind those is the clutch release arm which was operated hydraulically 
through a rod from a slave cylinder. This rod was strain gauged and 
after suitable calibration provided a measure of clamp load used during 
the engagement. Also to be seen in this plate are the thermocouple 
wires used to monitor the bell housing temperature during the test. 
To summarise, the following parameters Were recorded during the tests: 
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1. Engine Speed - clutch input speed 
2. Propellor shaft speed - clutch output speed 
3. First motion shaft torque - clutch torque 
4. Clamp load 
5. Clutch pedal position 
6. Manifold depression 
7. Trigger Spike 
In addition the bell housing temperature was observed during the 
test. 
Test Procedure 
Each test subject was asked to sit in the vehicle and make himself 
comfortable before driving to the site of the level road test. Under 
each road condition the subject was asked to perform five engagements 
stopping the vehicle between each. The tape recorder was left running 
during each set of five engagements and a voice commentary used to add 
any observations. Before and after each complete test static calibrations 
on all channels were performed to ensure that all the equipment was 
functioning correctly. After completion of the test, the subject was 
required to complete the questionnaire, shown in Figure 4.4. 
Each test resulted in twenty five engagements, each engagement 
comprising of six channels of data. As fort~ subjects were to be tested 
a quick and compact method was required for reducing the results. 
Data Reduction 
A computer with a magnetic tape mass storage device was used to 
convert all the analogue signals recorded by the magnetic tape recorder 
to a digital form. A program was then written to perform all the 
calibrations on the signals and to curve fit each signal using sixth order 
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polynomials. The coeffi~ients of these polynomials were pun~hed out 
on paper tape and in add"ition the program also printed out the total 
time for the engagement i.e. slip time, on the computer's teletype. 
" 
Because of the limitations of the small computer used for this part of 
the analysis, the rest of the reduction was carried out on a bigger 
machine. A sample printout is shown, Appendix lI, of the re"sults from 
the program used to complete the reduction. Graph No. 4.14 shows the 
results for one engagement, the upper graph is of clutch torque and the 
lower graph of clutch input speed and output speed. 
To perform this type of analysis even by computer for all the 
engagements carried out, ~ould be tedious and so these graphs ~ere reduced 
to a series of parameters as can be seen in the printout, Appendix 11, 
which were then examined statistically. A break down of all the subjects 
tested is presented in Table No. 4.1. 
Results 
Graph No. 4.14 is a typical level road engagement, the shape of the 
curves shown varied little with the type of engagement but the 
magnitude of the measured parameters did. Table No. 4.2 shows the 
arithmetic means of the relevant parameters ~hich can be used to define the 
engagement. From this table it can be seen that the values for slip time 
and heat generated calculated by the theory in chapter 3 were grossly in 
error, i.e. the slip time~ encountered in practice are much longer than 
predicted and consequently the heat generated is higher. Also 
noticeable, especially on the gradient engagements, is that time is 
spent ~ith the vehicle stationary but the clutch slipping thus 
generating heat before the actual engagement. As the gradient increased 
the magnitude of the average engine speed increased as could be expected 
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because the subject was trying to transmit more torque. The magnitude 
of the clamp load used during the engagement period is also shown in 
the table and as can be seen, even under severe gradient test conditions 
it was unnecessary to use more than 63% of the total available clamp 
load and under normal level road conditions only 30% of the clamp load 
was used. Thus, proving the assumption that maximum clamp load is 
applied in zero time to be not only invalid but also to give erroneous 
\ 
results. 
By visually inspecting graphs of the test subjects' engagements 
ft was found that they fell into three catagories, depicted by Graph No. 4.15 
which shows graphs of engine speed and prope11or shaft speed for the 
three conditions.- These are actual engagements, the first one is of a 
driver who is over zealous with the accelerator pedal and creates more 
slip than is necessary to start the vehicle from rest. Graph number two 
shows a subject who feeds the clutch pedal out, and depressesthe.accelerator 
in an attempt to keep the engine speed approximately constant at his 
initial setting. Finally, this test subject allows the engine speed 
to fall as the propellor shaft speed rises to meet it. 
The first engagement resulted in 16.1 KJ of heat being generated 
in 3.0 seconds or a heat generation rate of 5.37 KW., the second a rate 
of 5.4 KW and the third a rate of 2.32 KW. Which indicates that although 
it is slower, the third type of engagement is preferable with regards to 
the rate of heat generation during the engagement period, but a great 
deal depends upon the magnitude of the engine speed. 
From this series of vehicle tests the following points emerge: 
1. The driver deliberately slips the clutch for quite a 
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long period before the vehicle begins to move and also 
that the total engagement period even on a level road 
is in the region of 3.0 seconds. 
2. Under normal operating conditions drivers rarely, if 
ever, use maximum clamp load when moving the vehicle 
away from rest. 
3. If a driver wishes to move the vehicle away on a gradient 
or at a faster pace than normal he will use a c.ombination 
of higher engine speeds and more clamp load, thus 
generating more heat. 
4. It is better from a rate of heat generation condition to 
allow the engine speed to fall off during the engagement 
even though a longer slip time results. 
The next phase in this research was to build a test rig, upon which 
the vehicle could be simulated and measurements of temperature carried 
out. Also the theory required modifying in the light of the knowledge 
obtained from the above tests. 
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BREAK DOWN OF TEST SUBJECTS 
SEX 
MALE 
FEMALE 
NUMBER OF MILES DRIVEN PER WEEK 
o - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 200 
OVER 200 
MARRIED 
UNMARRIED 
EMPLOYMENT 
TRANSPORT 
MANUAL 
CLERICAL 
PROFESSIONAL 
TABLE NUMBER 4.1 
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71% 
29% 
24% 
22% 
20% 
34% 
60% 
40% 
5% 
24% 
24% 
47% 
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·!RITHMETIC MEAN OF ALL VEHICLE TEST RESULTS 
Test Gradient Heat Propellor Maximum Minimum Average Total Slip Time Clamp 
Condi'ti'ons Generated Shaft Engine Engine Engine Slip Prior to Load % 
J>'f-K~ Acce1era~on Speed Speed Speed Time Start of of (RAD/S (RAD/S) (RAD/S) (RAD/S) (S) Propellor Maximum 
Shaft· 
Rotation 
(S) 
oo,J 
-..) LEVEL ROAD LEVEL 9.98 84.0 196.0 112.0 159.0 2.8 0.5 30 
QUICK START LEVEL 17.87 117.0 252.0 124.0 211.0 2.4 0.4 59 
MEDIUM GRAD 1 17 17.95 82.0 211.0 112.0 169.0 3.4 1.2 48 
SLIGHT GRAD 1 28 . 14.42 86.0 200.0 107.0 160.0 3.1 1.0 43 
SEVERE GRAD 1 . 5 34.40 45.0 . 248.0 10LO 179.0 4.5 1.1 63 
TABLE NUMBER 4.2 
INDUCTIVE 
PI CK-U P 
~ 
60 TOOTHED 
WHEEL 
ELECTRIC 
MOTOR 
INERTIA 
FLYWHEEL 
CLUTCH· 
· CLUT CH 
OPERATING 
LEVER 
, '; TORUUE 
ARM 
S T R AI N 
GAUGED 
~ RING 
TEST RIG FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VARIATION IN COEFfICIENT OF FRICTION 
FI G U R E NO. 4.1 
r- r-
TH EHMOCOUPlE 
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-
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LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT TECmlOLOGY , 
VEHICLE TEST 
Tes t Number: 
Date of Test: 
1. Sex: Ma1e 0 
2. Average number of miles driven per week: 
o - 50 50 - 100 100 - 200 200 - 500 
'D'C],'D 
3. Weight: st. lba. 
,4. Height: ft. ins. 
5. What type of vehicle do you normally, drive? 
6. Marital status at present time:' 
Married 0 
7. Employment: 
Transport 
Light manual 
Heavy manual 
Clerical 
Professional 
S. Job description: 
, 
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CHAPTER 5 
VEHICLE SIMULATION TEST RIG 
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At this point in the research a study of the purely theoretical 
approach had been made and engagements under various different physical 
conditions with a wide variety of drivers observed. What was then 
needed was a method whereby the ve~icle-driver combination could be 
simulated without the complexity of a vehicle. This suggested a test rig 
with automatic control of clutch engagement, throttle and data acquisition. 
As with the test rig used in 'chapter .4 the data acquisition required a 
rapid sampling rate, but also it was necessary to control the rate of 
application of the clutch according to the conditions being simulated. 
In order to accomplish this a mini computer with sixteen analogue to 
digital input channels and two digital to analogue output channels was 
employed, Plate No. 5.2. Using this equipment meant that the test rig 
could be operated by someone not skilled in the ways of either the 
mini computer or the test rig. The program, shown in Appendix 11, was 
written to control the test rig and was of a conversational type, i.e. once 
loaded into the computer it worked on a question and answer basis with the 
operator. 
Test Rig 
If a vehicle is considered on the point of moving away from rest on 
a gradient the forces to be OVercome by the torque transmitted through the 
clutch are: 
1. The inertia of the vehicle to 'be accelerated 
2. Rolling resistance of the vehicle 
3. Component of the mass of the vehicle acting down the slope. 
Each of these forces had to be simulated by the test rig, therefore 
taking each in turn, the inertia to be accelerated was simulated by 
replacing the mass of the vehicle plus the inertia of the rotating parts 
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'of the drive-line downstream of the engine, by a flywheel of equivalent 
inertia. 
The component of the vehicle mass acting down the slope and the 
rolling resistance was taken care of by bolting a disc brake assembly to 
the end of the clutch output shaft, thus enabling a constant torque to be 
applied to the shaft. Plate No. 5.3 shows the mounting position of the 
disc brake assembly as well as its method of application. The brake pedal 
was added to provide an emergency stop mechanism. 
The test rig, Plate No. 5.1, comprised of an engine driving a clutch 
,assembly, mounted remote from the engine to allow for ease of access, with 
the output shaft of the clutch driving through a dynamometer to the inertia 
flywheel and disc brake. The reason for the dynamometer was that its power 
absorbtion by drag was proportional to speed to the power 2.8 (w2 •8 ) and the 
aerodynamic drag of a vehicle results in a power loss proportional to 
3 speed cubed (v). The clutch was engaged and disengaged using an 
electro-hydraulic ram, Plate No. 5.4, which was controlled either manually 
or by the computer through the control box shown below the ram mounting 
frame in the plate. 
Plate No. 5.5 shows the system used for manipulating the throttle, 
the diaphragm actuator, being previously used on a distributor automatic 
timing advance and retard mechanism, was connected into the throttle 
linkage so that when the engine came under load during an engagement 
the increased inlet manifold depression opened the throttle. By varying 
the internal springs of the device the correct response was obtained to 
prevent the engine stalling during an engagement. 
In addition to the basic hardware of the test rig 
instrumentation was needed in order to monitor the parameters 
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relevant- to the engagement. 
Instrumentation 
The computer was used to log and store eight 0 to ±l volt input 
channels at time intervals decided by the operator, the parameters 
monitored were: 
1. A calibration signal of 0.492 volts. 
2. Engine speed. 
3. Brake dynamometer speed. 
4. Clutch torque. 
5. Clamp load. 
6. Flywheel surface temperature. 
7. Pressure plate surface temperature. 
8. Ram displacement. 
The calibration signal was used as a check on the accuracy of the 
computers analogue to digital convertor and was also used to trigger the 
commencement of a cycle. That is when the calibration signal was 
switched to channel number 1 the computer sensed this and commenced the 
engagement. 
The engine speed and brake dynamometer speed were measured using 
sixty toothed wheels, see right hand side of Plate No. 5.5, and inductive 
pickups. The signals passing through a frequency to voltage circuit to 
be displayed on the test rig console on meters and also passing to the 
computer. 
Clutch torque was measured by strain gauging the first motion shaft 
of the clutch assembly under test, a full strain gauge bridge arrangement 
being used to minimise errors from shaft bending. As the shaft was 
rotating the difficulty came in recording the strain signal, to do this 
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a telemetry system was developed, and can be seen attached to the shaft 
left hand side of Plate No. 5.5. The signals from the strain gauges were 
D.e. amplified and then converted into 10 ~ sec. pulses the frequency of 
which was proportional to shaft strain. These pulses were fed into an 
inductive coil rotating with the shaft; a stationary inductive pick-up 
was positioned within 0.050 inches of this rotating coil thus collecting 
the strain signal. This signal was then passed through a frequency to 
voltage converter the resulting analogue signal going to the computer 
and a display meter graduated in ~-strain. 
As on the test vehicle clamp load could not be measured directly and 
so a li'nk which can be seen in Plate No. 5.4 at the end of the hydraulic 
ram Was strain gauged and a calibration carried out between a load cell 
clamped between the clutch plates and the rod strain. 
Thermocouples were inserted into the pressure plate and flywheel 
at the surface in order to measure the temperatures and as these 
components rotated during an engagement, the system of telemetry used on the 
test rig in chapter 4 had to be used in order to record the signals. 
Plate No. 5.6 shows mounting position of this equipment on the test rig. 
The final parameter to be measured was the displacement of the 
hydraulic ram which was used as a feedback for the control of the ram 
and was also monitored by the computer. Plate No. 5.7 shows the linear 
displacement transducer, which was used for the measurement of ram 
displacement, fixed in position at the back side of the ram. 
The operation of the test rig, the connection of signal leads and 
computer program loading instructions are outlined in Appendix 11 along 
with a program listing. 
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,Program Theory 
From the experience gained with the test vehicle the following 
description is considered to be representative of how a driver engages 
a clutch •. The clutch pedal is released quickly until the engine speed 
fau1ters or the vehicle shudders, whereupon the rate of release of 
the pedal is reduced i.e. during the period when the vehicle starts to 
move. The clutch pedal is fully released when the slip speed approaches 
zero. During the engagement the driver applies more throttle dependant 
upon the behaviour of the engine i. e. if the engine dece1erate's rapidly 
the throttle is opened and vi;fa versa. 
In order to simulate exactly this method of control much more 
sophisticated equipment than that available would be required and so the 
above description was simplified to the flow chart, Figure No. 5.1; 
modulation of the throttle being taken care of as previously described. 
The program written to perform the operation of the test rig was also 
required to sample the eight data input channels and process the 
signals ready for output by the required peripheral device between 
engagements. 
The time interval of sampling was set by the operator, dependant 
upon the type of conditions being simulated, even so the intervals had 
to be multiples of 0.1 secs. as this allowed the program to be simplified 
somewhat. Also, this timing constraint allowed the logic outlined in 
Figure No. 5.1 to be carried out at 0.01 secs. intervals which enabled 
effective control of the ram engagement. The time required to sample the 
eight input channels was less than 0.01 secs. therefore the sampling could be 
carried out without affecting the control section of the program. The 
maximum number of samples allowed by the program was lOO, if this number was 
reached before the engagement was complete the program printed an error 
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message, before outputing· the resu1·ts. This constraint on the number. of 
samples was due to lack of core storage within the computer and the 
unavailability of a mass storage device. 
At synchronisation of the two clutch members the program automatically 
stopped the engagement and disengaged the clutch, preventing over heating 
of the disc brake when simulating gradient engagements. 
Results 
The data from each series of tests was output by the computer on 
punched paper tape for processing by a larger machine, which drew graphs 
similar to that shown, Graph No. 5.1. This graph is similar to the bottom 
graph shown in a previous chapter, Graph No. 4.15, which was drawn 
from the test vehicle results. The engine speed was allowed to fall off 
as the clutch engaged therefore the clutch did less work during the 
engagement. 
·The torque signal shown can be seen to increase fairly linearly with 
time during the engagement. This signal is the average torque and 
not the true signal, the reason for this is that the torq·ue signal 
fluctuated at a frequency of approximately 13 HZ, as did the test 
,. 
vehicle signals, but as the sampling frequency of the computer was only 
10 HZ, a phenomenon known as aliasing was encountered. This is illustrated 
in Figure No. 5.2; if the top line is the tr.ue signal and the chain 
dotted lines indicate sample intervals the bottom line will be the 
signal "seen" by the computer. In order to s\1ow clearly the 13 HZ 
frequency and assuming that three points are needed in order to define 
one full cycle of a wave form, a sampling frequency of 39 HZ would be 
required. This sampling frequency would need a time interval between 
samples of approximately 26 milliseconds which was not possible if all· 
eight channels were to be sampled and the ram controlled. The torque 
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signal was smoothed by statistically curve fitting when the results 
were processed on the larger machine. 
Table No. 5.1, gives details of a number of engagements carried out 
under different conditions each set of figures is an average of at 
least six engagements. Due to the newness of the dynamometer used on 
the test bed, the level road engagements are not strictly level road. 
This was because the drag torque due to the bearings and seals within the 
dynamometer was higher than the level road drag torque of the test 
vehicle. This charactersitic will diminish as the rig is used more 
often but even so the figures shown in the first row of the table agree 
well with those obtained during vehicle testing. The temperatures 
measured during these tests indicate that a normal start from rest on 
a level road raised the surface temperature in the region of ten 
degrees which would cause a bulk temperature rise of around one or 
two degrees. 
The next stage was to investigate if gradients could be simulated 
effectively by the test rig, a load was applied by means of the disc 
brake assembly and the next three' rows of figures show the affect of 
carrying this out. The slip times increased, the heat generated rose and 
so did the measured surface temperatures, following a similar pattern 
to the test vehicle results. The choice of gradient was difficult and the 
figures shown are approximate values calculated from the measured torque 
required to cause the output shaft to rotate. 
Finally the effect of engine speed was investigated by raising the 
initial engine speed before the clutch started to engage. The final 
two rows in Table No. 5.1, show the results obtained, the slip time 
increased slightly as did the output shaft acceleration but the major 
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increase. came in the heat generated. 
These results indicate the need to keep engine speed down during 
the engagement period in order to reduce clutch temperatures but that 
more thermal damage occurs when engaging the clutch whilst on a gradient. 
This test rig gives results similar to those of the test vehicle and 
provides a simple-ta-use test facility. However, the theoretical model 
predicts short slip times which indicates a necessity for a closer 
look at the theory now that the test rig has been used to simulate a 
driver-vehicle combination with some degree of success. 
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ENGAGEMENT MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE SLIP HEAT OUTPUT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
CONDITIONS ENGINE ENGINE ENGINE TIME GENERATED SHAFT RISE DURING THE 
SPEED SPEED SPEED SECS kJ ACCELERATION ENGAGEMENT 
RAnS/SEC RAnS/SEC RAnS/SEC RAD/S/S DEGS.C 
PRESSURE PLATE FLYWHEEL 
LEVEL ROAD 230 122 190 2.1 10.6 80.0 12 10 
"""'" 84 ..... 1 : 10 251 190 2.5 17.1 62.0 20 19 
II-'-
• 
1 7 285 . 123 245 3.6 . 30.4 69.0 29 25 
1 : 3 302 131 238 5.2 50.7 65.0 44 37 
LEVEL ROAD 
INITIAL SPEED 
250.0 RAnS/SEC 272 153 224 2.4 15.0 82.0 14 13 
LEVEL ROAD 
INITIAL SPEED 
300.0 RADS/SEC 312 181 260 2.4 18.2 89.0 16 21 
TABLE NO • 5.1 
STOP THE 
CLUTCH 
ENGAGING 
THE ENGINE 
. SPEED BELOH 
lOO.ORAD/S 
ENGAGE THE 
CLUTCH ONE 
INCREMENT 
IS 
No ./ THE CLUTCH 
FULLY ENGAGED 
I YES 
~ 
FLOH DIAGRA.~ OF CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT 
FIGURE NO. 5.1 
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CHAPTER 6 
REVIEW OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
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. In trod uc t ion 
The diBita1 computer simulation of a clutch engagement has been 
shown to predict slip times and heat generated which while agreeing 
closely with theoretical work carried out by other researchers working 
in this field, does not agree with the values obtained from the test 
vehicle or test rig results. Also the predicted temperatures were far 
higher than those measured on the rig tests and although some of this 
discrepancy (less than 10%) could be attributed to the method of 
measurement of the surface temperatures there is also a large quantity 
of heat flowing radia11y across the surface of the clutch, thus presenting 
a two dimensional heat conduction problem. If this heat flow radia11y 
were to be included in the model the complexity of the relevant equations 
would increase from n to n2 where n is the number of mesh points considered 
within the material. Therefore it was felt that rather than push the model 
into a more complex form, for what would be a minimal gain it would be 
better to keep the simplicity and accept the limitations, a more complete 
discussion will be given later. 
Regarding the slip times and heat generated however it was felt that 
large improvements could be made by incorporating into the theory what 
were considered to be two major stumbling blocks: 
1. The constraint of a constant engine torque 
2. The human element in clutch manipulation 
Engine Characteristics 
Before test work began with the vehicle the engine was removed and 
fitted onto an engine test bed, upon which a full performance test was 
carried out. Therefore it was possible to interpolate, from the graphs 
drawn; the engine power being delivered, given a value for engine speed 
and manifold depression, see Graph No. 6.1. This graph was approximated 
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· by a number of polynomials and included into the digital simulation, 
by adding the solution of one more differential equation to the problem • 
= f(t) 
at 
The function f(t) being the response of the engine to the throttle, 
which was estimated from the vehicle test results. 
Thus allowing the model to respond as the vehicle would to whatever 
inputs were fed via the clutch pedal. This only left the nature of 
these inputs to be considered and from the vehicle test results they 
appeared to be of a linear ramp form similar to Figure No. 6.1. 
Operator Characteristics 
The initial steep ramp is during the period where the clamp load 
is raised from zero to the value at which the propeller shaft commenced 
to rotate and is dependant upon the engagement conditions. The 
secondary ramp is where the vehicle commences to move and continues 
until the clutch plates are synchronized. The final ramp generates no 
heat as the two plates are rotating at the same speed and are not 
therefore included in the model. 
For the. initial ramp the model shown in Figure No. 6.2 was 
considered where the output side of the clutch is stationary and the 
engine speed constant. Thus giving the following equations: 
3P 
-- = f (gradient , t) 
at 
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The integration of the above differential equations yielding 
the heat generated during the period before the propeller shaft started 
to rotate and also giving the initial conditions for the integration 
process governing the synchronizing time of the clutch. 
During the period of time when the clutch plates are synchronizing 
the model in use was the same as outlined in chapter 3, with the iriclusion 
of the engine characteristics. But the clutch was engaged at a rate 
dependent upon how the engine performed i.e. if the engine accelerated, 
the rate of clutch engagement was increased and vice versa. Also built 
into the program was a safeguard so that if the engine speed fell below 
100.0 rads/s the clutch application ceased until the engine speed again 
rose above 100.0 rads/s. The values for the rate of application being 
deduced from the practical ·tests. 
The model, after the inclusion of these modifications gave a more 
representative simulation of an actual engagement than the previous 
purely theoretical models and allowed for detailed studies of parametric 
variations or repeated engagements to be made easily. Appendix Ill, 
contains the printout of the two programs written using the two different 
types of temperature solution and also gives a detailed description of 
how to run the programs and what the various switching options are. 
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Results 
The results of a. digital simulation can be seen tabulated in 
Appendix Ill, but Graph No. 6.2 depicts a typical engagement and is in 
a similar form to the results obt~ined from both the test vehicle and 
the test rig. For comparison, Values of results from several runs have 
been tabulated, Table No. 6.1, contains level road engagements only. The 
first row being the results from a normal engagement, with an initial 
engine speed of approximately 200.0 rads/s which Was allowed to decay 
during the engagement. These results are similar to those obtained from 
the test vehicle although the slip times are shorter. In chapter 4 it was 
mentioned that the clamp load Was applied until the clutch Was 
transmitting enough torque to move the vehicle away from rest, the length 
of this periOd varying with the gradient and the driver. In the digital 
simulation this time period was controlled by applyfng the clamp load at 
the same rate, regardless of gradient, until the clamp load required to 
prevent the vehicle rolling backwards was reached. 
The next two rows of Table No. 6.1 show the affect of varying the 
response of the engine i.e. how much throttle was used during the 
engagement period. These results indicate that for a fast engagement 
it is better to use minimal throttle and this will also give lower heat 
generation. This may at first appear contrary to what actually happens 
but in practice a fast clutch engagement is usually, hand in hand with a 
fast "getaway", which will mean high engine speeds and high propeller 
shaft accelerations. In the case shown the vehicle was merely required 
to move away smoothly which can be carried out with low engine speeds, 
but at the sacrifice of acceleration. 
Next in the table the effect of initial engine speed upon the 
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engagement is presented, with all o,ther parameters remaining constant. 
In this case as engine speed rises, the heat generation and slip time 
increases, this is because the clutch Was required to transmit the same 
torque in order to move the vehicle from rest, but at the higher engine 
speed more work must be done. The final row in Table No. 6.1 shows 
the effect of increasing the engagement speed which brings down the slip 
time and heat generated but increases the propeller shaft acceleration. 
All these parameters are varied by the driver, during the engagement 
period, in order to obtain the desired engagement. 
Table No. 6.2 shows the effect of gradient variation i.e. longer 
slip times and higher heat generation but the slip times do not compare 
with those obtained during the vehicle tests. The cause of this 
discrepancy is the human element, only a very simple model of the vehicle 
has been considered. The digital model could, by varying engine response, 
engagement speed and initial condition be made to give results similar 
to those measured. Doing this for a particular vehicle would then 
enable parametric studies to be carried out and the effect of the 
variations for that particular vehicle noted. 
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ENGAGEMENT MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE SLIP HEAT OUTPUT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
CONDITIONS ENGINE ENGINE ENGINE TIME GENERATED SHAFT RISE DURING THE 
SPEED SPEED SPEED S - j( J ACCELERATION ENGAGEMENT 
RAD/S RAD/S RAD/S RAD/S/S DEGS. C 
PRESSURE PLATE METAL MEMBER 
LEVEL ROAD 
STANDARD 200.0 149.0 183.0 2.15 9.50 77.0 44.0 40.0 
LEVEL ROAD 
~ FASTER ENGINE 
N RESPONSE 200.0 167.0 188.0 2.31 10.43 80.0 47.0 43.0 
~ 
LEVEL ROAD 
SLOWER ENGINE 
RESPONSE 200.0 146.0 183.0 2.0 9.10 81.0 43.0 39.0 
LEVEL ROAD 
INITIAL ENGINE 
SPEED. 250.0 250.0 185.0 224.0 2.4 13.91 84.0 59.0 56.0 
LEVEL ROAD 
INITIAL ENGINE 
SPEED. 300.0 300.0 212.0 278.0 2.6 19.22 89.0 82.0 76.0 
INCREASED 
ENGAGEMENT 
SPEED 200.0 130.0 188.0 1.6 8.05- 93.0 45.0 40.0 
TABLE NO. 6.1 
L---'-___________________________________________________________________ _ 
\ . 
. ENGAGEMENT MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE SLIP HEAT OUTPUT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
CONDITIONS ENGINE ENGINE ENGINE TIME GENERATED SHAFT RISE DURING THE 
SPEED SPEED SPEED S KJ ACCELERATION ENGAGEMENT 
RADS/S RADS/S RADS/S DEG. C. 
PRESSURE PLATE METAL MEMBER 
jooO. 
l" GRADIENT 
~ 1:5 200.0 135.0 182.0 2.63 26.02 84.0 . 113.0. 108.0 
GRADIENT 
1:10 200.0 144.0 182.0 2.47 17.15 76 73.0 68.0 
GRADIENT 
1:20 200.0 150.0 183.0 2.33 13.23 75.0 57.0 53.0 
TABLE NO. 6.2 
'--------------------------------------------.~. - - - - -
--------------------------------
CLAMP LOAD 
START OF PROPElLOR 
SHAFT MOVEMENT 
I 
I 
TIME 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
DRIVER APPLICATION OF ClAMP LOAD 
fI GURE HO. 6.1 
CLUTCH 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CLUTCH sur 
WHILST VEHICLE IS STATIOHARV 
fIGURE NO,6,2 
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSION 
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The discussion follows a simHar pattern to the rest of this thesis, 
in that each topic will be dealt. with in turn and at the end, the 
research as a whole will be reviewed. 
Initially a mathematical model was produced which was constrained 
by the same assumptions as were· previous theoretical models and it was found 
that the two different approaches Le. the analytical and digital, yielded 
the same results. Now, as one of the more obviously erring assumptions 
was that the clamp load was applied in zero time, this was removed from the 
digital model and replaced by assuming the clamp load to increase linearly. 
throughout the engagement period until full clamp load had been applied. 
This modification was shown to increase the slip time, heat generated and 
ultimately the surface and bulk temperature of the assembly. The reason 
why this happened was that the model was still constrained by another 
assumption; that of constant engine torque being delivered by the engine 
throughout the engaging period which again is obviously in error. In 
addition, whilst looking at the problem it was decided that the 
coefficient of friction variation was not as simple as had previously been 
assumed. 
These points led to two separate investigations being instigated: 
1. The variation of coefficient of friction during the 
engagement. 
2. The manner of clutch manipulationoby the driver during 
the engagement. 
Investigation into coefficient of friction and surface temperature 
For the first investigation an existing test rig was utilized, and 
a clutch assembly fixed therein. Numerous thermocouples were inserted 
into the friction materials and also at the friction surface of the 
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pressure plate and the flywheel. From the results of many repeated 
engagements it was hoped to build up a pattern of temperature variation 
across the cushion segments in addition to defining the coefficient of 
friction variation with clamp pressure, surface temperature and slip 
velocity. To reduce errors in measurement ,calibrations were carried 
out through all the signal conditioning equipment and also through the 
recording system. Before each test spot checks were made to confirm 
that the equipment, signal conditioning and recording was still 
functioning correctly. This procedure was followed throughout all test 
work carried out during this research. 
For the friction material a sample of the results was presented 
in chapter 4 and showed some scatter and inconsistancy. As inaccuracies 
in the equipment and measuring system had been cut to a minimum by the 
"through" calibration and spot checks, the answer must be sought elsewhere. 
Firstly, after discussion with a friction material manufacturer, 
pressure plates were examined which had surface patches where the metal 
appeared to have locally melted and had flowed in the direction of 
slip, this phenomenon was caused by what is known as heat spotting. 
It can occur in clutches under light or heavy duties and its choice of 
position appears to be arbitrary. Secondly, the friction material used 
was an asbestos yarn, bound with zinc wire coiled and set in a resin, 
so if one of the thermocouples was in the near vicinity to the zinc, it 
would receive the heat from the interface at a much faster rate than 
a thermocouple positioned farther away. These two explanations are 
"suggested as the cause of the varied results obtained, during the 
measurement of the friction material temperatures. 
However the temperatures measured bY the thermcouples inserted 
at the interface surface of the pressure plate and flywheel gave 
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repeatable results. In order to check the validity of the mathematical 
model, the data relating to the test rig was inserted into the program 
but the resulting temperatures were much higher than those measured 
i.e. maximum surface temperature of around 8SoC ·~gainst l800 C predicted. 
Bulk temperature of SOOC against l300 C predicted. The bulk temperature 
of the assembly was measured after 10 seconds had elapsed, since the 
end of the engagement but it is realised that for a true bulk temperature 
a settling time in the region of 10 mins. should be allowed. During a 
. cooling curve carried out on the as·sembly the theoretical results drew 
closer to the measured as time increased. 
A first reaction Was to suspect the thermocouples but on checking 
the response of these by applying a large quantity of heat to the metal. 
surface and monitoring the rise time of the embedded thermocouples to 
that of one sandwiched on the surface, there was nO detectable difference. 
Some of the measured against predicted difference of the clutch 
temperatures can be attributed to experimental error, in that the 
program simulates the ideal case whereas on the rig uneven clamping and 
excessive wear particles caUSe inefficient thermal contact at the mating 
surface. Both conditions tend to lower the measured temperatures by 
allowing heat to flow radially outwards. Even so the discrepancies 
were large enough that the assumptions surrounding the theoretical model 
became suspect and required examination. 
The maj~r assumption was that of a' one dimensional heat conduction 
model, Figure No. 7.1 shows a scaled diagram of the flywheel and of the 
assumed model, with the mass of metal of each printed at the side. As 
the metal members of the clutch absorb approximately 98% of the total 
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heat generated the friction materials may be neglected for this argu~ent. 
If the annulus of Figure No. 7.l.is assumed to have the same mass as 
the actual flywheel, the transient temperatures predicted are reduced 
to nearer the measured values. This suggests a two dimensional model 
would give more accurate results, and so in order to substantiate this 
an extra thermocouple was inserted radia11y out from one of the others 
in order to monitor the heat flow in that.direction. The results showed 
that heat was flowing outwards from the rubbing surface very rapidly. 
From the above evidence it was concluded that the temperatures 
measured were accurate but the one dimensional model is not a true 
description of the thermal system. As has already been pointed out the 
complexity and execution time would rise from n to n2 where n is the number 
of mesh points under consideration if the change from a one dimensional 
to a two dimensional model was made. One of the aims of this research 
was to produce a usable tool and so the decision was made to utilise 
the one dimensional model accepting the over prediction, but noting that 
if the model is used only for parametric studies the· absolute values 
can he ignored. In order to correctly test the validity of this 
assumption it would be necessary to program the two dimensional model, 
which could be performed at a later date as an academic exercise. However, 
the assumption would appear correct from the results obtained earlier 
when the one dimensional model was constrained to have the same mass 
as the whole flywheel. 
The measurement of coefficient of friction and its variation with 
surface temperature, clamp pressure and slip velocity has been 
presented as a series of graphs which define this variation. The 
methods used to obtain these results were tedious but could be 
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automated using the on-line computer. As the technique used to 
describe the variation was of an· empirical nature the results should be 
unders tood to apply only for the type of cl utch i. e. size, friction 
material used and the past history of usage •. The clutch used for the 
test was new and the lining was' gently but fully bedded before the 
test. This procedure Was employed. for all the test work. The effect of 
making three different assumptions in so far as the simulation is 
concerned, with regards to coefficient of friction variation, can be 
seen below: 
1. Assuming kept constant. At average level between the 
static and dynamic coefficient of friction, gives slip 
time 0.5 secs. and heat generated 6.02 KJ. 
2. Assuming'variation with slip velocity only. Gives slip 
time 0.56 secs. and heat generated 6.31 KJ. 
3. Assuming variation with slip velocity, surface temperature 
and clamp pressure. Gives slip time 0.53 secs. and heat 
generated 6.09 KJ. 
These figures were obtained from the digital program and show that 
the above assumptions for coefficient of friction variation have little 
affect on the heat generated and in addition to this as large a variation 
can be obtained by an error of 10% in the vehicle mass. 
Vehicle Test Work 
As with all the instrumentation mentioned previously, that of the 
test vehicle was calibrated through the whole of the signal conditioning 
equipment as well as the recording system, in order to minimise 
experimental error. Trouble was experienced when measuring the dynamic 
torque in the first motion shaft, because the signal was extracted from 
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the rotating shaft using a slip ring and brush assembly. If the slip 
rings became contaminated, which happened frequently even though care 
had been taken to seal all the sources of contamination, the signal to 
noise ra.tio became bad enough to .render the results meaningless and 
so a close watch had to be kept and the assembly dismantled at regular 
intervals for c{€aning purposes. As a secondary torque measuring system 
a correlation was obtained between inlet manifold depression, engine 
speed and torque delivered, but this correlation assumed steady state 
conditions which, for the engagement period, was a reasonable 
assumption. A comparison of the total heat generated and the maximum 
torque transmitted during the take-up period show agreement within 5% 
for the two methods used. 
The method for measuring clamp load was strain gauging of a rod 
in the clutch linkage and was susceptable to inaccuracies caused by 
hysteresis in the clutch actuating linkage, but if the clamp load was 
continually increased throughout the engagement these inaccuracies had 
negligible affect. The signals from the linear displacement transducer 
monitoring the clutch pedal movement showed that in general the pedal 
was released continuallY throughout the engagement and that the only 
point of modulation occurred when the initial "bite" of the plates was 
felt. 
The results were split into three different patterns of engagements, 
these patterns forming general groups under which the majority of the 
engagements could be classified although there was some overlap between 
the three groups. It was observed, from the results what operating 
parameters affected the engagement characteristics but when a correlation 
was attempted using statistical techniques, no definite conclusions could 
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be drawn. In order to arrive at de.finite correlations much more test. 
work would be required, coupled w.ith detailed questionnaires to define 
the. type of driver. Also the instrumentation and processing of 
results would need improving but this was not considered economic or 
indeed worthwhile for this program of research. These results show how 
the clutch was manipulated by the drivers and gave indications of which 
characteristics affect the heat generated and hence the temperature 
rise within the clutch. Also, these results formed a good basis for 
comparison with the rig test work and theoretical work that followed. 
Vehicle Simulation Test Rig 
As mentioned in the chapter describing this test rig, it was at 
the time of testing not possible to carry out true level road tests 
because of the drag in the dynamometer seals, which effectivelY caused 
the simulation of approximately 1 : 30 gradient but this affect will 
disappear with use. The results obtained compare well with those from 
the test vehicle but it was difficult to choose exactly the type of 
gradient required to be simulated because of the insensitivity of the 
disc brake assembly. To combat this, if the disc pads Were replaced 
with ones made from a material having a lower coefficient of friction, 
the adjustment of drag torque would be more sensitive. 
The basic hardware available within the computer, for the timing 
of the interrupt intervals only allowed intervals in orders of ten from 
0.0001 to 1000.0 seconds and also the software for driving the 
teleprinter did not allow interruption whilst it was in operation, 
without an error condition being set. This meant that a 100 second 
interval was the only one which would allow the printout of results 
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~etween engagements, thus limiting the repeatability of engagements. 
This can be overcome but requires more complex programming, at a 
systems 'level, which was' not felt necessary at this stage. The program 
was capable of carrying out multiple engagements automatically but for 
each engagement the conditions had to .remain the same, even so this test 
rig is capable of testing clutches under similar conditions to those 
encountered in service. To enable more realistic conditions to be 
simulated the test rig would require modifying to allow automatic 
application of drag torque and the setting of engine speeds by computer. 
All this could be accomplished reasonably simply from both the 
mechanical and programming side and the result .. would be a test rig 
capable of being programmed to simulate a given test route or set of 
circumstances. 
Theoretical Model 
By inserting the engine performance characteristics in to the program 
and also applying the clutch dependant on the behaviour of the engine, 
slip times and heat generation of more sensible levels were obtained. 
which agree favourably with the results from both the test rig and 
the test vehicle. The problem comes when trying to simulate the driver, 
the model as programmed will engage the clutch in a manner not unlike 
some of the practical tests but if the conditions are changed the model 
does not necessarily follow the same pattern as the practical tests, 
even though the heat generated agrees, as can be seen from the results. 
This means· that although the affect of changing parameters within the 
vehicle may be observed, in relation to the heat generation, it will 
not be possible to see the affect of this parametric variation on the 
pattern of engagement. However given the results of a test on a 
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part·icular driver, he could be simulated with some degree of accuracy. 
but as the model stands it is not. possible to simulate say driver "A" 
without prior knowledge of his driving technique. To do this would 
require detailed studies of driver behaviour.to·provide a correlation 
between his temperament and driving technique. 
The difference in temperatures between those predicted and those 
measured has already been discussed, suffice to say that in respect to 
the simulation of actual engagements the predicted peak temperatures 
were found to be approximately double the measured. Care will have to 
be taken when using this model for predictions of magnitudes but the model 
will be invaluable for comparing situations. 
To summarise this program of research, a theoretical model has been 
produced giving a usable· design tool bearing in mind the limitations 
mentioned above. A method for defining the variation of coefficient of 
friction with pressure, temperature and velocity has been tried and 
proved to work but its affect when incorporated into the mathematical 
model was found to be small. A computer controlled test rig has been 
designed and the results were in agreement with tests carried out on 
subjects in a specially instrumented vehicle. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
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1. A mathematical model has been produced which will enable 
parametric studies of a clutch to be made. The model can 
simulate the driver/vehicle combination end is not confined 
to the dynamics of the clutch as was the case in earlier 
publication~. 
2. A computer controlled test rig has been developed which will 
allow clutches to be tested under "in service" conditions and 
excludes all the tedious data reduction. 
3. Both the digital simulation and the test rig simulation provide 
an ideal basis for a similar study aimed at the problem of clutch 
judder. 
4. Assuming the coefficient of friction to be constant instead of 
allowing it to vary with pressure, temperature and slip speed had 
a similar effect to making a small error in the vehicle mass. 
A method of defining the variation of coefficient of friction was 
tried but was not found to be satisfactory for general use because 
of the lengthy reduction of results involved. 
5. The most notable difference between the operating characteristics 
of the different drivers was the way in which they modulated the 
engine throttle. A driver who attempted to keep the engine speed 
high during an engagement, by progressively opening the engine 
throttle whilst engaging the clutch, generated a significantly 
larger amount of heat than a driver who allowed the engine speed 
to remain low throughout the engagement. 
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A prolonged slip time caused by gradient starts or bad driving 
techniqu~, can generate at least as much heat during an 
engagement as would a so called racing start where high engine 
speed is maintained throughout the slip period. 
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CHAPTER 9 
1 
FURTHER WORK 
• 
.. 
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'During the test work carried out in this research it was noticed 
that the torque signal near the end of the synchr'onization period began 
to oscillate at a frequency of approximately 13 H2. This phenomenon was 
observed during both the vehicle tests and the rig tests even though, on 
the test rig, the drive1ine was very much stiffer and the only flexible 
part was the cushion springs of the centre plate. On the test vehicle 
there was little physical sensation of vibration, but under certain 
conditions a transmission vibration could be felt. It is thought that 
these torque fluctuations are the exciting force behind what is more 
commonly known as clutch judder. This is a condition where the whole 
of the driveline vibrates severely and does inhibit clutch take-up as 
well as causing driveline damage. 
The engine test rig provides a good starting point for a program 
of research into clutch induced vibrations, in that relevant parameters 
can be measured and the control and data acquisition can be carried out 
automatically using the computer. The program for sampling the input 
channels would need a minor modification to allow a sampling rate fast 
enough to define frequency up to 20 H2. In addition, the affect of 
varying drive1ine stiffnesses could easily be seen by inserting rubber 
couplings of different torsional stiffness into the existing drive1ine. 
In time the test rig could be extended to enable the engine to drive 
the dynamometer through a gearbox and axle each mounted to allow 
"in-service" movements. 
Again testing on vehicles prone to judder would be necessary in 
,order to try and isolate the source and to define operating factors which 
affect it. There would be a need for a mathematical simulation, which 
could possibly be built around the existing model but perhaps the use of 
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.one of the new sophisticated analogue simulation languages may simplify 
the solution of the numerous differential equations governing the 
torsional oscillation in a system as complex as the driveline. Building 
the new model around the existing one, which could be supplied with 
all the data required to simulate the test rig, would provide a method of 
cross checking results as the research developed. 
Although many hours of research have been spent by companies into 
trying to solve the problem of judder there is still a void and much 
disagreement between rivals ~s to the primary causes. So a program of 
research into this phenomenon, along the suggested lines, would not 
only be timely but attract wide interest throughout the industry. 
The vehicle tests carried out during this program of research into 
clutch take-up has allowed a picture to be drawn describing the 
characteristics of a driver and has shown the type of engagement that 
is liable to cause the most damage. But this ·only covers starting from 
rest and use of the clutch pedal, what is needed is the development 
of a fully instrumented vehicle upon which measurement of the following 
parameters is possible: 
1- Steering angle 
2. ·Clutch usage 
3. Brake usage 
4. Fuel consumption 
5. Driveline torque 
From such data obtained for many drivers round a varied 
test route which included town work as well as country driving, 
it should be possible to correlate control usage to economy of operation. 
Also engine usage i.e. power levels usea, would provide useful 
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information for the design of vehicle motive power units and transmissions 
for future use in towns and the design of invalid vehicles. The 
study would require a joint ergonomic and engineering team in order to 
cover all aspects of the topic completely. 
Another subject which requires study is the mechanism of friction 
in relation to friction materials but as already stated earlier in 
this work, a theoretical study of such a non-homogeneous material would 
be both complex and fraught with disaster from a practical point of 
view. Although an empirical study of small samples and the correlation 
of these results to in service components would prove a boon to the 
industry. 
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APPENDIX I 
SOLUTION OF THE ONE DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY STATE 
HEAT-CONDUCTION EQUATION 
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The equation to be solved is: 
ae 
p.Cp. = ....................... (Al.l) 
at 
1. Boundary Conditions 
1. At the geometrical centre of the centre plate, the heat flow 
across the boundary is assumed to be zero i.e. the heat inflow 
from both directions is the same. 
Therefore Q 
o 
or 
ae 
= -k.A. -- = 0 
ax 
ae 
= 0 ...........•................ (Al.2) 
ax 
2. At the back face of the rotating metal member i.e. pressure 
plate or flywheel, heat is lost to the surrounding air by forced 
convection. 
= . .................... (Al.3) 
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3. At the surface of the friction material heat .is generated due to 
friction and also heat is flowing back across the resistance from 
the metals surface. 
Heat flow to friction material surface 
as 
••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• (Al.4) 
Similarly at the metals surface 
.. ae 
Heat inflow.· " 0. -A) Q + h • 
. g I ••••••••••••••• .,(Al.5) 
These are the boundary equations which enable equation (Al.l) to 
be solved. 
2. . Implicit Method 
Using the following finite difference approximation to derivatives 
- to 
and 
ei.j+l·~ ei,j 
LIt 
equation (AI.I) can be represented by the following equation 
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P.Cp. 
(6"+1 -6i ,J') lit ~.J 
.. 
... k 
211,'? (6 i +l ,j+l - 26 i ,j+l + 6i .:1 ,j+l + Hi+l,j - 26 i ,j + ei_l,j) 
.a2e 
Note that the derivative --- has been replaced by its finite-
ax2 
difference representation on two time rows U +1) and U). 
This equation reduces to: 
.. F. 6, +1 ' + 2 (1 - F ). e, , + F .6, 1 ' 
... 0. ~. ,J .......... 0. ,,~,J, 0 1-.J •• o ••••• o ••• o.{Alo6) 
But this equation is only applicable to stations inboard of the 
boundaries, what happens at the boundaries is given By equations 
CAl.2) to (Al.S) and will be used to derive modifications to equation 
- CA!. 6) which are applicable at the Boundaries. 
Geometrical centre of centre plate 
, 'Bciundary Equation (A1.2) 
a6 
.. 
.6'+1,-6'1' 0·.. 1.J 1-.J 
ax t=j 2.lIx 
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Using a central difference approximation. 
Simplifying gives 
e, 1 ' 1.- ,J 
and similarly ••••• 00.00 ••••• 0': ••• • (Al 07) 
.. e. 1 ' 1 1.- ,J+ 
A pictorial description of the finite difference approximation to 
the model is shown in (figure ALl). 
If equation (A1.6) is applied at station Ci = 11 temperatures at a 
fictitious mesh point outside the material are required i.e. 
e ,and e '+1 but by using the Boundary equations (A107) these two 
O,J O,J 
temperatures can be eliminated. 
or 
Equation (A1.6) becomes: 
-1" .0"1' 1 + 2(1 + 1" ).e, '+1-1" .e, 1 '+1' = o 1.+ ,J+ .0 1.,J 0 1.+,J 
F • e, 1 ' + 2 (1 - F ). e, , + F • e. 1 ' 
o 1.+ ,J 0 ,1.,J 0 1.+,J 
-F .e'+l ' 1 + (1+1" ).e, , 1 
, ,0, ,1.. ,J+, ,01.,J+, 1" • e, + 1 ' + (l-F ). e, , o 1. ,J ," 0 , 1.,J •••• (Al.8) 
Which is the finite difference equation applying at station (i=l). 
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·Back face of metal member 
.. Boundary equa don (A1. 3} 
In order to take account of this forced convection term at the back 
side of the metal, the heat flowing across the metal surface in the 
direction normal to the surface is . = 
becomes 
ae 
·ae . 
-k A - = • -dX· 
,. 
-k.A, .. hf.A. CEw - en} 3x 
Qf' thus equation (Al.3) 
Which when the derivative is replaced by a central finite difference 
approximation becomes: 
'" e ... - 26fl ) ~,J 
applying equation (A1.6) to the Boundary at (t = n1+n2+2) gives again a 
requirement for temperatures at a fictitious mes·h point, (01+n2+3) but 
these temperatures also appear in equation (1\1.9) which can be rearranged 
to give: 
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and 
e. 1 . 1· - e. 1 . 1 - 2.B .e. '+1 l.+ ,J+ l.- .J+ 0 1,J 
e. +1 • - 2. B • e. . + e. 1 • + 4. ef B l.,J 0 l.,J l.- .J • 0 
B 
o 
= 
k 
•••••••••• o •• o •• (Al.10) 
If equation (A1.10) is substituted into equation (A1.6) the temperatures 
at the fictitious mesh point cancel: 
2B .e .. + e. 1 • + 4B
o
.ef1 ) + o l.,J l.- ,J 
2 (1 + F ). e. . 1 - F • e. 1 • +1 . -
o l..J+ 0 l.-.J 
F .e. 1 • + 2(1 - F ).e .. + F .e. 1 . 
o· l.+ ,J 0 l.,J 0 l.- ,J 
-which after simplification becomes:. 
(A1.ll) 
Hi8 
where and a1,2 = 
aa 
or Q1 . = -k.A. . = -(A.Q + hr.A. ) ax . g ax 
.. aa' 
is fictitious temperature gradient at the boundary. 
ax 
Using finite difference approximation the above equation becomes:-
.k.A. 
4bx 
x. 
-( ;- (Qg,j+1 
rearranging 
+ Q .) g,J 
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(a '+1 . 1 -l. ,J+ 
e1 • 1 . 1 1.+ ,J+ = e· 1 · 1 -e
1
• +e·'l.· 1.- .J+ 1.+1,j 1.- .J 
+--
k.A 
(a. 1 . 1 - e. 1 . 1 + e. 1 . - e. 1 .) 1.+ ,J+ 1.- ,J+ 1.+ ,J 1.- ,J 
simplifying 
e'+l '+1' = -e
1 + (1 - Br)·e. 1 . + 1. ,J i+l,j 1.- ,J 
••.••••• ~ • •••••.•• (Al.12) 
/::'X.A 
where 
k.A 
The, temperatures at the fictitious mesh point (i + 1) can now be 
eliminated by substitution into equation (A1.6), equation (A1.12). 
Cl - Br ).e·_l ; 01- Br .e'+l . 01- 2BQ1 (Q . 1 01- Q .» 01-1..J 1. ,J • g,J+ g,J 
2 Cl + F ). e· . 1 - F • a· 1 . +1 = F. e 1 • +1 . + o 1..J+ 0 1.- ,J 0 1. ,J 
2 Cl - F ).e .. + F ,e, 1 • 
, 0 1.,J 0 1.-' ,J 
. . 
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simplifying, gives 
F • (2 - Br)' 6. -1 . +1 + 2 (1 +. F ).6. . +1 - F • Br ·6. +1 . 1· .. o 1. ,J . o. 1,J 0 1,J+ 
+ F .(2 - B
r
).6. 1 . + 2(1 - F ).6 .. + F Bro 6. 1 • + 
... 0 .1.~ ,J . 0 1,J O. 1.+ ,J 
F .BQ1 ·(Q . 1 + Q .) . o. . g,J+g,J •••••• o •••••••• oo •• o ••• (Al.13) 
which applies at station (u1 + 1) 
·B6tlndaty equation (A1.5) 
.. ~e .~el 
Q2·" (1 ~ A).Qg - hr.A. - .. -k.A-
ax ax 
which becomes in finite difference form 
k.A 
.. ---
4.8x 
rearranging 
hr·A 
--- (6 
4,8x i+l,j+1 
1. 61 
-e. 1 . 1 + e. 1 . - e. 1 .) + 2.BQ2 • (Q . 1 - Q .) ~- ,J+ ~+ ,J ~- ,J g,J+ g.J 
where 
. and simplifying 
. (1 :-A).llx 
BQ2 ·=.---k.A 
substituting (A1.14) into (Al.6) to eliminate the temperatures at the 
fictitious mesh point gives: 
+ 2(1 - F ).a .. + F .e'. 1 • 
o ~,J 0 1.- ,J 
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.-
simplifying gives 
-F .• (2 - Br)·e. 1 '+1 + 2.(1 + F ).e .. 1 - F .Br·e. 1 . 1 o ].+ ,J 0 1,J+ 0.. 1- ,J+ 
= F .(= - Br).e. 1 . + 2.(1 - F ).e .. + Br·F .e. 1 ' o 1+ ,J . 0 . 1,J 0].- ,J 
+ 2.F .BQ2 • (Q '1 + Q ,) ...................... (A 1. 15) . 0 g,J+ g,J 
Equations (Al.6), (Al.S), (Al.ll), (Al.13) and (Al.lS) form a set 
of simultaneous linear equations the solution of which yield the 
temperature distribution at the next time step. 
Soll1tjon 
Although theoreticallY, stability with the implicit technique is not 
a problem, however unless F is chosen carefully the results may be erroneous. 
o 
Therefore when choosing the time step length and the mesh size the solution 
should be constrained to keep F low enough to maintain an accurate 
o 
solution • rn the digital computer program written the value of F is 
o 
kept close to 0.1 and the mesh size is varied automatically to ensure this 
condition is always met. 
The set of equations resulting from the expansion of equation (Al.6) at 
all the mesh points inside the boundary and of application of equation 
(Al.S), (Al.ll), (Al.13) and (Al.lS) at the boundaries are more easily 
manageable if written in matrix notation: 
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~----------~--------------------------~----~~--------~--------------------~-------.-
·Z(1+F01 ) -ZFo1 
~ol 2 (1+Fo1) ~Fol 
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,.-.. 
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'" 
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., 
rt 
" ,.... 
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~ 
I 
I 
-
e. 1 " J+ 
and C c 
e. . 1 1,J+ 
e2,j+l 
: 
enl+n2+1 ,j+1 
e nl+n2+2, j+ 1 
e. 
o 
o 
· 
· 
o 
J 
.. 81 • ,J 
e2 • 
.J 
e . 
nl+n2+1,J 
en1+n2+2,j 
Fo1Br ,(Qg,j+l - Qg,j) 
F o2BI2 (Qg,j+1 - Qg,j) 
o 
· 
· 
o 
But B.~. + C is known at any given time interval thus equation (A1.16) 
~ J 
becomes: 
where D '.. B.a. + C 
J 
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•• 0 •••••••••••••• Q ••••• 0 ,"0 (Al.17) 
-Further, matrix A is tridiagonal in form which. much simplifies 
the. solution for the temperature matrix Sj+l' providing the leading diagonal 
is dominant. As F is constrained by the program to be approximately equal 
o 
to 0.1 it can be .seen that providing Br and Bo are of order 1.0 or less 
(which is the case) the leading diagonal is of order 2.0 and the other 
two diagonals of order 0.1. The algorithm suggested by Alberg.Wi1son and 
Walsh (33) enables the solution of the matrix equation (Al.17) more 
efficiently and without significant loss in accuracy. 
Consider the matrix equation 
b l cl 
a2 b2 
a3 
c2 
b3 c3 
a 
n 
b 
n 
form the following parameters, for k " 1,2, ..... n 
u '" k (U "0) o 
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xl 
x2 
x3 
x 
n-l 
" 
dl 
d2 
~3 
d 
n-l 
d 
n 
----------------~--~---- -~ 
-
which'yie1ds the equivalent set of equations: 
for k .. 1,2, 
U 
n 
n-l 
The required solution is then obtained from back substitution 
3. Explicit Method 
In deriving the finite difference equations governing the flow of heat 
through the system, the following general equation is used at all the mesh 
points. 
Heat inflow - Heat outflow -.. Heat Stored 
General equation at any point inside the boundary 
A'. 
r 
I 
I , 
I 
Ht. O'~FLo~ 116,rn"':j,w I I , . I 
I 
I , 
I I 
i.-/ , ,+, 
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L-__________________________________________________ ~___ ____ __ 
p.Cp.V (8, '+1 - 8, ,) 1.,J 1,J 
_ .o ••••••• oo ••••• {Alo19) Ht. Stored .. 
lit 
Ht. Inflow .. 
.,.k.A (8, . ,..,. 8, 1 ,) 
1,] 1- ,] 
Ht. Outflow· .. 
k.A. (6 •. ,..,. 6 '+1 ' ) l.,J L ,J 
lIx 
Insertion of equations (AI.19), (AI.20) and (A1.21) into equation 
(Al.1S) reveals. 
P.Cp. V(6. '+1 ..,. 6. ,) 1,) 1,J 
lit 
.. k.A 
- - (8, , - 8, 1 • + e, . - e '+1 ,) Ilk 1,J 1.- ,] 1.,] 1.,J 
which after simplification and substitution of F 
o 
..... k.llt 
-and Vc A.l::.x gives 
6, . 1 - e, . '.. -F. (28. . - 8. 1 • - e. +1 .) 1,J+ 1,J 0 1.,J 1. - ,J 1,J 
\ 
or 
Cl Cl ••• Cl •• Cl Cl (Al. 22) 
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/' 
but for a stable solution (l. - 2F ,. <0 or F <:! 
,0  
At the geometrical centre of the plates bOllndary- ('.cluaU:on (Al,2) 
applies 
'" 0 or there is no heat flo\·, 
dX 
Heat inflol'.-" 0 
.~.A. 
Heat outflow ' ~ (0 .• -e· 1 ·) 1.,) l.+,J 
. Ilt 
, 
i 
. 
, ' 
; 
'.\ 
, 
-' 
Heat stored' '" 
p.Cp.V/Z (e. " I-e .. ) 
1,J ... · 1,J 
••• (0)." •• 0 ••• 0 (AI ... 2ft·) 
At 
Inserting (A1.23) and (AI.24) into (AI.lS) gives: 
P.Cp.V/2 ,k.A 
--- (e. '+1 - e, ,) 
<'.t 1.,J l.,J - - (a. , - a. Ll ,) 1. J 1.'. ,J lit . , 
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l-. ____________________________ _ 
/ 
or simpli(ying 
e .. 1 
.. l,J+ 
e. . 
1.,3 
(1 
for stable solution F < 2 
o 
~2F • (e. . -0. '1 .) 
o 1.,J 1.".J 
21' ).0. . .} 21' • e. 1 • 
.. 0 ... 1.,] ..... 0 .. 1.+ ,J 
At the back face of the rotating metal member boundary equation (AJ.,3) 
applies. 
", " 
",x..,j ~ f / I I f Ht.o",/kt._ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t. &+1 
'. 
.. 
\ 
.. -:-k.A 
Heat inflm~ ., 
6x 
(a. . ~ e. 1 .) 1.,J l- ,J 
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p.Cp.v/2 
Heat Stored, .. ~-- ,(G, , 1 - e .• ) 
"t:.t 1,3+ 1,J Q" ., •• "00' • • (Al. 28) 
Substituting (Al.26), (Al.27) and (A1,28) in (A1.18) gives: 
,P.Cp.V/2 '. ,k.A • 
t:.t 
• (e. '+1 ~ e, .) .. to --- .(e .. 
1,3 103 't:.x 1,3 - e, 1 .) ].- ,J 
which after simplification becomes: 
e. '+1 - e. ' '" -F 2 (e .. - e, 1 ,) - F .B 2·(e .. - 8f1 ) 1,3 1,3 0' 1,J 1- .J 0 0 1.,3 
hf.t:.x 
where 
k 
/ for stable solution F (1 + B ) < ~ 
o 0 
At the friction interface boundary equations(Al.41 and (Al.5) apply. 
'Friction material 
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Heat outflow. ..Boundary equation (Al.4) 
.. -
.hI A.Q -- .(e, • -e'~1 .) 
. g Ax .:l.J ~. ,3 " •••••••• 0" ••• ' •• (AI 930) 
.. ":'k.A. 
Heat inflow' " --.(e .. -e. 1.1 &t . ~.J. 1- ,) •••••••••••••• (Al.31) 
P.Cp;V/2 
Heat Stored.' .. 
---.• (e. '+1 - e .. ) At 1,J 1,J •· •••••••••••• (Al.32) 
Substitution of (A1.30), (A1.31) and (A1.32) into (A1.18) gives: 
.P.Cp.V/2 k.A 
At 
• (e. . +1 - e. .) . .. 
1,) 1,) - -- • (e. . - e. 1 .) + AQ Ax 1,J 1~' ,) . g 
or simplifying 
e. . +1 - a. . '.. - F • (e. . - a. l' .1 
1.J 1.J 0 1,) 1- ,3 
+ 2F .BQ1 .Q - 2F .BI.(a .• - a'+1 .1 o g 0 ~,J 1 ,J 
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... A.1:sx. 
where '" --
k.A 
W~tal 'Member 
and 
o. . 1. '" 
. ,,1.J'" , 
I ~' I I 
I I 
I 
I I Ht. XnrLpw 
I 
/: 
i.-; i 
Rea t inflow " Cl ~ )..}.Q 
, 0 
,.,~ 
--.(e" 
I:sx. 1,) 
" 
k.A 
- O. 1 .} 1~ ,J 
Heat outflm;-.·" + -- • (e., . - 0J.'+l,J') 
, fix • 1,3 
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,. 
.. 
~ • ., •• t ••• (Al.3l~) 
(A 1. 35) 
p.Cp.V/2 
Heat Stored' " 
lit 
• (a, '+1 - a, ,) ~,J ~,J 
Substitutiori of (A1.34), (Al.35) and (A1.36) in (A1.1S) gives: 
p.Cp.V/2 
lit 
• (e, '+1 - a. ,) l.,J ~,J 
hI 
(1 -: A).Q -_ (e g •• , 
llx l.,J 
.. k.A. 
- a, 1 .) - --. (e, , - a, +1 ,) 
l.- .J llx l.,J l. ,J 
or simplifying 
where 
2Br• F • (e , , - e, 1 ,) - 2F • (e , , - e, +1 ,) o l.,J 1.-,J 0 l.,J l. ,J 
.. (1. -: A) .llx 
BQ2 . " 
k.A 
e, '+1"" 
.1., J 
for a stable 'solution F 0 (1 + Br) < ! 
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I 
i 
I 
Equations (A1.25), (A1.29), (Al.33) and (A1.37) describe the new 
temperatures at the boundaries and equation (Al.22) describes inboard 
temperatures. Using this method each temperature could be solved 
separately i.e. it is not necessary to form a block of simultaneous 
linear equations as with the implicit technique, although it is convenient 
to represent them in matrix form: 
'" a .. B + C 
J 
•• ~ •• 00 ••• ., 0 •••••••••• eo.O (Al.38) 
where aj +1 ·,,· {91 ,j+192,j+l, •••••••• ,9nl+n2+2,j+l} 
a
J
• ..' {61 • 92 • • ••••••• , e 1 2 2 .} .J, ,3, n +n + ,J 
(l-2F ) 2F 
o 0 
F 
o 
2F 
o 
(l-2F ) 
o 
(l-2F U-B » 
o I 
F 
o 
~2F B 
o I 
F 
o 
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2F 
o 
(l-2F ) 
o 
F 
o 
2F (1-2F (l+B » 
o 0 0 
The solution of (Al.38) at each time interval yields the required 
solution. In order to reduce errors and instabilities in the mathematics 
the computer program written to solve (Al.38) kept F ~ 0.1 by choosing 
o . 
nl and n2 appropriately. 
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APPENDIX II 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE VEHICLE 
SIMULATION TEST RIG WITH PROGRAM LISTING 
179 
---- ---- ----
This appendix deals with the operation of the vehicle simulation 
test rig and the mini-computer system used for data acquisition and 
control. 
The Computer 
The program written samples. the first eight analogue input channels, 
these channels will allow voltage levels of 0 to + 1.0 volts but if a 
signal level above this is fed·in it will be truncated, up to a level 
of 2.5 volts which if exceeded will result in damage to the input buffers. 
Channel number one should be fed with a D.C. signal which can be 
switched on and off, this will be used to commence the test series. 
Channel numbers two and three are used to record the engine speed 
and the propeller shaft speed respectively. All other channels may be 
connected arbitarily because all the calibration coefficients are 
entered before each test. The calibration coefficients are the values of 
the linear relationship describing the voltage variation of each 
signal. 
Procedure 
(1) The computer system should be switched on for at least one 
hour to allow the analogue to digital convertor to stabalise, 
this can be checked by using the zero calibration switch on 
the hardware itself. 
(2) The system tape, produced from the, listings shown, in 
accordance with the computer manual, should be loaded into 
the computer by placing the system tape into the tape reader 
and readying that reader, then pressing the buttons PRESET 
and LOAD located on. the computer panel. The tape will now be 
read in and the computer should halt with the message 
IBO 
102077 (IN BINARY) lighted on the display register located' 
on the computer front panel above the switches. This message 
indicates a successful load, if any other message is displayed 
reference to the computer operators manual is required for 
diagnosis of the error. 
(3) The calibration coefficients should have been punched on the 
paper tape in free format each channel taking a full line and 
being in the following order: 
Cl(l) Cl(2) (CR) (LF) 
. , 
CB(l) CB(2) (CR) (LF) 
where 
True value = Cl (1) + Cl (2) ,. vo1 tage level input 
and 
(CR) Carriage return character 
(LF) Line feed character 
This tape is loaded into the photo reader and that reader 
readied. 
(4) To commence the input of data switch number one on the switch 
register (located 'on the front panel) should be lighted and then 
the following switches pressed: 
LOAD ADDRESS 
PRESET 
RUN 
(5) The computer will print the message TEST NUMBER and wait for 
input data, the data should be input on the teletype followed 
by (CR) and (LF). 
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(6) The computer then asks for the date which should be input 
in numerical form each 'number separated by a comma. 
(7) The calibration coefficients are then read in and printed on 
the teletype under their channel headings. 
(8) The next parameter required is the number of engagements to be 
carried out, the engagements are made automatically at set 
intervals and results output inbetween. 
(9) The time interval between the samples i.e. the reciprocal of 
the sampling frequency is now required and should be an exact 
multiple of 0.1 seconds, because this is the smallest interval 
allowed. 
(10) The time interval between engagements should be entered, the 
minimum value 'of which is 100 seconds, in order to 'allow 
for the output of results before the next engagement is commenced, 
the total interval required should be entered in seconds. 
(11) Then the option is given for the output of results by either 
the paper tape punch (enter 1) or the teleprinter (enter 2). 
If output by the teleprinter is required the time interval 
between engagements must be greatly increased to enable 
printout between engagements. 
(12) The computer now tells the operator to start the engine and 
pauses, the engine should be allowed to warm up whilst the 
equipment is checked for malfunction. 
(13) The RUN button is then pressed and the computer asks for the 
required drag torque to be applied by the disc brake assembly, 
after which the RUN button is pressed to disengage the clutch. 
This prevents overheating of the disc brake assembly. 
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(14) The computer waits in a loop, sampling channel number 
one until a voltage of more than 0.2 volts is applied 
when the test series will commence. 
After the final engagement has been carried out and the results 
output the computer halts, if another series of tests is required return 
to stage (4) and recommence data input. 
The fOllowing pages contain, first· a sample of the data input 
printout and then a listing of the program used. 
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TEST NO. 
, 1 
. " 
::; ". " 
DATE. , ' 
13,9,74 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS Y=A0+Al*X+A2*X*X+ •• 
CHANNEL NO.' I, 
.000000E+00 1.000000E+00 
CHANNEL NO. 2' 
.000000E+00 ',512000E+03 
CHANNEL NO. 3 , 
.000000E+00 .5i2000E+03 
CHANNEL NO. 4 
-.800000E+01 -.162500E+03 
CHANNEL NO. 5 
.000000E+00 1.000000E+00 
CHANNEL NO. 6 
-.590000E+02 -.397000E+03 
, CHANNEL NO. 7 
~.104000E+03 -.524000E+03 
CHANNEL NO. 8 A 
.000000E+001.000000E+00 
ENTER NO. OF ENGAGEME:NTS TO BE CARRIED OUT 
6 
ENTER TI ME INTERVAL BETlvEEN SAMPLES 
0./ 
ENTEH THE TIME BETWEEN ENGAGEMENTS 
AFTER THE ENGAGEMENT 100 SECS 
ELAPSE TO ALLOW OUTPUT OF RESULTS 
TOTAL TIME INTERVAL SHOULD BE ENTERED IN SECS 
120.0 
TYPE I FOH PUNCH TAPE OUTPUT OH 2 FOR TELEtYPE OUTPUT 
2 
START THE E;NGINE 
PAUSE 
APPLY REQD. DRAG TORQUE 
PRESS RUN TO DISENGAGE RAM 
PROGRAM WAITS FOR TRIGGER SIGNAL TO COMMENCE TEST 
PAUSE 
104 
' .. 
FTN,E.L 
.pHOGHAM CENG 
DIMENSION CF(8,2),XC8) 
COMMON IBUF(8,100) 
WHITEC2,2(0) 
r .. 1 
C ... THI S PROGRAM ATTEMPTS TO KEEP THE ENGI NE SPEED FAJ liL . 
C CONSTANT 1'HiiOUGHOUT THE ENGAGEMENT 
-. 
RIo:ADCI,*)NT 
. WRITEC2,2(1) 
HEADC1,*)Nl,N2,N3 
WIUTE(2,204) 
DO I 1=1.8 
WHI1'E(2,202)1 
HEAD(5,*)(CF(I,J).J~I,2) 
WHITE(2.203)(C~(I.J).J=1.2) 
1 CONTINUE . 
WRITE(2,205) 
HEAD( J.*)NENG 
WiiITE(2.206) . 
HEAD( 1.*)STIt1 /, 
WRITE(2.207) 
R~~AD ( I. *) BT 
W]-(ITE(2.208) 
HEADCI.*)NT 
WHITE(2.209) 
PAUSE 
WhITE(2.210) 
PAUSE 
CALL DlSEG 
IOVER=0 
INDIC='] 
NUMS,d00 
NhEPT=l 
:i , 
IHEPT=I 
NBT=IFIX(BT-100.0l 
NST=!FIX(STIM/0.1) 
10 CALL INJTCJOVEli.JhEPT~NST.NUMS.~BT.INDIC) 
NhEPT=NhEPT+I 
I =0 . 
10VE}l=500 
12 CONTINUE 
IFeJOVER-2(0) 11, 11.12 
11 CONTINUE 
IHJOVEH-1(0) 13. 14. 13 
14 WHITE(2.213) 
.. 
213 FOHMAJ'< 37HCLlJTCH NOT ENGAGED AT END OF SAMPLI NG, I. 
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...•... _., ..................... .. ' 
; .. 
" . 
1211HTHY LAHGEH TIME INTERVAL) 
13 CONTINUE 
I FCNT-1)2,2;3: 
C ••• PUNCH TAPE OUTPUT 
2 ~JRITE(lJ,.211 )INDIC 
/j 1=1+1 
'''.' I, , . 
DO 5 J= 1,8 
XVAL=FLOAT(IAND(177700B.IBUF(J.I»)/3276~.0*CFCJ.B)+CF(J~': 
5 X(J)=XVAL' " .. 
WRITE(lJ.BI2)(X(J).J-I,B) 
I F< I - I NDI C) lJ. 6. 6 
3 1=1+1. 
DO 7 J= I. 8,. " 
XVAL=FLOAT(IAND(177700B.IBU'CJ~!»)/3B76B~B*CP(J,a)+CFCJ.l: 
7 XCJ)=XVAL 
WIIITE(2.212)CX(J).J.1.~) 
IFCI-INDIC)3.6.6 ~ 
6 IFCNHEPT-NENG)8.8.9 
8 IFCNREPT-IREPT)10.10.6 
9 CONTI NUE 
200 
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203 
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STOP 
FORMATC8HTEST NO.) 
FOHMAT(lJHDATE) 
FORMATCllHCHANNEL NO •• I2) 
FOHMATC4E13.6./) . 
FORMATClJ2HCHANNEL CALIBRATION COEFn.cn:Nl'S Y=AO+A1*J<. 
110H+A2*X*X+ •• ) 
205 FOHMAT(I~2HE~J1'ER NO. OF ENGAG),:MFNTS TO BE CARRIED OUT> 
206 FOHMAH35HENTEH TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLES) 
207 FORMAT(34HENTEH THE TIME BETWEE:N ENGAGEMENTS. I. 
129HAFTEH THE ENGAGEMENT 100 SECS. I. ,,_ 
233HELAPSE Tfr ALLOW OUTPUT DF RESULTS.I. 
345H'fOTAL lIME INTERVAL SHOULD BE E:NTERED IN SECS) 
208 FOhMATClJ2HTYPE 1 FOR PUNCH TAPE OUTPUT OH 2 FOR TELE 
l.llHTYPE OUTPUT) '-
.209 FOkMATC 16HSTAHT THE ENGINE) . 
210 FOHMATC23HAPPLY REQD. DRAG TORQU~.1.1X.9HPRESS RUN 
, 1.17HTO DISENGAGE RAM.I.1X.25HPROGRAM WAITS FOR TRIGGER 
2.BlIH StGNAL TO/COMMENCE TEST) 
211 'FOEMATC 14) 
BIB FOBMATC lX.'5.3,BX.3('5.1.2X', F5.3.2(BX,FS.l), aX.l'S.;) . 
END 
ENDS 
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ASMB,R,L,B,T 
NAM INIT 
"OVEH 
IHEPT 
NST ' 
NUMS 
NBT 
INDIC 
INIT 
ENT I NI T ,,,CONT 
EXT .ENTR,CONTR 
CaM IBUF(8101O) 
"BSS 1 
BSS I 
BSS "I 
BSS I 
BSS 1 
BSS I 
NOP 
JSB .ENTR 
DEF OVEB 
LDA =B377 
STA HAMV 
LDA =B6 
STA TBG 
" , 
_SET INTERRUPT CONTRO~ 
LDA INSTR 
STA llOB 
LDA ACONT 
STA 25B 
LDA =D5101O 
STA OVER,I 
_NEGATE COUNTEH FOH TIME BETWEEN SAMPLES 
LDA NBT,I 
CMA 
STA NNBT 
STA NNNBT 
_NEGATE" TOTAL NUMBEH OF SAMPLES 
LDA NUMS, I 
CMA,INA 
STA NNUMS 
*NEGATE SAMPLE T! ME COUNTER 
LDA NST,r 
CMA,tNA 
STA NNST 
STA NNNST 
*INITIATE COUNTEH OF NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
CLA 
STA INDIC, I 
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*OEFINE ADDBESS OF Ai/HAY Sl'OhEfH3E 
LOA ADD 
5TA IADD 
*CHECK IF THIS IS THE FIRST ENGAGEMENT 
LDA IREPl' .J 
CMA,INA 
ADA =81 
SZA 
JMP GO 
*WAIT FOB TR! GGER 
LDA =D-10 
STA NNCON 
CLA 
OTA liB 
HAND STC IlB,C 
SFS liB 
JMP *-1 
LIA 11 B 
AND =BI77700 
ADA =8-14600 /, 
SSA l:~ 
JNP HAND 
CLC liB 
*SE1 
GO 
INTERRUPT TIME INTERVAL AT 0.1 SEC 
LDA =B2 
* 
OTA 10B 
sn 0 
STC 10B,C 
JMP INIT,I 
*CONTINUETOR.SECTION 
* CONT NOP 
STC 10B,C 
*SAVE HEGISTEHS 
STA SAVA 
STB SA VB 
EHA,ALS 
soc ' 
INA 
STA SAVEO, 
....... 
'138 
...., . 
" 
. " 
.~. 
*IS THIS ENGAGEMENT OVER 
LDA OVER,I 
·CMA,INA 
ADA =B317 
SSA,RSS 
JMP SEND 
ISZ NNCON 
JMP *+2 
JMP *+6 
LDB HAMV 
JSB CONTR 
STB OUEll, I 
STA RAMV 
JMP END 
LDA =D-10 
STP, NNCON 
~. .~-.: <"-.--~ - -
*CHECK IF COhRECT NUNBEH OF SAMPLES TAKEN ' 
ISZ NNUMS 
JMP *+2 
JMP DISNl 
" 
*INCHEMENT SAMPLE INT.EHVAL COUNTER 
ISZ NNNST, 
JMP END 
LDA NNST 
STA NNNST 
*SAMPLE REQD. CHANNELS 
LDA =D-8 
STA NC 
CLA 
OTA 11 B 
LDA =B40000 
01'A lIB 
SAMP STC IlB,C 
SFS lIB 
JMP *-1 
LIA 11 B 
STA lADD,I 
1 SZ lADD 
lSZ. Ne 
JMP SAMP 
CLC lIB 
*1 NCHEi1EN1' SAMPLE COUNTEH 
ISZ. INDIC,I 
JMP END 
... - . 
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*HEST AHT T. B. G. Iv ITH 1 QI SEC INTERVAL 
*FOR 'WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN ENGAGEMENTS 
SEND ,NOP 
LDA =D200 
STA OVER,! 
JMP DISEN 
BEND CLC 10B 
LDATBG 
OTA 10B 
STF 0 
'STC 10B,C 
LDA =B4' 
STA TBG 
ISZ NNNBT 
JMP END 
*START NEXT ENGAGEt1ENT 
ISZ IREPT, I. 
JMP END 
*DISENGAGE HAM 
DISNI LDA =B377 
STA OVER, I 
DISEN LDA =B377 
OTA 13B 
CLC 13B 
JMP BEND, 
*RESET REGISTERS 
END LDA SAVEO 
CLO 
SLA,ELA 
STr 1 
LDA SAVA 
LDB SAVB 
-J'MP CONT,I 
*CONSTANTS SECTION 
RAM V BSS 1 
TBG BSS 1 
NNCON BSS, 1 
NNBT BSS 1 
'NNNBT ass 1 
NNUMS ass ,I 
NNST ass 1 
NNNST ass 1 
SAVA OCT 0 
SAVB OCT 0 
SAVEO OCT 0 
NC OCT 0 
IADD BSS 1 
ADD DEF. IBUF 
INSTR OCT 1 14025 
ACONT DEF CONT 
END 190 
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ASMB,R,L,B,T 
NAM CONT/{ 
ENT CONTli 
CONT/{ NOP 
..:,. :~ -.. 
*THIS PROGRAM CONTROLST~E RAM ENGAGEMENT IN AN 
*ATTEMPT TO KEEP THE ENGINE SPEED ABOVE 1000REVS/MIN 
*SAMPLE CHANNEL 2'AND 3 , MASK OUT REQD. BITS AND 
, *STORE IN WE AND WU 
STB BAMV 
* , 
LDA =Bl 
OTA lIB 
STC l1B,C 
SF'S lIB 
JMP *-1 
LIA lIB 
,AND =B111100 
STA \vE 
LDA =B2 
OTA i lE 
STC l1B,C 
SFS lIB 
JMP *-1 
LIA liB, 
AND =I11?1100 
/, 
STA WV ~ 
CLC lIB 
*CHECK IF SPEEDS SYNCHRONISED 
LDA WE 
CMA,INA 
ADA \VV 
ADA =B1200 
SSA,HSS 
"CHECK IF HAM FULLY ENGAGED 
JMP FENG .-
LDA HAMV 
SZA,RSS 
JMP FENG 
LDA ,WE 
CMA,INA 
ADA =B15400 
SSA,HSS 
JMP",INC 
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*15 ENGINE ACCELERATING 
L'DA WE 
'CMA;INA 
ADA WED 
LDB WE 
SrB WED 
LOB '=0500 
SSA,RSS 
JMP CONT 
*ENGAG,E RAM 
LDA HAM V 
ADA CODE 
STA RAMV 
JMP CONT 
*DISENGAGE RAM 
INC LDA RAMV 
ADA CODE! 
STA HAMV 
LOB =D500 
JMP CONT 
*DISEOF CONTROL 
FENG CLA 
S.TA HAMV 
LDB =B37 '(' 
CONT LOA RAMV 
OTA 138 
CLC 13B 
JMP CON1'B, I 
* CONSTANTS SECTION 
WED BSS 1 
WE BSS 1 
WV BSS 1 
HAMV BSS 1, 
CODE OCT -2, 
CODEl OCT 2 
END 
/. 
~1 
.:..~~.-. 
.-.--------
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ASMB.R,L,8,T 
NAM DrSEG 
ENT DISECi 
DISEG NOP 
*THIS fiOUTINE DISENGAGES 
LDA =8377 
OTA 13B 
CLC 13B 
JMP DISEG . r 
END 
I, 
THE RAM 
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APPENDIX III 
DIGITAL SIMULATION OF A CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT 
194 
The data required for running the program and the format in which it 
must be punched is outlined below, along with the various options and how 
these options may be called. The program will simulate either a test rig 
similar to the one used in chapter 4 or a vehicle. 
Program Data 
All data is in free format i.e. all the numbers on each card 
must be separated by at least one space and if there is not enough 
room on one card continue to the next. In the case of a test rig being 
simulated all the param~ters not relevant should be given the value one 
unless otherwise stated below. 
Card No. 1 
This is a title card which allows a heading to preceed each 
printout of results, the prggram reads 80 spaces i. e. 1 card and prints 
the same. The first column should be left blank as this column is used 
to control paper feed on the line printer. 
Card No. 2 
This card allows the option of the engine torque being dependant 
upon engine speed and manifold depression or dependant on engine 
speed only according to whether a 1 or 2 is punched on the card. 
/ OPTION No. 1 
Card No. 3 
A number giving the order of the polynomials describing the 
engine performance characteristics, as discussed in chapter 6'. 
Card No. 4 
The polynomials defining the graph, as shown in chapter 6 
Graph No. 6.1 punched in the form: 
PC (1) ,PM(1) ,PC (2) ,PM(2), ••• 
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where PC(l) describes the intersect variation of each straight 
line and PM(I) the variation in slope of each line with respect 
to the engine speed. The maximum polynomial allowable is a 
fifth ord<ir. 
OPTION No. 2 
Card No. 3 
A number giving the order of polynomial describing the 
variation in engine torque with engine speed. 
Card No. 4 
The polynomial coefficients, in the order: 
P(l) ,P(2) ,P(3) , •••• 
up to a seventh order polynomial may be entered or a constant torque 
may be assumed by setting card no. 3 to one and entering the single 
value on card no. 4. 
Card No. 5 
Read the total inertia of all four road wheels and the drive-line 
downstream of the clutch (referred to the rear Wheels) and the engine 
inertia. 
Card No. 6 
Read the gear ratio, the drive axle ratio and the driving wheels 
rolling radius. 
Card No. 7 
Read the mass of the vehicle, the aerodynamic drag coefficient, the-
rolling drag coefficient and the projected frontal area of the vehicle. 
Card No. 8 
Read the outside and inside radius of the friction material. 
Card No. 9 
2 Read the ambient pressure (N/m ), the ambient temperature (Deg.C) 
196 
,/ 
the component of the 'wind velocity normal to 'the front of the vehicle 
and the gradient (sine of the .ang1e) 
. Card No. 10 
This card allows the choice of how the coefficient of friction 
is assumed to vary, one with slip velocity only and two with slip 
velocity, clamp pressure and·surface temperature. 
OPTION No. 1 
Card No. 11 
Read the static coefficient of friction and the coefficient 
of friction at high slip velocities. If a constant coefficient of 
friction is required set the static coefficient of friction to 
zero and enter the required value next. 
OPTION No. 2 
Card No. 11 
Read the orders of the polynomials used to describe the 
variation of coefficient of friction with clamp pressure, surface 
temperature and slip velocity, respectively. The next three or 
more cards contain the coefficients in the same order i.e. 
Pressure Variation P(I) I c 1, NP 
Temperature Variation T (I) I = l, NT 
Velocity Variation V(1) I c 1, NV 
Cards No. 12 and 13 
Read the thermal conductivity the SPecific 'heat, the_ density 
and the material thickness, for the metal member and the friction 
material respectively. 
Card No. 14 
Read the heat transfer coefficient across the interface resistance 
and the forced convection heat transfer coefficient. 
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Card No. 15 
This is an option card which allows the choice of how the clutch 
is to be engaged. The options allowed are: 
1. Linear ramp 
2. Instantaneous application 
3. Polynomial application 
4. The clutch is engaged as the driver would, th~s option is only 
to be used when the full engine performance characteristics 
are being used. 
Card No. 16 
This card controls the type of simulation required, if set to 1 a 
vehicle will be simulated and if set to 2 a test rig will be simulated. 
OPTION No. 1 
Card No. 17 
Read the initial clamp load, the final clamp load and the 
time over which the clutch is to be engaged. 
OPTION No. 2 
Card No. 17 
Read the maximum' clamp load only. 
OPTION No. 3 
Card No. 17 
Read the order of the pOlynomial describing the required 
shape of clamp load application. 
Card No. 18 
Read the coefficients of the above polynomial in the order: 
PP(I) 1=1, NPP 
OPTION No. 4 
Card No. 17 
Read the maximum allowable clamp load and on a separate 
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card the speed of engagement of the clutch and the response .of 
the engine. 
Card No. 18 
Read the initial conditions for the engine speed, propell.er shaft 
speed and the heat generated. 
Card No. 19 
Read an integer, which is equal to the time interval required 
during the printout of the dynamic results divided by 0.01 secs. 
Card No. 20 
Read the stability factor, which is a number in the range 0.0 to 
0.5 which controls the stability of the temperature solution and 
should usually be set to 0.1. Read also the time interval of the 
printout for the temperatures during the engagement, the total time 
for which cooling is assumed and the printout time interval during 
cooling. 
Card No. 21 
This is a switching card which allows the following options 
dependant upon the number punched in columns land 2 of the card. 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Progr am ac tion 
Re-read torque characteristics Cards No. 2,3 and 4 
Re-read engine and wheel inertias Card No. 5. 
Re-read gear and axle. ratios and rolling radius 
Card No. 6. 
Re-read vehicle mass, drag coefficients and 
projected frontal area Card No. 7. 
Re-read friction material inside and outside radii 
Card No. 8 
199 
I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
14 
15 
Re-read ambient pressure and temperature, wind 
speed and gradient, Card No. 9. 
Re-read details of coefficient of friction 
. variation, Cards No. 10 and 11 
Re-read thermal characteristics of the clutch 
components, Cards No. 12 and 13. 
Re-read heat transfer coefficient across the 
interface and the forced convection heat transfer 
coefficient, Card No. 14. 
Re-read details of the type of engagement to be. 
carried out, Cards No. 15, 16 and 17 
Repeat the engagement already carried out. 
Read in a complete new set of data. 
New boundary conditions must be read in after each of the above 
options and also new timing controls and a title card. If no repeat 
is required the control card should be left blank, thus terminating 
the run. 
Program Listing 
The main body of both programs are the same i.e. the read data section, 
the integration of the dynamic equations and the printout section, therefore 
only one full program is listed here and the relevant inter-changeable 
subroutines of the other technique. 
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COMPLETE DIGITAL SIMULATION PROGRAM 
IMPLICIT TEMPERATURE SOLUTION 
201 
I 
I 
I 
' .. 
HASTEn r;IUTcH 
fi E A I. U q' f E f) 
,< .. 
11 ~ A I. HAs ~ , t'l!J S , I1U IN, Illl , K r • K $ 
f.XTERffAL OI:i\IV 
EXTI:RNAL P~ll.lJDE 
j) I I' E I1 5 TO n':' A T < 3 0 • 30) , T X r (30 ) • ,. q (30) • T D T (30) , T 8 T (:5 0 t 30) 
nIl' eNS 1011 (j cn . y (5) t F (5) • Y P( s) , [) (5,1 :. > , D P (5 I 1 5) , pp P \?) 
G OnllO i~ I H H i' E III K S ( K F ( RHO j • R Ih) r , C PS, Cl' F , Pp T , FliT, U, Fe H , T A M B 
-r,OlflION/ErJGr,/F./p/j(S),PC(;i),lilf: . 
c OIHlO tU r; 0 E F f / eT ( , 0) , r. V (1I» , er (1 0) dl V diT , N P 
• 
Cl) '·H to r If I lIT l' li I f< fl , n /1 R , C; H , \' \.I , C I) • A 0 • A P , H 110 di R AD, M A ~; S , I R T Y iJ l' : ri p p', [I P r> . 
1 ) , N pp, q 1\11 T )11 • El, ,\ , V , t1 U , l ; T F. , T D • T C , T i./ R ( 7 > , N T 0 H , T Illh T EJ-I ;> , I;, , R 2 ' il \J 
2111 N , r [J r RI, A I F. , P ~ A , 1 r 0 R , • M A X • pR E H A M I' , 14 S P E F. D , EN G P E H 
C ••• Ri'AD [lATA DEPi:t~DANT Od SWj TCHIIIG INTEGER "NIIEpFT" wHItH Ot, cHTQV 
C S d T ,) or 1 S" CA IJ SI tl G T tI F. P i\ 0 G RAil T I) REA 0 I tl A ~ ~ T H f. REI, F.IJ E In ~ A 'j A 
C TillS PA!lArIFH" I $ rESET Tu 1 5 ·AFT/:R. EXF.CUnON ·THE PROGRAM RI;I.D:' I 
CA FRESli ~ET OF DATA 
Cr· 
C 
e N~rpEi PROGR"M ACTION 
e, REIlEA" EtlGJNE TORQUE CHi\Ri\CTEHISTlCS 
C 
e 7. P. E H E A l' EN li ) N r" 1\ N 0 H H (f. I, IrJ r: H T I AS 
C 
C 3 REHEAu GEAP A~~ AXLE RATIOS AND ROLL1"~ RArIUS 
c 
C 
e 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
e 
co 
C· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
e 
C 
c 
C 
e 
6 
;>;:2 
I, 
5 
(, 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1/ .. 
111IF.,·O==1 r, 
REfI,l( 1.7.[") 
\·1" I·'r. (?. 222) 
FURIIA'«/1> 
, 
P." P l A ,t V E fi T C I. E 11/, SS, 0 HAG CO E FF I C I EN'S A ,'r 0 i' R () J E 
F H (nn I. I. A" r: A IJr V UI I C I. F. 
.. 
REREAIl M1[1 TENT PR[SSIlRF AND TEMPeRA TUU: • \/1 ND SP 
AtIO Gf : A D I (liT 
RfiPEAi> Tllt P I1ALPIlIlPEP.rt.ES ANP TlllCI(NF~;S OF ~lF.TI\L 
OFF R 1 C Tt "tI 11 A 'r ER I A l 
11 r. H E A I) If F.l. T T IU\ N S FER r, () EF FIe I F. N l' A C R 0 ,. s no E rn ACE 
THF fl/ReEI' CONI/EeTIOtl r.OEFFlCIFNT 
RE REA p .B 0 II~! D A R v C (I tl D 1 Tt 0 N SAN I) H F. P F. A T S A M r. Et! <l,A G E ~ 
rl£;w a"IJNo:.r:y cnNoXTlOr/!; NUST Bt SIJPPLJ F.O <'IN EAf;H f 
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• 
HRIH(;>,;101l 
C •.• ReAI) 1\ TlTl.e CO/HAINEI' III AO :;,·AUS 011 A CflRD THE FIRST CilI.U:'lIl LE 
GO '( 0 ((). 1 Cl , 1 1 • 1 2 , 1 :; , 1/. , 1 5 • '\. H , 1 9 , 20 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,9 , ()) • N n E P t T 
REAl)(1 .21)2) ITOH 
c ... t TOI~ l'l ~ t:"tJ(, T HE TORqUE 1 ~ AS:;Ur1ED TO nE A FUNCT I nN (IF E!i(~ I NE sr 
C 
C: ..• ' A FUIICTIOII OF ENGp!E SPEE!) Mlt. 11ANlfO, 
C 
C ... T'HHI> cn;j"AiUS Till' C'.IEFFlrJEiHS OF nil: ENGINE Tnf\QUE CUICF rOl,YN 
C ••• tn ° R l S T /j r IhHl [) E f{ 0 Fr.O E; Fl Cif Ni:; 
C ••• p ,; ( I) A Ill) ;>IH 1> C (JlH 1 i\ I N r H E C ,) E n I ell; N T S 0 F rH E PO L Y ,'; 0:-11 /,',$ lJ E se 
C 'THE VtdIT/\T,ON or TURQlJE 'WI rH HANIF')I.D D~PRESSION A;,.D ENGlliE Sf' 
C.,. jl1C GOIl'rIl!N'; TilE IIUl1JeR I)F r.uF.FFICIF.NTS ' 
rF(IT()II.rQ,~)GO TO ! 
P.r:AI)(1 ,?(2) 1l1C 
REA u <1 • 2 Cl 3) ( pe (j ) , P 1I ( I ) , 1 "1 ,T f1 Cl 
1.If{ IT E ( ;> , 1 ():» (P Co( I ) , I' IH I i " I "'I ' (,., c ) 
,GO TO 1'\ ' 
? rEAD(1.202)IITOR 
R i:/Il) (1 ,203) (TOil (I) ,\ "1, rjTOll) 
WRITE(?,104)(Tn'III)/1~1/IITOH) 
8 IF(iIRErt;T;:ll,1~»r,{) ,09 
10 REAP(1 ,2n3)A'W.AT[ 
IIHITEC", ;>2") 
c. ' . A ; ,I I:; T Ill; I: I ~ 1\ IT A 0 r THE r 0 1 Ji{ R 0 A D ~i HEEL S 
C ••• fI rEI;' T!lE HI'; TIn: 1iH:I,Tl A 
WRITE(;>,105)A1IJ,AIE 
[F(IIR[r'ET.ill; 15),,0,09 
'I 1 pEA 0 (1 2 n 3 ) I) H , ~ M' , Ri: 
HR I 'i E ( ;> • ;> 22 ) 
C ... G:: IS TIIF n",;T GU.I, ,u\TI" 
C ... D Ai! I:; T I! E D I: ; 1/ E A XL E R fI T ( (I 
C • ' • RI 1ST 11 r IH) I, ~ T Il (j PAD i I1 S ' 
IJ I{ 1 T r: ( ? , 1 0 (, I r, R • [, li H , ,; R 
IFlilRt: f1 ET.IIL15)I'O,09 
12 P~Ai)(1 ,203)IIAS~,f\D""Il,Ai' 
IIR IrE (?;>22) 
HRITE(?,'07!I1A~S,Ap.CD'Ar 
C: •• M.\SS j~ THr 'rorAl, t1f1S,. or: 'rllF. '/ElllCLE 
C • '. 1\ Il A i III r I) i\f{ ,: 1I R i\ G C I.J F. r F J r: I i' 'F S 
'.". 
C .. ' fl PI;; T 11 J: v F jil C lE r P. '.1.1 E C :' f' D " I' 0 rJ TAL ARE A 
I F(iIREr,:r .:1", f5)(jO '0 9 
C., .RI IS TilP rLII;-r.1I I)I/TS,oE ,.:t\Dlli~ 
C; •• R~ IS TIIF rL!I','r;1I IIISIilF. RMlllJ$ 
13 nlAI) (1 ,(!O;) 1{1 ,112 
IliI! ',f; (?, ;>27.) 
IHq -rr: ( ? • 1 0 <I 1 I! 1 , I( ? 
1F(IIRErI:T.N[,15)(jO ro ') 
'1/, ~ E AI) (1 • ? n 3 ) ,'A, TA, V 1,1. It R Ai', 
I~HltE(2,7.2l.) " 
203 
c .. ' i' ,\ I 5 TilE All iJ t £ 11 T PR IOS S IJ ,( F 
C ••• T,\ I S Tilt Allil~ IIH TEI1i'F.RA't'IIRF. 
C.,.V\I IS Tllr HIli,) SPEED 
C •.• GHAD IS TIIr.Gi\ADICNT :iINE OF TIfE ANGLE OF THE SLoPE 
11 H r n: ( ? , 1 (l'l > pr. , T A I VII, G R /,f) 
IF(IIREPI~T.!I~,15)GO 10 9 
W fir IF. (;? , ;>2 2 i 
15 nEAl1(1,2flZ'p\U 
C • , • I 1111::0 1 r. n r F I'l C )lOtH fl F r R I C n 0 ~I \1 A P lE S \J TT H S Lip S P E F. D j) N L Y 
C ••• IIIII"2 COrFFl I~l ENT OF i'RIC ,ION liAR I F.S WITH SLIP SPEED, i Ei'1P;:RATu;,E 
c CI.Allp f>1~FS:,URl 
,F (lflll-1) (l ,11,16 
C ••• CoEFnCIFIIT Of- FRICTI<JI/ ls ASSIIHr,[) ON1,Y TO VARY ',11TH :;Llp ~i';:;;" 
REA;J('1,?03'1I[)$dI IJ IN 
C., .WIS I!; Tilt: S,',\TIC COEfFIClENT of FRICnON 
C" .I1'J1N IS Till: C"F.FFICledT Of FRJr.T.!I)N AT HIGH S~IDING VELOr,J'fY 
IJ R n r: ( ;> , , 1 0 ) 11LJ S I 1·1 U r Ii ' 
-- r,U TO 1'/ 
16 READ<1,20Z)iIPd1TdIV 
C, .. 1-11' IS Tllr tllllliJFH OF CIIEFF)r.xr:'FS IN PI)LVNOIHAI, CP DE"r.I!l"rr'<; fill 
c V,\RIA1'lO", IIIT,; PR[SS""f 
C ... tl; 15 Tlie IHIIII>F.H OF CIff.FFI(,Ir:l'rS IN P'llYNOMIAL C'r OrS;,Rl[lI'I(i ;.,f 
C V 1\ RI A Tltlil \'] IY iI H 11 P I: R f. T U RI;, 
C.,./I'] IS "111' ''''HI,; F.f{ 0' C"EFFtrItIlTS IN P'JI.YNOIHAL CT fl[ScRtl<tljl; ,I" 
C • , • V ,t R I AT' () 11 I] P I i V F L'l C I .- v 
C, • C, J FF Fl r. If: d T I) I F R rr~ r r ' ill V;, I'l b IJI T H V f l Cl C IT Y , Tt: 11 pER A T \I R I' ,\ 'i !) " "' 
P. t A iJ (1 ,7. (13) ( r. p ( I ) , r", , tj, ) 
R l A rl( 1 ,7. 03 ) \ ~ T( I ) , I;, 1 I ~I (l 
pEA fJ (1 '? i13) i r; V ( I ) , 1 "1 ,N'n 
~I i\ IT E i ? , , i g) ( C P ( I ) , , ,,'I I : I r) 
~,,< IT r: ( 7. , 119) ( eT ( 1) • ,1ft 1 , ;, T) 
I] R I 'r r: ( 7. , , 2 n i ( CV ( I ) If" 1 I r, 11 ) 
'17 IFCi/I1ErET.:'ll.15)';O 109 
18 REA[)(1,2()3'i:S,CpS,R,JOS,;'pT 
fI EA [) (1 ,7. () 3 , f: F , C P F , R" OF, i' ~1 T 
Illl nE (?, 22;» 
r;,' . • K I:; TilE rHE'~111IL COHDilr.Tl "ITV 
C , • c,' 1ST 11 F q> f: LT F reil E 1\ T 
C ••• R if 0 r:; T 11 r: Dell siT V 
C .. ,S REFEI!S TO l'iiE f1ETA~ f1EtHlFR MlfJ F TO TItE FRICTIOtl MAIE"I,iI 
c. , . PP T IS, T fI E Ill! r. K,IJ C; 5 ,," n;F /1 tr I\L /1 HI B F. R 
c ... FilT 1:; Tllf. TII,r.Ktlc,S 11> T"f FipCT10N i'lATEfllAL 
I1KlTE (?' 1') KS, crs. ,:HOS, I'P'r, ~:F. CPF. RHOF, FIn 
IF<rIRG P f;T.llc15)(;Or09 
19 PEAi)('!,7.03)u. Fell 
_ IIHlTF.(?,??2) 
C ... lJ 1ST I1 r 11 El\;" T fl Atl S F I; ReI) FF F I ~ I ENT A C R 0 S S TlJ E F III eT I ti N liP E P H C c 
C ... FCH IS TIIF. FOi:r.Etl r.ONVECT;Ofj C,)EFFICIF.NT 
\JH r '(F, ( ? , , 1 2 ) 11 , F G H 
IF(11RcrF.T~lIti,15)GO :0 9 
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~ 0 REA!) (1 • 2r 2) 1 R TV P E 
I1R 1',1' (?, (22) 
111 FORIIAT(10X,<:1111'lAXll'\;1I1 C,.At-lf) 1.0"0 15,413.6) 
C". loERt E()IIAL~ 1 V""IC~F: I:; SlIllll"TED 
C, •• InERi [OIIt.LS, TE"',' ,:IG'dHULt.TEP 
I1EAI)(1 .7.(12) IflElq. 
IF(IRTYrF.~(1.4)GO TI) 25 
C, •• laTYPc " 1 LlJlF.AR RM1.' EN<ir-<iEnr:NT 
C 
C ••• IHTYPE" 7. I NSTANTAtJE()IIS LNGi\GF.nENT 
C 
C., .II{TYP" ,., :s POLvNOillAl. F,N<iI\;,EI10iT 
C 
C ..• IF IRTYI'F ~ ~ pIS ACClLEAhilON KEPT CONSTANT p~AMAX 
\FClRTvpr-2)(),21·22 
R I;; A 1)( 1 . 7. ():; ) /if" , A C i RA i 1 T HI 
o P pOle M 1 M A C ) I i! MlI r I-i 
',iR I -rE C ? , , 1 :5 ) AN , A C I R 11tH Jij , 
('0 TO 2:1 
l1 pEAI,(1.7.03),\<. 
\jRITE(~.114}AC ' 
GU lO is 
22 nEA[,(1,?02)j';P1' 
R l A j) (1 , 7. (13 ) I; i\ lIT 1 i 1 
P £ i\ 1)( 1 . 7. 0 :» (P I' P (l ) • I '" 1 .. i PP) 
IIRITE(~.115)(PPp(I),I~1.NPP) 
/lc.,ppp (n 
()\I 2/. 1 ,,;>, np" 
i 4 11 P I' i' ( I \ "r P f' ( I ) 'H Mlr : t\ I ( j -1 ) *" 2 
<it) TO :O:i 
~5 r.OfJrl /jilt: 
Ptl\[)n .7.D3)i'II!IX 
HR t 'if. (?' 21) pllAX 
REJliI<1 ,;!D3),j.<;Pf:!,I>, F.ilGPF~ 
• 
If R I 'iF ( 7 , 1 2? ) /1 S PE F (> <I: N G p t ~ , 
'1~2 FORrli\r!1{)/(,;!HIRAT~ UF ·E"r.i\GUH':N',',,, ,G13.6,/ ,10X,lIJIl"NGINF PE~PO~ 
1 = ,a'3.~) I 
T\lJ=O,3r, 
TD="n·llA~S·~.80?·(Av.GRh()/pAR/GR/O.96 
V \3 ) "T!) /1 I lJ! ( H 1 + R 2) *1 • 5 
IF(~(3).1 r,3\)O,O)V(~)=30D.O 
PREHIIII{l:::15(),j.0' 
rR "TlIH' =V (3)!1 :>00.0 
YS",Y(3) 
ycn"o.o 
23 t,llNTl N'iF. . 
9. r.orrrt 1~l/f:' 
~IP. nr: (? 7.27.) 
r.tAI)(1 .7.(3)\,(1) ,Y(2) ,V(4) ,Y(S) 
JF(HREPET.NE.'14)T~O.O 
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C 
IIHHE(7.,222) 
REAI)(1 ,2(2) I PR! tF 
nEAD(1,203)FSTAB,DT"RINT,TOrtM,TtNC 
C •.• IPRINT = Tlt~ HFQUIRED TIM~ INTERVAL IN PRINTOUT OIVID60 BY 0.0', 
C 
TPnINTaFLOA1(IPRINT).O,01 
Y(3)::Ar. 
!~R ITE (7.110) (I, Y (I) ,1"1,5) 
WRITE(7,117)TPRINT 
F. I " 01 A:.:;. R Il * R R" A HI) / [) A R"" 2/ G;1 **? 
An3.'42~(R1.*2-R2~·2) . 
RHO~PA/O,287/(TA·273.0) 
TE .. O,O 
TC"O.O 
PSA"O.O 
TD=O.O 
.,,11°"'0.001 
IlhO,01 
CALL STARLE(NF.llS,F~TAB,ND,DT) 
HHITE(?,7.22) 
\~R I TF. (;~, 1 00) 
IHIRT'IPF,NL4)GO T,) 30 
In ,,5 " 
N"'S 
JFAIl"O 
lTEST"" 
11"0.0005 
IT I lIE " r F J X (T /6 0, 0) 
T I tI ~ " T - (,Cl , () • F L () 11 T ( I T III E ) 
IJ RITE ( 2 • 1 0' ) I Till F. , L 1,1 E , Y ( 1 ) , v ( 2 ) , Z , Y ( 3) , v ( 4) , Y ( 5 ) , ~1lJ • V , Tt , T C • T D I 
1 A 
G(1)oO.01 
G(7,)"O.01 
G<3i"O.O' 
G(4)"O.01 
<;(5),,0.01 
IIP",10 
rp .. IPIlINT 
"-
" 7. 6 C fi LLD () 7. A H F (T • Y , G , I r F. S T , N , HI) • 11 • PR e L 1I I) E , F , V P , 11 lOP, N 1 I IQ. I FlU LJ 
rJ r .. rl P+ 1 
If(IIP.~E.'O)GO' TO 31 
IF(Y(3'.IT.y3)GO TO 26 
PHEHArH'"O.O 
. ,,0 TO 26 
31 r.ONi'TIHtt: 
'rlP"O 
llQ",Y(S'*500.0/0'( 
CALL Tnr~T(T.DQ,DT,~TPRINT/JENTRV/R,.R2,FSTAa'TOTIM.TINC."D;TAT, 
1T,TCT,TBT,TpT,NF·NS) 
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'., 
IP"[P+1 
IF(IPHT4T-lp)O,O,29 
IP"O 
·", 
IT III E" I F I X C T 16 0, 0) 
T1HE~T-60,~.FLOAT(lrrME) 
\I Rn F. ( 2 , 1 0' ) IT I tl E , T j ME, Y <1 ) , V (2) , Z , n:» I Y (4) , y (5) , M II , Y , rE , T C • TO 
'A 29 cowrrrWE 
rFCY(3).I.T.y:;)GO TO 26 
30 COIlT! tlUE 
C, '. ' 
c •• , IIJrEORATF. nYNfIIlIC EQUf,T10tiS 
c 
" 
IP",O 
IFAIL"CI 
HTcST=, 
G(1)=O,001 
,r, (2)::0, ()01 
G(3)::O,OO' 
G(4);=O,001 
(;(5)"0.00'\ 
1';(1)"0 01 
G(2)"0.01 
G(3)=V.01 
('(1.)"001 
(;(5)"0,01 
HIII'''T A 
11" 5 
t1 U,,0.01 
H=O,0005 
111 ,,5 
!F.NTRY::() 
" 
" 
• 
'.1 
CALL TDISTCT.DQ,DT,IITPRINT,IENTRY,R',R2,FSTAB,TOTIM,TINC."D,TA~ 
1T,TCT,TOT,TIIT,NF.NS) 
11 R I -rE ( ? • 1 0 1 ) IT III r: , T ill E, Y (1 ) , v (2) , z , Y (3) , V (4) • Y ( 5 ) , tlil • V • TF. , T C • TO 
'A 
I, CAll. '[H)? A 1I F ( T , V , G , I IT EST. N , iI 0, H , DE RI Y',·F , V P, D. D p , N' , ) Q • I r A I L) 
OQI>Y(5)*50 0 .o/nr 
CALL T~I~T(r.DQ,DT,UTPRINT'IENTRY'R1,R2,FSTAa'TOTIM,TINC.HD,TAT 
,T,TCT,TBT,TUT,NF.NS) 
T ~ 11 i'::: ( T X T (H f+ '\ ) ,.r X T ( N F + 2) ) 12 . 0 
TEI1P"TEI1f!+TA • 
IP"IP+1 
IF(lPRINT-lp)0.O,2 
11',,0 " 
IT III F.:: I FI X (T /6 0,0) 
T I IH, = T - (, 0 , 0 ~ F LOll T 0 I III E) , 
11 H nE ( ;> , 1 01 ) IT III r: , T 1 NE, \'( 1 ) , v ( 2) , Z , Y (3) , V ( 4) , Y ( 5) , M i I, V , If , T C.' T D , 
1 A . 
Z IF(Y(1)~v(2)~O,1)3,~,4 
207 
I 
·3 \IRlTE(?.10i!) 
I·' flIT E ( ?. 1 0 1 ) IT lil F. • T 1'1 E , Y <1 ) , Y (2) • z, y CO , Y (4) , Y C5 ) dill, V, H , T C • TD 
1A 
IENTRV=.,O .. 
CALL Tnl~iCT,DQ,nT,DTPRINT.IENTRV'R1.R2.FSTAR'TOTIM,TINC,ND,TAT 
1t,TCT,TBT,TpT,NF,NS) . . 
. DhO.05 
IENTRV"-99 
CALL. TPISTCT.DQ,DT.DTPRINT,IENTRV.R1,R2,FSTAB,TOTIM,TI Ne.ND,TAT 
1T,TCT,TOT,TpT,NF,NS) . 
·nEA[)(1. 200)IIREPET . 
I F (11 n E PET) 5 ,.s , 6 
5 curn I NilE 
~ TOf' 
2U1 FORrjATU~OH 
, 
2U2 FOnIrATII.IO) 
,,203 FVRIIIHI10FIJ.O) 
.. 
) 
1oJ3 FVRIIATI10X.I.r,HRoJ UTliiE·Vt,P!ES TII( ENGINE TORqllE ATTEnpTi~IG TO./. 
,,5611KEEP THE ENGIHE SPE~n CONSTANT THROUGHOUT TII~ E~GAGEMENT.I, 
2."3fITH£ FtJGPIE pr;Rr"RI1A"f.E IS IJESCHIOEO BY rilE FOLL(JIHN PVl.yliOl·\ 
;, n , I , 1 0:< , 7.11 Pc, 1 OX ' 2 H PH, I , S ( ? X , G 1 5 • 6 , ~ x , (j 1 5 • 6 , n ) 
1u4 FVRiIATi1OX.(,3HROIITI.lr: V{,f'.lES TORQUr: ACCOflDllH; 10 SlJl'PLIED FIJ(;IN· 
. 10HQUr: CIJPVr:,/,10X,29f!POI.VtWrllf,lS COE1OF1CIENTS AHEII/.7u.OX,G15./ 
2) ) .. ~ 
105 FllRIIAT(10X,42H1tlf'fniA OF FOI)I{ flOAD IHIEf.LS PUIS uRIVf;I.INE,G13.6,' 
1 G tI * "2 • / , 1 0 X • 1 7 H I IJ E ;, Tl A n F I.: ,I GIN E , G 13 • 6 • 7 H KG N H ;> ) . 
106 FOflIIAfnnx,'jt.IIIST Gf.AR ii,Hiu.G'i3.6,/,10X,16110HIVE AXl.E EATto.G12 
1 , / , 1 0 X , 1 911 T Y fi E KO I. l.lfJ G ,;,\ Dill S , G 1 3 • 6 , 1 H N) . ~ 
11)7 FllRIIATl10X,1?flVi;H1Cl.f l1ii:::S,G13.6,2I1KG,I,10X,17HIlRAG COErFICIr:NT~ 
1 , 1 5;( , ? It A f\ , G'I 3 • 6 , I , 1 ;i x , 2 i I r. D , G 1 :5 • 6 , I , 1 0 X , 22 I1 P H 0 J E eT E I) FRO rlT A l. A HE 
. 21:S.6,4f111**Z) 1 
1011 FORIIATl10X,2;ItOUTSlltE C~I\TCH RAflIUS,G13.6.1ml,/,10X,?,OHINSIDF C 
. 1 C It RA D III ~ , (j 1 " • 6 , 1 fill) . . 
109 F0 I111AT(10X':SI.lIlil1{llEil T ClINDlTJONS AT TIME OF TEST,/115X,8Hi'RE~SlJf 
1 G 1.3 • (, , ~ lH11 1·1. + 2 , ~ , 1 5/\ , :.' HT E IW F. HAT IJ R F. ~ G 1 3 • 6 , 5 H 0 EG C, I , 1 5 X , 1 11 11111 N D j 
2 F. E D , G 1 .) • " , 5 11111 SEC, I , 1 :> X , R 11 G R ,~ 0 I F. N T , G 1"3., 6 ) 
·1'10 FURIIAT(10X.(,3 'I CQEFFIGIF.:;T OF FR1CTWN IS ASSIJf1J:O TO VARY ONLY W 
1 s LIP ;, i' FEll, , , 1 5 i< , 1 (HI S T 1\ .,. I C r. 0 Er Fie I ENT, G 1 3 • (, , I , 1 5 x , 1 9 H fJ Y 11 Alll C l 
,. ~FFICIEtJT.G13,6) 
1111 FllRIIAT(10X,7 1IlC OEFFICIEiiT OF FRICTrJ)N Vi\RHSI.JrTlI VHOClTV., YEi 
1 RA TlI RE i\ tJ D i'R E S S lJ I~ E , I , 1 () \( , 7.1 11 P rH, S S 1/ H E Co E F F 1 tl F. fIT S , I ..c 1 0 x, 5 G 1 :; •. 
·119 F v R 11 AT ( 1 OX, Z I, 11 TEn P E i; /\ T U I~ l' cor FF I CIF. N T S , I , ( 1 ox , 5 G 1 5 • (,) ) 
120 FORIIAT/10X,21I1VELOC,TV COEFFICIENT$,I,<10X,5c;15.(,» 
111· FVRIIAT(1 OX,t,:sHTIlr;Hl1r,t. p,,:npElnIES OF TilE GLUHH COfll'mIEIJlS,I/.14 
'i fI T H r: R 11 A L , 8 X , (\ 11 S P F. C I i' ! C , <:, x .1\1111/\ TE R I A l , f , , 2 X , , 2 H CO N 0 \I C T n'! TV, 5 X , '/ 
2 R AV i T Y rll), , 711 fJ ENS I T Y , 7 X , '; 11 Tfll t:: K N E SS, I • 1 :5 X, 9 H H I HID E G K, 6 X , 1 0 H J I KG 
:3 G K, (, X • 711 KG I J I ** 3 • 11 .1 , 1 H iI , I , 7. <1 OX, 4 G 1 5 • 6, /) ) 
"2 FOR 11 A T 11 n x • ,,5 H cor; F P J C I ENT 0 F fI EAT TRAIl $ F F. H A r. R Cl S ~ I N rE il FA C E ,. (j 1 3 
'112HIIItI""'?/I)~r, K,f ,10X,43HFO~r,ED CONVECTION HFAT TRA,\$FE.K COEFFl 
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I . 
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
, 
-' 
211T,G13.6,12jjlI/11*>Z/iiF.G U 
113 FOtH1A'rqoX.I.3HCLiIIlp LOAi) AppLIED ACCOI!DING TO UNEAR I!MIP,f,20xl 
1HCLAMP LOAD = ,G13.h.9H.TIN~ + ,G13.6,1,15X.33HTIME OF APPLICA' 
211 OF CLAlIi' LOAD,G13.6,4IiSECS) . 
114 FORfIAT(10X".34flCI.MIP LOAf) ArPI,IED INSTANTANI;OlJSLV,I,15X,18IiMAXII1I 
. 1CLAHP l.aAD.G13.6.11IU) . , 
115 FO~11AT(10X.I.4HCLAl1P I.OAI) APPLIED ACCOHDING TO A POLYNOIHAL,/,iO 
1 3 H P () L Y 11 OtIIA Leo E F FIe I EN i" <; , I , 3 (1 ox , 4 G 1 5 .6 , /) ) I 
116 FORllA'r(10X.11l11INITl/.L CONDlT10IIS,II,5(5X,2HYC,11 ,1H) ,G13.6») , 
117 FORf1AT(10X.23HPRTIlT OUT THIE INTERVAL,G13.6,n .• , 
100 FORflAT(3 y ,I,iITIf1E,r.X,7HEIIr.,Sp.,2X,7HP/S SP.,1)(,RlI~lIp SP,".-2X, 7f1C I 
1 OA D , 1 X . flllll fl IJ • DEi' • , 7. i; , 6 HilT. G rotl , 2 X, 8 H CO. 0 F F R , ? X , 7 H V EH, S p, , 1 X t 1111 E 
2TOR,,2X.7HCL.TOR.,1.\,IlHI)~AG TOR,1X,ClHP/S ACC.,1,2X,"(Htlni~SEC,2X 
~RAD/SEC,7~'~HHADISE~,2X.7HRA~/SEC,3X.4HK.N.,5X,5HMM.H~'4X,6HJOUI 
' •• 1 4X , 5 11111 S E (; • 4 X , 411 N , t·l , , :, X , 4,PI • t'l , , 5 X , '. fj N • I." , 3)( , , 0 H R A D I SEC,. * 2 , I I ) , 
1 01 FOR 11 A T ( 1 :{ , 12 ' 1 H':' .' F 6. 3 , 1 A • 3 er- 6 • 1 ,3 X) , 1)( , F 5 , 0 , 4 X • F 5. 2 .4 X • F 5 • 2 , t. X, , 
13,4X,F5,1.2x. 3C 2X,F5.1,2X),2x,t5.11 I 
. , 102 FORIIAT(10X.37.HCllNDlnOfL; 'A'\' TlllE OF ENGAGEMENT) 
200 FORIIA'f<!2l ' 
" 
EN/) 
SUBROUTINE PRELUDE(DY,Y,T) 
REAl. 1111, I-IU I I'j .1'IUS ,IIA::' S 
Dlflr;rJ$ rON I>ye!», Y(S; 
C o till 0 III I I1 rE (j I R R , !l A R , G R , V \-I', C i) • A 0 , A I' , Hit 0 • G R AD, M AS:; , I H rv Pt, ni' i' , 0 P P I 
1 ) , N pp, r. All T III • El, i\ , V , 11 U , ,: • T E , T D • -re , TOR (7) , N TOR, 111 U , T E M i' • R 1 , R 2 ' f1U: 
2111 IJ , 11> r ill 01, 1 r: , PS A , I r 0 R , i' /·1 A X, f> R t R A MP, NS PE E D, EN G PER 
J)'(3)"PRHtAIIP 
TC"I1iJ* (lt1 +H;!) *y (3) 
nP"I\IIAlJM' CV (1), TO 
!F(IH')(I,2,2 
or"o.o 
Tt:" E It G T Ii fl 'Y ( , ) , D p) 
GO TO 1 
2 TE".,c 
1 r,UWilIWe 
Y(4)"[)p 
oY(5~~Y(1)·'fC/1000.0 . 
OY(1)=('r~-T~)/AIE 
0'(2)=0,0 
oY(4)::O,O 
RETIJRN 
FUO 
FlJNCTIOlj AllMIDc(XWE,TE) 
i: U 1111 0 It I E If G 11 j F I p i'1 C 5 ) , re ( :;) I HI r. 
X 11 IS P 1-1( Tt I r.) 
xC"pC (111(;1 
. nO 1 J "1 , H1C~1 
Xlh'Xlb.XIJE+ I'll (I lie ~J) 
, XC"XC*XIJE+PCUIIC"J) 
XDpQ(TE/1 00 0.0*x WE-XC)/XM 
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"'-
All A 11 fl b X fl P 
RETURN 
EflO 
. - .. ' . 
SUOROUTINE TDlST(T'~'Dr'DTPR1NT'!ENiRY'R1'R2.F~TAa'TOTT)N.T!NC 1A.X,C.D,n'~F,NS) 
C , 
C •.• TlflS ROUTIIIE SOLVES THE url~TEADY HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION AND ST 
C TIIERESUL1ANT TEI'pF.RAillRE IH!;T'IIBUTlON Of! PISK , AT THE EII[I OF A 
C ENGAGEMENT THE DISTRIOIJTIO~ IS OUTPUT rN A SHORTEND FORM C 
C ••• Ri AND R2 ARE TilE CLUrr,1l INSIDE AND OIlTSIDE RAfllUSRESPECrJVELV C 
C ••• T IS TilE TIME ~ROM THe BEGININ~ OF ENGAGEMENT 
C 
C ... Cl IS THE TOTAl. IIEAr GENERi.TED IJP TO THIS TIME 
C 
c ... D', I S TIt E TI fir. I liT E RV t.l, OVf R I,HI re H ItlT F.GRA TI ON TA KES P lAC E C, , 
C •• '.DTPRIIIO IS THe illlE InTERVAL OF TilE PRTNINOUT 
C 
C ••• teNTR" = 0 ON FIRST EI/TRV 
C, •• IEJITRV " +\fE uti SUr,ISE'IIIENT .ENTflIES DUlllNG THE FNGAGt~If.N'r 
C ••• lE N T RV " ", 0 (; N LA S T UIT R \' '0 F F:/l G 1 751,15 N T 
C ••• I i;tITRV " ~09IJN AtIY S,mEQIIF'IH ENTRY Mill ASSE11BI.Y 1:; ASSUf1F.1l TO C C 
C, ,. F$TAO IS TilE !\f'PROXII1.\TE VALUE OF TIIF. FOUIHER NO; TO I,E USED C 
c.,. TOTTHI l~ THP. TH1E OVt;R l-if!iCii ':OOCRE7',,9S 1 SSUI1ED C ' 
C ... rUle IS 'flF IfjTEVAL OF PRiNT-dIlT 
C 
pEAL KS,r-F " 
O!rlt:rl:itOtl A(NOt/ID) ,>;(ND).C CN!) ,l'\(ND, ND), O(ND), '(:(1) 
C 01111 0 IU IF 11 P Ul / K S , K F , RHO ~ • RH () F , C i'S, C P F , Pp T , F IH , lJ f Fe H , T A M B 
rF(IENTRV)Z,Q,' , 
J oIHRY"" 0 
8 COrn rllllE 
QJ=O,O 
Q()Lil"O I) 
AF=(R1.*~-R2**2).3.142 
DXS~PI)T/rLOAT(N5-1) 
[) X F" F I1 T / F L 0 i\ T cri F -1 ) 
FOS~DT~KS/(IIHOS*CPS'DXS*.2) 
.. '~-
F 0 F" [) T" K r / (.< 11 0 F .,~ P F • n X F • '" 2 ) 
A L" I: r- I v. s '" s q 1\ T ( K S • H 11" F * C f' F / ~ FIR fI 0 s / C PS) 
,OO"FCII*ilXS/;;s 
IlqF"A L*flXF fKri AF 
AflS" (1-,\ I,) • I)X SI KS/ A F 
n Is" U .. [, X ~ / K S 
nIF"iJ"flXUKF 
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I , 
C 
, .' 
ICII"'O 
!FAr L"n 
CALL Fn,CAF(A,ND,HD,IFAil.) 
CALL FO,CAF(R,ND.ND,IFAII.) 
,CALL F01CAFCC,ND",1FAIL) 
CALL F01CAF(n,Np.1,iFAIL) 
IJF1"Nf+3 
, CA L L s r: T A (A , F 0 ~ , N D ';1 S , N F 1 ) 
CALL SETA(A,FOF,NDdIF,2) 
CAll. 51'TI) (0, FOS, ND,tlS ,Nrt) 
. CA L L :; [T Il (n, F 0 F , liD, 11 F ,2) 
A(1,1)"(1. 0+FOF).2.0 ,,' 
A(1,2)"-FtJF.?.O 
A{NF+1.NF)~"FOF*(2;O"BIF) 
A ( N F" 1. N 1= + 1 ) ,,2. O. (, • 0" F t) F) 
A(NF+' .NF+2),,"FUi'*BiF 
A(NF·2.'jr:+')~-FOS*O.S 
_.A(NF+2.U F +2)a2.0*(1.0+Fu<) 
A(NF+2.HF+3):;-FOS*CZ.O-Ot$) 
A (N F +N" +;>,11 F .IIS.?> "'2.0 .. (, .0 .. FOS) +2.0 .. FOs",aos 
A(NF"N~.;>.Nf.NS.')~~2.0.FOS . 
11 <1 , , ) "2 . o. (' . ()- F () F) 
no ,2)"2. O"FM " 
fl ( IH'" dH)" r n F> (2 • 0 ~ R II' )' 
n ( N ,: .. 1 , ,. F+ 1 ) " 2 • 0 * <1 • 0 - F 0 n 
11 ( N F" 1 • 11 F";» n F 0 F • [) I " 
11 ( I1 F + 2 • rH' +' ) " F 0 S * [) I ;; 
B(NF·2.tlr.3)aFOS·(2.n-Rl~) 
n ( N F • 2 • IH :.. ? ) "<! , 0 • (1 • I) " F I) <; ) 
n(NF.N~+?'"f+NS+1)=2.0*Fns 
n(NF.N~.7,NF·NS.2)~~.O*(1.0-FOS)-2,O*FOS*OOS 
IF(IENTRV.E4.~99)GO TO S 
1 QJ"QJ1 
',iJ 
QJ 1 "11-00 I,D· 
nOLfl"(~ 
C ( 11 F + 1 ) ;:: n Q F • F 0 F • (Q J 1 + Q J ) "2. 0 
CCNF~2)"nqs'FOS·(QJ1·QJ).2.6 
C(NF+N~+7)p4.0·BOS.;OS"'rAHa 
C •• tl tllT!pI.Y flI\TR!X [I. flY illHRlX X 
C 
IFAll"O 
c· 
CALL Fn'rKF(nIO,XIN~"'hn'Z,1"/rFAIL) 
C, •• ADO 11J\THJ)i C '1'0 rIATRI/; D 
C 
C 
eAu F 0 1 I: G F ( n , N D , , , 'i , 1 ,C , N D " , 1 / NO, 1 t1 I I F A I L> 
C •.• SOLVE TR1D1AGONAL MAT,!IX 
C 
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• 
.' 
" 
CALL TRl[)!ACi(A,X,()riIO) 
ICII::IICII+1 
, HRITI:!U,)T'(XO), p., ,NO) 
nETlJRtI 
2 iF(I~NTRV.·EQ,~99)GO TO 8 
.... ,:;- ,,':. 
lJRtT~(~,101)FOS,BI5.nQS,DXS,NS,FOF'BIF.BQFjDXF.NF . 
101' FOIHlAT</l,22X,11f1FOilRle;.:, NO •• 8J(,3f1flI ,12X,3HBQ ,12)(.:$110)( ,5x·.16
1 1,(IF HE~H PTS. ,/.10X,10HMETAL MEMB,4G15.8,6X,I3",aX"2HPRICTJ~ 
2AT,4G15.8,6x.13,11) I 
R~~ll!H) 4 
lJR!T~(2,~02) " 1 
102 FORIIIIT(/!,10X,42HTEIIPERf,TURE OISTRIBIlTION OURING .ENGAGHII;NT,/!li 
NI 1:;"'1:'/;> • 1 
NiTF"'IH/;> 
HR I"i E ( ? • 1 O:S) ( I , 1" 1 III F.' • " IT F) .. (! , 110/1 F. 2, N S +1'1 F + 2, NITS 'I 
1 03 FOR 1111 T ( 1 :-; X , t, tiT 11 lE, 1 0 X , , ./ H F R (C T r 0 N , 11 ATE R I A L , 25 X , 1 2 H M t TAL N EH El F. R 'I 
11X,3(4X, T2.4X) "OX';;(4X.12,4Xn 
,IPflIlI"'IF1X«()TPRINT/pT) , 
I DP" I 1'111 ',I 
I CH" I CII~1 
5 R(AJ)U,lT, (XO), 1':1 0110) 
IHlfll',LT,IPHIN)GO TO 4 
lUP=O ;, 
WRITE(?,'04)T'(X(I),1~1,~F+',NITF),(X(I),lmNF.2'NS.NF+Z.NrrSl 
4 l Dp"l[JP+' 
! OPI'D /1'1'1'+1 
!F(lnrr.f.E.U;H)GIJ io 5 
1 04 FOR 11 A T ( , ": X • f'S .3 , 2 X, :H 2 X • ~ 6 , 1 .2 X) .3 X, 4li" u" , 3 x, 3 <2 X, F 6 • 1 • 2 X) } 
pETllRI< - .. 
3 UHlTE(2,10il) 
108 FORIIATI//,1(iX.27UfH,; ASSF.I1BLY IS NOt.) COOLING.II) 
C(/IP+2)"O.O 
I;(Nr+1)=/),O 
Tin g .. F It)" T ( ! Fl X (T/ T j Ne ) ) .. TIll r. 
\J HI rr. <? , , 0 7) ( I • 1" l' "j F +1 , N ITn, ( I , I .. N F +2, N S + N F + 2 , NIT S ) 
7 T!II(;"'T1IIF+T ,HC 
6 T"T+f)T 
lFAIL .. n 
C /\ LI. HI1 r, K F ( J') • [I , X till) , 1 , 1 tr) , 7. , 1 , 1 , I FA 1 II 
C/\ L f. F () 1 r, r, F (rh N D ' 1 • '1 • 1 , C • N D ., " , N D" " ,IF AlL') 
CALL TRlnlAli(A.x.D,I,n) 
IF(T.L7.TIM~)"O TO u 
tTlI" 1 FIX ('rtllr:/60. 0) 
1TS:;I Flx<'I!llr:)-! Hl.IJ O I 
I.IHI'IE (;>,106) I TI1, 1 IS, X (1) ,x un TF) rX (fIF.'),X INF.2) , x (i':F+2+tll T5) , X 
, .. 2+/j~) 
1 (J 6 F (J R it i\ T C1 (t X t 2 x , r 4 • I, X, 12 • i, X , 3 (2 X t F 6 • 1 .? X) , 3 X, 4 Jj '" "' .. ,3 X, 3 ( 2x , F (, , , , 
1) 
10" FORIIAT (11\)\· I,in lip:. 3,)X, 1211 TEt·: DE RA iUiH 5, / .,2)\, IdtrH NS .;5)(. '.11 ~EC$ .4)( 
1 (4 X, 12 • 4)() • 1 0 Xt 3 (4 X, 12 , I, X) ) 
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;' L-_____ ~_'__-'-~ ______ ~_______ _ ___ _ 
------,-~------
I 
I . 
I 
,~",c, CO" ," ;'.-:.~;. ::;-'-=:::;:~~~~~~;:;.:, :';' -:-..::::-: ;_;:::~~::'~'::~:;.::;j:-:;-,~~'~~:_ '.:,>¥.i.::.~:::::-~.;"-, ~ :~:~i'-='-':'<'~~:7_=~~~''':'~s~;'~~: '-.·-·:~i':::;';"," .... .t..-i::':':':";';: ~~ •. ,~. ~;.;- ~ ... _ "-,,, 
.~--,- .~~.~ ........ ---.- ...... ~- ~.-
, , 
IF <TltlF. LT. 'rOiT Ill) GI) TO 7 . 
R ETIJR tl 
ENO 
SlJJH{OUTINE SF.TA(A, FOiNO,N,ti> 
.oIHENSJON A(ND,ND) 
Q"2,o*r1.0+FO) . 
pO 1 r n)l. N+".Z 
I\(J,I-1),,';FO ."" . 
/1(1,1)"11':.' 
1 1\(1,1+')"·'0 
pr: TUR 1I 
rill) • 
SlJDROlJTIUE STADLE(NF,NS,FSTAD,ND,DT) 
REAl. K~.KF 
• '-'~---'---'---- • __ • --, -", - + 
H_,' • 
- ,~ .. 
", . 
. cor 11 I 0 tll Tr JI P [ fl / K S .; K F , RI!O.~ • RH.) ~ , c PS, C P F , Pp T , F 111 , U , F CH. T A M B 
. 'lXF"SQI~((DT.KF/F"TAi;/RH.}~ICP~).· . . 
'II F"rFIXUll T/oXF)+1 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
, c;> IF (1IF.f.". 5)(j() Tt}lO 
. ' ~ 
11 F" 5 :. I 
OXF"FI)r/FVJI\T(NF~1) . 
FSTAR=nT~KF/nXF.·2/~HOFi~PF 
14RltF.(?.105) , 
105 r-ORIIAT!1{)X,'.311 ... ·*.iTAflJ UTY FACTOR HAS BEEN CHANGe!) *",* .• ) 
10 OX~aSqRT(DT.KS/F~TAa/RHr)(ICrs) 
NS=IFIY(PPT/OXS)+, 
flO"r/"+rls ... 2 
WRrT~(?100)PSTAR 
100 FURllA'r(10X.t.<lHTJlE RljllTriiF: HA:; CHOSEN· TilE Nf;sH SIlE f(EqU(qED Ta 
'1 0 X,41lIlKFEP Tllr: STAaHIrv FAnOR APPROXI/1ATEtY EQUAL TO,G13,6) 
nETlIJ111 
crlD 
sUnHOIlTIllE :;F.TR(!3,ft.J.UP,N,IU 
. OI/lGNSTIIN l1(llD'NO) 
Q"2,O"(1.0-r O) 
00 , 1"11. N+11-2 
1l<I.I-1),,:;'FIJ 
B(I,!)"11 
1 R(I,I+,),,+.,o 
Rf:TIJRN . 
F. rl l) 
S lJ 9ROlJTIIJE iRl,r)II\G(t\.X,D.N) 
...... 
D HI G N S 1 !) N ;, (tJ) , A ( /I , 11) , P \ ~ 0) .0 (30) , B (N) , u' (.30 ) 
C 
C., ,TillS SIHlnnIJitllF. SOI,VE:; A -rTllDlflGOtlAL tlATRIX 
C 
P (1) "Ar1 • n 
1I(1)''f1(1)/P(1) 
Cl (1) ,,- id 1 12) I P (1 , 
DO 1 r"2.t/-1. 
P(I)RA 1 l,I-1,*Q(I-1)+ACl,I) 
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" 
.. ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L"'='-'''~''''~-'-=''''=-':::':' . :::.:.::.::-.:::.: ...=._=. -::.:: .. _=-::::: ... :::::: .....=. ="=".=" .= .... ,=-.. = .. =~~~~~. __ ~._,_ .. _ ~ 
I' 
1 
.. 
. . 
1 
I 
I 
C 
"'" . 
'. ,', '-
, . 
Q(I)~-A(T,I.1)/pCr) 
1 U(I)t:(nCT)-I\(I.I-1)+I)(I_1»/P(I) 
P(N)=A f u.U-1)*Q(N-'>.A(N,N) 
l! (N ) = ( ri (1) -11 (N dl-1 ) .1) ( N -, ) >t r ( N) 
. X(N)"lJ(u) , 
'(lU 2 r"1.N-' 
111""-1 .. . 
Zx ( t 1,1) "Q ( HO ;. X ( IN"" ) +lJ (1 N) . 
ReTiJRN . 
ENe> 
. FUNCTION,COOFFCT,P,V) , 
r.Or·If\OIl/ COfF Ft CT ('0) , CV (10 >, C p( 10), MV, NT ,NP .. 
. _., 
.' . 
lI'.,' 
, ' 
. -'I 
C ••• TIIlS FlJNr.TTOrl r.ALCI.ILI\TES 
c. 
, . 
• •. - I 
THE VALUE OF THE PVNAMIC:COeFFICIE~T OF I 
t,' 1-
C 
XP"CP(IIP) . . ,.~ ', .. 
(lO i Z."'1, HP-1 ... 
, XPRXP*P+CP(NP-I) 
XTRCTUIT) 
flO 2 '''1.111-1 
2 xT"XT.T.~T(IIT-l) 
XV .. CY (fll/) 
(l0 3 I"'1.NV-' I. 
3 xv"xv.\!+~V(NV-I) ) 
cooEF-n.412/n.047S*xp*xr*xv 
RETIJRtl 
(Iin 
FUNCTlnu ENGTOR(XWE,XDP) 
r. 011110 11/ E n G I t, El Pt! ( 5), re ( 5 ) , I MC 
xl1:.pr, (Trlr.) 
XCIlIPC( '11<:) 
C ••• TIIIS FIJN~TIorlcALCULArES 
C ••• MU) EIIGIIIE SPjif'D 
I'" 
THE E~GINE TORQUe FROM HANIFI)LD DFPREssr 
C 
c 
{lO , J .. ,. II1C"' 
)(11"XI,,,)'\,1' + PI I ( I rlC~ J) 
1 xC"XC*XWE6PC(IMC-J) 
rE"(XI1"XI)P+Xr.)·1000.0/XWF. 
RETurw . 
Ell [) 
~UORnUTrrtE bER·IV(DY,V,T) 
REA ~ I~ ~ P F E [) 
REAL rlll,rlll!ij.rws.rIA:;$ 
" .... ' 
DlrlENS10N (Jy(5),V(5) • 
COn" 0 I" II}/ E If /fll? I 1) A 11 , G R, VI), C/). AD, A P , 11 HO, G R A Cl , 1·1 A <; S , I R r y i' F. • 11 PP, Il P P 'I 
.1 ) , N P P I r. J\l'1T I11 ' El, A , V • f-1 U , 1. • re , T !) • re , TO q (7) , IJT 0 Po , I H lJ , T E,M P , R 1 , R 2 • 1-IV'1 
2l)IN, IDI'HI,AIF.,PSA,l rOR,n~l\x,"RERAMP,NSPEF.D'ENGPER 
C ••• THIS SIJOP,OIJTI)j2 C,HCULATE:, THE DERIVITlVEs OF rH!' . I FOl,.Ol.ll.NG, PARMII 
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J 
r I 
I 
I 
I 
_---...J 
, , 
c 
Coyn) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
oyez) 
oY(3) 
C O'{(4)c 
• • C . 
C '·OY(!i) 
C.·· .. 
'. C>. 
WE 
PIS SPEED, W 
C, .'. TIIREe TYPES of. ENGAGEIIF.NT ARe POSSIBLE 
c 
c 
C 
lTYPE .. , 1 S A LINEAR· RAMi> P::/I*T+C 
: ,--
" : _. 
":;",,'>"" 
, . 
' .
.... ,' ". .-
, ." ,-~~"':' .. ' ".: ;. " -. 
, ,', 
., ~: 
'. C ' .. I'rVPE" 2 I S AN IfISTAirrAHt;(1US' ENGMEttEN'f.r:lO(}',., 
., ,C~ , j 
-;',-
C :' ITVPE ''''''rJS 1\, p'(rr;YNOlflAL ENG-AG-EI1EIfT. P .. C"+t-\ .. T.,,. .. TuZ .... ,.; 
C 
C 
C".E'IDINE TOkQUE ISCHOOSEN rn01VE CONSTANT, ENGINE SPEE~ THHOUGHOU 
C THE EI1Gt\GENi:Wr , IF T!lTSd, POSSIlllE 
C i.' 
A"" .0 
IF ('1(2) .(;r, '(1) )A1,,-'.0 
. 7.~V(1 )-y(2) 
'F(I.IIIJ-nO,o,1I1 
".1; iF(lIIJSf:o.O,O)G() T!l 30 .. .. 
,,11>.11 U I 'I + III U S - flU IN) .. L: X P ( ~, • 81l ,. Z .. ( R 1 of'R 2) 12 • 0 ) 
r,O TO 19, 
30 l'lUaftUln 
(,0 TO 19 
18 VC"(R1+R2)/2.0.Z 
PNESS~V(3)/A/1000.0 
I1 U=I;OI) r F n Ell? , PR F. S S ,vC) 
. " 9- COW;'! tlllF. , 
V~Y(2)/GR/DAR*RR "-
.. 
~TA~(O 9~-o.n00707.~-O.nnOn2o*V."2).(O.977.0.001765.V) FD~IIAS~*D.807·(AD+GI:AD).NHO/2.0.AP~CO*(V+VW)*ABSCV.V4) TD"Fn*~R/D\HIGn/(rA ' .. 
IFCiRTvPF.Ne,1)Go T01 
C ... Ll rlE AI: HMII' 
IF(T,GF.PAHTIM)GO Tu 2 
IlY(3)"r>pp 
r,o 'jO 3. 
2 /')Y(3)~O,O 
(jO TO "'; 
, IF(IRTyp~-2)4,2,4 
c., .1 ij"TAtITMIEOUS ENGAGEI1lNT 
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/ 
I' ......... . 
" .. 
'~"" 
.... 
4 IF(IRTVPE.NE.3)GO TI) 3 
. tF(T.GF.RAMTIH)GO. TO 2 
C •• ~POl YNorIlALENGAGEflENT" 
" . XA_XA*T+OPPp(NPP) .. 
.00 7 IPp."UPP-, 
7XA.XA*T+OPPPCNPP-Ipp) 
'. IlY(3)"')(A 
GO TO 3. 
~c Y COWl" ItlllE 
. ': .' C,:. " .• '. ,.... ,.' ' ........ . 
. C.: • CA lCU I.ATE .ENG ,~IE TORQUE 
C " 
, . 
. .. 
,," -...•... 
.""-. .'- -,. < 
-, ,,, ... , 
•. ' 
C.;; IF' ITOR .. ' •. EIIGItlE TOr-QUE OEPENDSUPON.MANIFOLOOEPRE~!)IONANO E 
. C ,. • .' ,.,: '; 
.~ ... ' IF. IrOR " ? F.fIGINE"rO,,?UE I)EPf:!I~S.~NSYi,~Urp~~rG,.l~~·::~,~f:F:~c,~')'~'" 
". . 'JF ( IT IHl ;N E".') GO·-f OJ . ·;"-,,'-!'.',';c;;";C::~::." >':;: '-','---' ·;cc:'. 
;: .,. IF CY (3). fo E; Pf1AX) GO [012 I ., .,.~."::.;:::1.:.;';'" '-
· . f F ( [l v ( 1 ) ) 9 .,. 0 ; i " ' ... , ;';'" .' .::: ..•. :;:.0 •• '.:,:";,., .• ,;; ,'" " 
·.100Y(4)"0.0,. 
r,°T(}12 , • 
90Y U.) ,:'rilfoPEI\" 
IHr,Y(2)w40.0)O,O,23 ' 
OY(4)"-30.0 ~ 
23 CUWiI IHIE 
!,F(Y(4).-r;r,.0,'O)GO"1.l12 
nY{4>.-;O.'O.' 
Y(4)""O G"> (j0 ~TO"12 .... .', .', 
" DY(4)=?OO 
tF('f(4\ .LT.30.0)GO 1'0 12. 
oY(4)=0.0 . 
· V(/.)=30,Q 
12 TEaENGTr,Q(YC1),y(4» 
· GO TO 13 
..• ·8 r.UNTI'IIIE 
'0 y ( 4) "0 . (1 
.' TE"TOR !tITOIO 
IF(IlHlI!,rQ.1>GO TO 13 
00 14 J T,,1 ,1ITOR';" 
14 TE,,'iE*"(1 )+TflR(IITOR-tT) 
13 COWiI tlllF. ' 
T C " 1\ 1 *,,,,, .. Y ( 3 ) * ( R 1 + R .! ) 
C ••• SET-UPDFIIIV1TIVES 
C 
C ... IlIER! "1 SHIIIL/ITES A VEHICLE 
C 
.. _. -
• i. 
" '".:..-
'--.'-, '-' . 
C ••• !llERl "2 STf·flll.ATF.S A rr;ST f!IG HITH ONE STATIONARY ME'~flER 
tF(IOEAINE.1)Go iO 1S 
nY(1)a(TE-TC)/AIg 
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I····· 
I 
, 
I 
~.! . 
"', . 
IF(LRTVpf;. NE .UGfr.-TiF21- - . 
IF ( [J Y ( 1 » 0 , 22 , 22 . . 
IF(V(1).100.0)O,O,20 
I>Y(3) .. 1I)O.O 
r,o T021 . .. . . 
.... 20 OY(3) "I·IS P EEO. _,~__ _,' 
.'. GG-TO' ?1 .. ,:".';'" . 
2 2'-0 '((3) =1.500;0___'-
rFiVP Y-;;PMAX> 2 '1';21,,0" 
: /l. y (.:D,"().-"_O~._ . . 
. v cn'''-?Jlli Y,-
. 2'1' r.0t-.. !"! NltP"'- .,., 
. I> Y C2}::(,( r.~ 'fl» rH 
. .' o"rcsr"'<* r C:-l1.(ttH}-ifO.' 
,!>Sl\ctJ)Y'C 2} :'~; .. 
'. J EJ\'.:-Q.(1) 0 ,(), 1 ~:', .. 
i. I FTiWf7.»Or(}~1:;:- .•.. -_- .. 
. , .. " ....... ' -!!.Gt;;iOI/c.f?IMut 'R~.R2};'-::)·· . 
. . :_.c-,'l'Y'r:n"'TJ)/n ... '). •. Jl1;" 
.-:--~ tJ !l"r-r.F. f 7."~ ,;;oy t:n, GC> i. .' . 
.. 
, '. ,:. .. - .. ' 
'-~ :-- . 
.~ :, ' .. 
.. 
- .. ". • :, v'f3-) ":-Gr. L--- . "'."-: .. . 
17 F\)Rllh rfl!l;' ox, .- ** .. :. CllJTCIIFORCE ALTERED FROMi;F12.i, 'TO',Ef2" 
, ......... ,1/;) I, .\1 
15. rrUI>E.r,1 .. NE.~,?)GO:i016, r 
-- . nY 1. i> ::t[!-~(L . "" .-' ..... 
" f,.Y.:af:<f'rr.:'Til-l ttl:·· ,.", .......... '. "'-
nY{~);;I}'o: -- .. 
-D']'U • .:}::>U:O .. ' .• ' ......•• ' .... 
. f) n~r=l. .. T CI1 000, 0'. 
c 6 CPrIIP/Ue 
-". - . 
. R'EYttRt+" frfrr- .. 
FINI~H 
. --;--, 
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INTERCHANGEABLE SUBROUTINES FOR 
EXPLICIT TEMPERATURE SOLUTION 
218 
, 
,-. " -.:., -.. 
~--~~~===-~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~--~--------~----------------, 
.... ~~.- -:.-"·-~~~~,:-·':~.~~~~~~~:i.::.:7~-.:;~~~~: --~'~-;"-~'~~;~::~=-~~~~c::'~;:":;;":'I:-i':"=--~- -L-=".;.;:.k--:":';-""':;'~--==--;';''';.· _'-:==;':~:~-.~=~. ____ , __ ..-
I' 
i.'" • 
'. ( 
1 
SUonOUTlttE TD1ST(T.'I.DT,DTPRINT.IENTRY,R1.R2,FSTAD,TOTTIM,TINC, 
1A,X,C,D.NF,IIS)', I 
C ~ 
C.; .R1 ANI) R? ARE THE' CLUjCH INSIDE AND OIJTSIDE RADIUS RI:SPECTlVELY C ' 
C".T IS TliE TlflE FROII TH" OEGINING OF ENGAGErfENT 
'C 
C ••• Q IS,THE TOTAL HEAT GENERATED UP TO THIS TIME C' ,,' , 
,C".DT lS.TH~TlME INTERVAL OVER WHIC~ INTEGRATION TAKES PLACE 
'"C ' ' 
'C,; .OTPRItlT rs THe fll/E IrHERVAl OF THE PRPH-OUT 
, C, ' " " 
" C".IE~TRY,=O ON FIRST ENT~Y , 
, ; . 
.~·C.' •• J~NTRY ~ +VE ON SUBSEqlJENT ENTRIES' DURlNG THE'ENGA~EMeNT ," 
"C C, .• IENTRV =-10 ON LAST ENTRY 'OF E~GAGtHENT 
C ••• IEt/TRV = .Q9 OM ANY SURSEQUENT ENTRY AND ASSEHOLVIS ASSUMeD TO 
< • -, C' , ' 
C~.iFSTAB IS THE APPROXIMATE VALUE OF THE FOURIER NO, TO BE USED 
C " 
C ... TOTTIII Is THE TINE OVi;R \.mTCN COOLING IS ASSUMED 
C, " ",-' 
C ••• TINe IS THE !IITERVAL UF'PRINi~oUT C ' .. , 
REAl. I(!;,KF 
(lIII[IISfOfl A(rlD,1l0) .X(ND) .C(NO) .[)(IIO) 
c 011110 IJl T I' 11 r E R 1 K S • K F • RHO S ,'R H 0 F , C PS, C P F , Pp T , F MT, U, Fe H , T A M El 
IF(IEHTRY)2.0,' ~ 
I (IHRY"1 (l 
, 8 CONTI 11ItF. 
QJ .. o.o 
QOLn=O.O 
AF .. (R'**7."~2**2)*3.'42 
J)XF=FIlTHLIIAT(IJF"1 ) 
DXS~PPTIFlOAT(NS-1) 
FUS=OT·K~'(RHOS*CP$*DXS·.2) 
,FO F "IH*I( 1'1 (liHOF" CP-. *OX F ... 2) 
ALaKF/KS*SQNT(KS*RHUP*CPF/KF/RHQS/CPS) 
nU-FCII*PxS/KS ' , 
nQSa(1,O-AL)*DXs/KS/AF 
nQF=AL*oXF/KF/AF 
nls"U*nxs/Ks 
SIF"lI*OXF/KF 
tCH"O 
IFAlI.=O 
CALL F01CAFCA,ND.IID,IFAILf 
CALL F01CAF(C,ND.1,IFAtLl 
CALL F01CAF(D,ND".lFAIL] 
'NF1"NF":! 
CALl. SF'rA(A.F()5,ND,IISdH1) 
CALL SF.TA(A,FOF,ND.:IF,2) 
A<1,1)=(1.0";Z,O*FOn 
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I 
I.' 
I 
I 
I 
',,~, . 
".-, .. 
A(1,2)"2.0·FOF 
. ! A ( tI F-> 1 .rH)" 2 • 0 .. F 0 F . '. 
A(IlF+1.N~+1),,(1 .O"2.0*FOF"C1 .01-IHF»· 
. c A(NF+1.N~.~)~2.0.FOF.OIF-
. ACNF+2.NF+1)~2.0"FOS*DIS 
A(NF+2.NF+2).('.O-2.n.FO~.(1.0+RlS» 
A(NF+2,NF+3),,2.0*FOS . 
A(~F·Ns+~,NF+NS+1)=z.O·FOS 
~. A(NF.N~+2,NF+NS.2)d(1.0~2.0*FOS·(1.0+00S» 
tF(lENTRV.EQ.-99)GO TO 3 
." OJaq"Qnl~ 
'QOLfl=Q 
. C(NF+1)=2.0.FOF.BQF.aJ 
CCHF+Z)=2.0.FOS.SQS.QJ 
C(HF+IIS+~)=2.0·FOS·Dn·TAMR 
.' .. 
C ... f·\IJLT\PLV flATRlX 0 BY 11AlRlX X ReSUI,T IN X 
IFAIL"O .. 
CALL F01CKFeX,A,X',N6",1In,D."D~3,lFAtL) 
C.~.ADD 11ATRTX C TO HATRI~ X RESULT IN ~ 
:, CALL F01CGF(X,NP,' <1,1 ,e.No.',' ,NO,1,', HAIL) 
;"ICH"ICH+1 . . ' 
WRITE(4)T,eX(I),r=',ND) 
pETI)Rfl 
~ IFCIEflTRV.e l l.-99)GO TO 8 
IIRITEe2.101>FOS.DIS.nQS,DXS,NS.FOF.aIF,BQF,DXF,NF 
101 FORllhTU/,22X"1ftFOIJRIEH No.;8x.3H[lI ,12X,3HRQ ,12X,3HflX ,5x·16H 
1 lIF 11ESH I'TS. ,/.10X,10ilt,IETI\I. HEfIB. 1.,,15.8,6x.t3.1,8x.12ttfRICTION 
2AT.4G1S.R,6X,13,1/) . 
REUl/1O 4 
IJR nE (2 • 1 02) 
102 FORllATU/,1\lX,42HHIIPERATURE DlSTfllBIJTION DURING ENGAGEI'IF.NT,II) 
NITs~tIS/2 ~ 
N_LH"lis:/2---- -. -.--- ... 0_ " 
. UR rrc(?~ 1 OJ)("F, r",t'. r) J"+1-;~irrh, (I, t .. ttf +2-; NS+NF+-2-, NITS)- • 
,103 FORllA re 1 1X, 4l1T IIIF., 1 OX, 1 i'U FRI eT I ON HATE R 1 A L, 25X. 1 2Hf'IE TAL I'IEMBF.R./ 
11X,3<4X,12.4X)"OX,3e4X,I2,4X» 
. :1' 
IPRIU~TF!X(OTPRINT/DT) 
.IDP=IPRIIJ 
I CHaICfl~1 
. 5 R~AD(4)T.(Xel)'1=1,"O) 
HOOP. LT.lpRIN)GO TO 4 
........ 
IDp"O '. . 
URITE(Z,104)T,eX(I),I a 1,NF+"NITF),eXeI),IaNF+2,NS+NF+2,NITS) 
4 IOratop+' , 
IDpP"IflPr+' 
IF (I /l r p • '- E • lC)1) GOT 0 5 
1 04 F I) R I1 A re 1 3X I F 5 • 3 , 2 X d ( 2 X, F 6. , • 2 X) , :5 X, 4 H'" *"'''' , 3 x, 3 ( 2 X • F 6 • 1 , ;> x) ) 
RE1'URII . 
3 HRITE(2.101l) 
108 FORJlAT</I,10X,2i'JlTHi ASSEHBLV IS NOI-I COOLING'//} f 
. , 
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I 
11 
:~;.:§~~.t~~::::~t~:.A5:~~t~-~:.2:. <. ~ -:- ::-~~.' .. --~~~~};~~~~~ ~i~~~~.:~~i::~~:-:~~~-:~:2;::-:: . .:.::;~~;.:..J-:::;.;>/-:.::.:;~¥~~ ;,:,;.:~·:;.::L~~.-... ~:...~.;:-.-- .... 
.. -....... ~, ~,-., - .. ~ ... "-~~--" ... -~-,--~ .. ~ .. --.,. , - -, +~.:\:;.~" •. ---.-.. -: .. -.-.---- -.' + ____ ~ __________ ~~~ •• r __ ••• '~, •• _. __ •• 
, ,- .,- " 
C(NF+2)cO.O 
TlI'E "FLOAT(I FIxer I TINe) '''TltiC 
C(NF.' )=0,0 
WRJTE(7;'07)(III~1,"F+1,NITF"(I,J"NF+2,NS.NF+2,NITS) 
7' TIr'E::TII,F.+TIflC 
. 6 1."'+DT 
.tFAILIIO 
CALL F01CKFex,A,x,N~,1,ND,D,ND.3,IFAtL) 
CALL F01CGFeX,ND,',1,1,C,NIl,1,',ND"",IFAIL) 
. IF(T.LT.TIHE)GO TO 6 
,'c,·ITI!=IFTX(TltIE/60.0) ...... ..' ,. 
, .... tTS"IFIXCTItlE>-lnh60 .... , .' ... :' I 
, 1~:!~:~2.'06)ITM,ITS'X~1).X(NITF)tX(NF+')'X(NF.2>.~(NF+Z+NITS),Xj 
106 F ORIIA T (1 ? X, 14 , 4 X' 12, 4X, 3 (2 X, F6 • 1 .2 X) , 3X , 4 fI .... *" , 3 X, 3 ( 2 X • t 6, 1 , 2 X) ~ 
107 'FOIHIAT (16X, 4HTI j,e, 30X, 12IlTEMPERATURES, / , 1 2X, 4HMI NS, 3 X, 4H ~EC s' 4X ~ 
14X,j2,4X)'10X,3(~Xd?,4X) , ,:' I 
rF(TIHE.I.T.TOTTIH)GO TO 7 
RETURN . I 
"·""'I'ND. ,. 
'SUBROUTIHE STADLE(NF,NS,FSTAB.ND,DT) 
REAL K:',~F , 
. C U 1111 0 ~I! TF 11 P f. R / K S , K F , RHo S , RH () F , C PS, C P F , PP T , FM T , IJ , Fe H r T Ar~ B 
OXF~SQRT(DT.KF/FSTAB/RHOF/Cp~) 
NF~IFIX(FIIT/pXF).' 
IF(IIF,GF..5h,1l To 10 
NF=5 
DXF"Fflr IF LO,H 01 F~1) 
FSTAD=PT*KF/oXF.*2/~HOF/r.PF 
WRITE(;',105) 
105 FORIIAH10X.I,311* ... STABILITY FACTOR HAS BEEN CHANGED ....... ) 
10 DXS"SQ~TCDT.KS/FSTAa/CPS'RH()5)' 
N se.,.Z FI X( p pr/ox s ).+-1;;'c;,:c:~:..:.,:_;: . ,". 
NO,,'lF·NS·2 
\IRITE(Z,100)FSTAB 
I 
100 FIJRIIATC10X,49HTtlF- RUUTIIlF. HAS CHOSEN THe MeSH SIZE RE(lUIRED TO • 
11 IJ X,48HKFEP THE STAtlILiTV FACTOR APPROXIMATElV EQUAL TO,(j13.6) I 
R~TIIRII 
Ell D 
SUBROUTINE SETA(A,FO,ND,N,H' 
" Oil1ENSTIHI A(ND,/10) 
... . Q"1 ,O~7.. ()*Fo 
DO 1 IOII.N.II-2, 
A«,I) .. u 
A(I,I~1)"FI) 
1 A<l,I+1)ISFO 
RETllRtl 
END 
! i 
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SAMPLE SET OF~RESULTS, 
SIMULATION OF AI: 10 GRADIENT TAKE--UP. 
222 
1 
," ".-
. 
.' !.': . 
. MAXIMUM CLAMp LOAD IS 4200.aD 
.'-- _ ........ ,_ ............ _ .. _ ... -
"-'== .... ';,::..-~-:...--:. ::...---~ "._ .. _.- "_ .. --
RATE OF ENGAGEI:1EtlT--"!, ,,,,50Q.OOI) 
ENGINE RESPONSE'= '~~2;SOOOO 
INITIAL CONDITIO~S' 
. Y(1, 200.000 y(2) O.OOOOonE 00 
PRINT OUT TIHElrlTERVAL 0.100000 
. ""'" . 
-'.'1.', 
. : ~-
" ..... 
-.. 
\-
, ..'" ' .. ' . 
..... _" -,~ "-",~-- ,- .-'-,- ,-_ .•. - '--'--- .------.----~.~-.-."- .... --~, . 
. -."' 
. '--::---'~'~' ~-~- :.:~.-:::, :.:': ~;:;.: .. ~,::;::;:~.:~:;:.~~:::::~ ... ~=~:~;~:::.::~.: .. ';::-: -_: __ .~:_.~:7"7:::~:: _~~:.;:. -. 
. -.-. ---.-.--.. -.--.--.- .. -.:..~ .:::....:.:.:.:...;..;..~--=-=-=-~~:~..:.:.;=..::::=~~::..:-=.::.....:~..:...:.::.:.:....: .. -
..... 
-.. 
Y(3) O.OOOOOOE 00. 
". THE ROUTINE HAS 'CI{OSe~1 TtfEHESH SIZE REQUIREfl TO ..... ' 
KEEP THE STA~ILIT~ FACTOR APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO 0.100000 
~IETAL rlEHIl 
. FRICTION fiAT 
.. 
FOUR!ER rlO. 
o .<?2459 4 21 e~01 
0.Q7'')3 014E-01 
Bt 
0.44444444<;-02 
0.44150110";-01 
-". -_ .. -. ... . 
BQ ....... DX NO 
0.34097608t.-02 O.2000000oe-oz 
n.36856558E-02 O.3333~333E·03 
Of MESH 
6 
: -,--"., 0 . 
prS. 
'· ... I:··! 
.! 
, t •. 
:~ - . 
• 
. i' 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
,. 
.. 
OUTsrnE clUTtHR~~Ius 0.90S000E-01" 
INSID! CLUTCH RA~IUS O.667000e-01M 
ANSIENT cONDITIO~IS AT TIIII, OF TEST 
PRESSURE. 1111.S00 Nlu",*2 
T[fIPERATtJRE 15.0000 [lEG C 
.WIND SPEEDu.OOODOOe OOIl/SEC 
GRADIENT O,996000E-01 
... '- ..... 
.. 
,. 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION IH AssUMeD T~ VA~Y ON~¥ WITH SLIp SPEED 
STATIC COEFFICIENT 0.4500UO 
DYNAMIC CUEFFICIENT 0.340000 
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF THE C~UTCH COM?ON~~TS 
.'. THEIHlAI. l ..... ~ SPECIFIC 
CONnUCTIVITV GRAVITY 
W/H/DEG K J/KG/neG K 
45.0000 155,000 
0.755000. '3138. noD 
DE,IS IT? 
KG/H"":; 
7850.0i; 
18')<1,00, 
MATERIAL 
THICKNESS 
U 
O •. 10000DE-01 
O.300000E A O' 
. " - ... ,. 
_ ..... '0-,_ .... t'O," 
,. 
." -_._ .. -." 
COUFICIENT O~ H::AT 'i'R,VU;rER ACROSS INTE',FACiO 100.0110 WHI**2/DEG K· 
FORCt:O CONVECTIOij,HEAT TRMISFr:R COCFnCI"NT·· 43.0000 . ~/1-l"*2/DEG K 
• 
.. " 
, 
~: 
'., . 
, 
" \ ~ 
ROUTINE VARies THE E!IGINE TORQUE ATT~MPTING TO 
KE EP THE E NG I NE S P E E:> COrl S T ,\l1T T H R DUG H aUi TH E EN GAG E ~;'EN'T- ----'~'X:;'-'j~;~~I=}7':'·c:.~.~,'=.~:~ 
THE ENGINE PERFORMANCE IS DESCRIBED ~y THE FOLLOWIN POLYNOMIALS' 
... PC ... PI1 ._ ........ -'.CO=., ... , .... , .• ",., .. oo .. , .. · .. , 
.. 5 • 4 j! 0 00 - 0 .817900 ........... -... , .... ,.-"' .. -c.,., .... ,~.'''" ...... . 
O. 1 639{)8·~O, 863235E~!12 ..... _ 
-O,118515E-OJ . D,577556e-05 
·O.~8030QE-07 O,101552E.o8 
. i 
. ' .. ,. ···:1 .. '"'' 
, . 
- •..• ~ .• -- .~ .• -- .... ~ .. - -_ .• ' ___ • ____ ,,_,'_ .. ____ • __ • _____ . _ .. -"-_0,), _~ "::":"'..,;.', ....... :_ \' 
.-:-.:: -:-:::::~:::::.:::-:::::7::::::-.:~::-=·";;":::~·: ~'':;- .::;-;----
. -_.. . . -
INERTIA OF FOUR ROAD UHfElS PLUS ORIVELIHE 3,30000 .KGM*.2 
INER1'!A OF EllGUIE 0.250000 KG. r"**2 ..... :.. ........ , ...... . 
-,-:-,--", .. :/ .. " .. _,--_.,,_.- ~. 
1ST GEAR RATIO 3,54300' 
DRIV~ AXLF. RATIO 3,90000 
TYRE ROLLING RADIUS O,2R6000 
.... ' .'. -. t"'''. ~ ... :' 
V~HICLE MASS 1210.00 KG 
DRAG ~OEFFICIENTS 
, AD O.'80000~.01 
CD 0,557000 . 
PROJECTED FR')llTA~ AREA n,9300no 
' ... :~"" .---,:-~-.. "-... 
-:-.-:. .. --:'-":::-=:~::::::: .. :-"- -----" ,.'''. ' . 
. . -- -- . '~ 
"-- -- -""'._- ._-- . __ ... _,_ .: ::::.=:: :-"'::"::'::::';;';"-:;:';:::'::" '::-:::-::~.::.~ .... ___ , .. 7" __ • 
_ .. - _ .J 
'- ... 1 
__ . :1. , 
... 
.:, .• 1 • _.! 
• 
I 
-- - -
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I NI ...... -- .. - ...... 
-- ........ 
. . , NI .. -.. -
q:fJ"1th ENG.SP. ;/S SP. SLIp 5P. CL.LOAD 11AN. !)EP. HT,GEN CO,OF FR VEH.Sp. ENG.TOR. CL,TOR. DRAG TOR PIs AC 
·-/·SEC RAD/$EC ;(A;)/SEC RAD/SCC K.N. NM.HG l'JOUl.ES ' .. M/SEC N.M. N.M. N.M. RAO 
'0,000 20C.0 0.0 0.0 O. 30.1i0 0.00 0.340 ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (I 0.001 200.0 0_0 0.0 1 • 33.07 0.00 0.340 0.0 ..... 0.1 0,1 0,0 0 0.101 201),0 (l.0 0.0 152. 30.68 O,oa 0.340 0.0 a. , 8.1 0.0 0 0.201 2QO .0· i1 • 0 .' 0.0 302. 28.28 0.32 0.340 0.0 16.1 '6. , 0.0 0 0.301 20<).0 0.0 00 451 • 25.89 0.73 0.340 . 0.0 24.1 24. , 0.0 0 
.°. 4 0', 200.0 0.0 O.ll 602. 23.49 1.29 0.340 0.0 .. 32.1 32.1 0.0 0 
;0.501 200,0 ·).0 ·0.0 752. 21.10 2.01 0.340' 0.0 . 40.2 40.2 0.0 0 
'.0,671 200.0 3.1 '.' 196. '.> 927. 18.29 3.55 0.340 o • 1 49.6 49.6 30.8 35 
,0,771 199.9 7,0 192.9 997, 17.41 4.56 0.340 0.1 52.5 53.3 . 30.8 42-
:O,Bi'1 199.3 .":1 .. 4 187.9· 1047. 17.16 5.60 0.31.0 0.2 53.5 56.Q 30.8 46 
, 0,971 193.<.J 16.4 181.6 1097. 16.91 6.66 0,340 .0.3 54.7 58.6 30.8 51 
· 1 ,071 196.2 2~.8 174.3 1147. 16.66 7.73 0.340 · 0.5 56.0 61 .3 30.8 56 
1.171 193.8 27.7 166.0 .1197. 16~4' 8,79 0.340 · 0.6 57,4 64.0 30.8 61 
· 1.271 190.9 34.2 156 7 1247. 16.16 9,85 0.340 0.7 58.9 66,6 30.9 66 
~'.371 187.6 41 • , '. 146.5 1297 . 15.91 10.88 0.340 0.9 60.6 69.3 30.9 71 
1.471 13:;.9 411.5 135.4 1347. 15.66 11 • B8 0.340 1 .0 '.' 62.3 . 72.0 30.9. 7t 
1,571 179.9 56,5 123.4 ,397. 15.41 12.82 0.340 .1.2 64.1 74.7 30.9 81 
1 ,671 175.5 6.:..9 110.7 1447. 15.16 13.71 0.340 · 1 .3 66.1 77 .3 30.9 86 
1,771 p'!".9 n.8 97,1 1497. 14. Q 1 14,53 0.340 1.5 68,1 . 80.0 30.9 91 
1 .871 166.0 )'13.2 32.8 1547. 14.66 15.26 0.340 .1 • '7 70.1 82.7 31 .0 96 
1 .971 160.9 93.1 67,.8 1597. 14.41 . 15.90 0.340 . 1.9 72.3 85,4 31.0 101 
· Z ,071 155,6 103.5 52,1 1647, 14.16' 16.4Z 0.340 2.1 74.5 88.0 31.0 106 
"Z,171 150.1 114.4 35.7 1697. 13.Q1 16.81 0,341 2.4 .76,8 90.8 31 .0 ~II 
· 2.271 ,4 r • • 2 , 25.9 18.2 1747, 13.66 17.06 0.347 ' .. 2, <> 79. :3 95.4 31.1 120 
2,371 ',33,3 137.9 0.4 1802 ' 13.49 17,1 4 0.444 2.9 81 .6 125.8 31.1 176 
·2,471 1 /• 4 ,3 1£. .... 3 0.0 1876. 14.08 17.1 5 0.450 3.0 78.3 132.6 31.1 189 
CClND t Tt OrlS AT TlIIE OF ENG.\GEIIENT 
2,471 141..3 H:".3 0.0 1876. , 4.08 17.15 0.450 3 .. 0 78.3 132.6 3"1 189 
, 
, 
, . 
, 
, . 
:, 
:" 
.~, . .. " ~-~'" .-," 
TEHPEAATUR~ DIST:lIBUTION nU~ING EHGAJEHEIIT. 
TIHE ':"'~.''C:·=.F R t .1': T.1 0 N, HATERIAI. 1 . 
0.001 
0.101 
0.201 
·0,301 
0,401 
0,501 
0,601 
0,701 
.0.1101 
0,901 
1 .001 
, .101 
1 ,201 
., .301 
1 ,401 
. 1 ,501 
" ,601 
, ,701 
1.1101 
1 ,901 
2.001 
, 2,,01 
,2,201 
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